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DC TO 1,000 MC!
SPECIFICATIONS
VERTICAL (Dual Channel)
Bandwidth:

4
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, 185B
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187B DUAL TRACE AMPLIFIER

Sensitivity:

Calibrated ranges, 10 to 200 mv/cm.
Vernier increases sensitivity to 3 mv/
cm. Attenuator accuracy, ±
- 3%.

Voltage Calibrator:

20 to 1,000 mv, ±3% accuracy.

Input Impedance:

100 K shunted by 2 pf.

Time Scale Magnifier:

Jitter:

(Normal) External trigger 100 my for
1 nsec or longer, 50 cps to 100 MC.
(Sensitive) External trigger 10 my for
1 nsec or longer, 50 cps to 100 MC.
(High Frequency) External trigger 200
my p-p, 50 MC to 1,000 MC.

Sampling Rep Rate:

100 KC maximum.

SYNC OUTPUT
Positive, at least 2 volts into 50 ohms.

Amplitude:

HORIZONTAL
Sweep Speeds:

Trigger Functions:
Greater than 800 MC, usable to 1,000
MC; less than 0.5 nsec rise time.

10 ranges, 10 nsec/cm to 10 gsec/cm,
calibrated within ±5%. Vernier increases fastest speed to 3 nsec/cm.
7 calibrated ranges xl, x2, x5, x10, x20,
x50, x100. Increases maximum calibrated speed to 0.1 nsec/cm, vernier
to 0.03 nsec/cm.
Less than 0.03 nsec or 2 mm with x100
expansion, whichever is greater.

Minimum Delay:

Less than 120 nsec, 100 nsec sweep and
faster.

Variable Delay Range:

Any portion of the trace may be viewed
in detail using the Time Scale Magnifier and the time delay.

Rise Time:

Less than 1.5 nsec.

Width:

Approx. 7 usec.

Recurrence:

One pulse per sample.

GENERAL
X-Y Recorder Output:

Available for making pen-recordings of
waveforms in MANUAL, RECORD and
EXTERNAL scanning modes.

Beam Finder:

Facilitates location of beam that is offscale vertically or horizontally.
187A-76A BNC Adapter (2); 187A-76F
accessory adapter (2); 185B-21A Sync
Probe.
4
1,185B Oscilloscope, $2,300.00; ,
'4)
18713 Dual Trace Amplifier, $1,000.00.

Accessories Furnished:

Prices:

Data subject to change. Prices f.o.b. factory.

e ACCESSORIES ADD REMARKABLE VERSATILITY TO YOUR 185B SCOPE!
* 187A-76C 10:1 Divider permits
observation of signals as large as 20
volts p-to-p, increases probe input
impedance to 1 megohm. $40.00.

AC -16V Delay Line provides 120 nsec delay so that
input signal can synchronize
the scope, making leading edge of input signal
visible on screen. Used with
185A-76A Sync.
rake-off. * AC-16V, $200.00 ; 185A-76A, $50.00.
,

* 185B-21A Sync Probe, furnished with 185B
Scope, provides convenient means for connecting
sync signals to scope, increases input impedance
to at least 700 ohms. $51.00.
* 187A-76A Adapters. 2 furnished with scope,
convert signal probe to a male BNC connector,
add only 2.5 pf to signal probe. $8.00.
* 187A-76B Adapter converts scope
signal probe to Type N connector,
adds less than 2 pf to probe. Is not a
cable-matching termination. $10.00.

* 187A-76D Blocking Capacitor permits observation of signals 4- 600
volts from ground. $3.50.
* 187B-76E 50 ohm T Connector permits observation
of signal on a 30-ohm transmission line, may be used with low reflection load
(i.e., * 908A) to terminate line, observe signal on
scope. 835.00.
(e, 908A 50-ohm Coaxial Termination
is for use with * 187B-76E (above)
as low-power termination for 50-ohm
transmission lines. $35.00.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
1090A Page Mill Road
Cable "HEWPACK"

Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.
DAvenport 6-7000

Sales representatives in all principal areas

185A-21C/D/E/F Resistive Divider Probes provide high impedance input
while triggering from signal itself.
AC-16W Cable
($10.00) provides flexible
Ile
connection to * AC-16V
Delay Line. * 185A-21C (5:1 Division Ratio,
250 ohms input resistance), 185A-21D (10:1, 500
ohms). 185A-21E (50:1. 2,500 ohms), 185A-21F
(100:1. 5,000 ohms), $40.00 each.

e

* 213A Pulse Generator, provides pulse of
approximately 0.2 nsec
rise time. 0.4 volts, positive or negative, into 50
ohms. Designed to test
rise time in 1858 Scope.
useful for other extremely fast measurements.
Pulse width, approx. 2 asec ;triggered rep rate.
0 to 100 KC; free run, 150 KC. Triggering, approx. -+- 0.5 v for more than 2 nsec —will trigger
on 185B sync out pulse. $215.00.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

S. A.

Rue du Vieux Billard No. 1
Geneva, Switzerland
Cable - 1-IEWPACKSA"
Tel. No. (022) 26. 43. 36

cone
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185BNOW YOU CAN: Sync on any signal rep rate, look at .
rf sine waves to 1,000 MC! • See clear, bright pictures,
10 cm full scale width, of events as long as 100
microseconds, as short as 0.3 nanoseconds • Sync on
signals as small as 10 mv • Effectively see any portion of
a 600,000 sq. cm. CRT face, with asharp, steady trace!
Never before such versatility in a single oscilloscope!
The new 00 185B gives you the same steady, bright
picture and the same simplicity of operation as conventional low-frequency scopes ...all the way to
1,000 MC!
Its remarkable versatility makes it ideal for measuring switching speeds of transistors, diodes, computer
memory elements; analyzing rf carrier signals by viewing rf directly; measuring phase angle on signals to
1,000 MC by dual channel viewing; analyzing coaxial
connectors, cables, attenuators and other devices by
observing reflections of fast pulses.
The sampling technique used in the 185B overcomes
the inherent limitations of "conventional" high-frequency scopes, to make it the first practical, commercially available answer to the need for measuring and
viewing nanosecond pulses. Broad sweep speed capability (10 ranges and vernier, 10 ysec/cm to 3nsec/cm)
and extreme sensitivity increase its usefulness.
Sync sensitivity is ± 10 mv, and, using an accessory
delay line, you can sync on the signal being viewed,
over the entire dynamic range of the scope, and see
the leading edge. 60:1 dynamic range and x100 sweep
expansion give you an effective screen area of 600,000
square centimeters, with no loss in brightness, even
at maximum expansion.

The (re 185B offers full 10 cm vertical deflection and
dual trace presentation for waveform and time comparisons. The scope also can be used to view differential signals. Five modes of operation are provided
with the dual channel plug-in. Sync pulse output is
provided for triggering external circuits, and X-Y
recorder output is also supplied.
Both channels of the 00 187B Dual Trace Amplifier
plug-in have independent sensitivity and positioning
controls and may be used separately. Calibrated
sensitivity controls on both channels include verniers
which increase sensitivity to 3 mv/cm. Compact
probes produce minimum circuit loading, extreme
convenience for such applications as testing transistors. Electronic features of the 185B Scope include
low noise and low jitter.
Whatever the frequency range you're concerned with
now, this revolutionary new instrument can help you
with fast, accurate measurements ...traces you can
view without fatigue ...and you have the capability
built in for tomorrow's measurements into still higher
frequencies.
Brief specifications here demonstrate the broad usefulness and versatility of the 10 185B. Call your nearest 00 representative or write direct for further information or for ademonstration on your bench.

Today's most versatile

OSCILLOSCOPE

;

Bright, clear,
steady picture
this size

4444 44-1

ittt

hp185B Oscilloscope graticule, actual size,
displaying stimulus and response waveforms
for typical transistor test with 75 nsec wide
test pulse. (25 nsec/cm sweep.)

DC to 1,000 MC in asingle instrument
available now!
Turn the page for details! >
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Barium titanate cells by Litton are tailored by air abrasion
equipment to exact frequency needed for memory use. See p 47
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STABILIZED SUPERMU

-30"

LAMINATIONS

-40 -20
0
-20 +40 +60 +80 +100
TEMPERATURE OF LAMINATIONS (DECO)

+120

Expected range of values of ratio of permeability
at indicated temperature to permeability at 25 C.
Stabilized Supermu "30" tested at 40 gausses, 60 cycles.

from Magnetic Metals ...

THERMALLY STABLE TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS
If you're designing a transformer or reactor that
must maintain constant inductance under the
blazing desert sun or in the sub-zero cold of
the Arctic or outer space, you need our thermally
stable Supermu "30" laminations. They're the
only temperature-stabilized laminations available anywhere.
Special composition and the ultimate in annealing control stabilize over a wide temperature
range the permeability of thermally stable Supermu
"30" laminations. Meticulous care in stamping
eliminates burrs and preserves absolute flatness.

MA
GIN E
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1
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CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

With performance characteristics effectively stabilized, thermally stable Supermu "30" offers the
only available solution to thermal design problems, and is also of particular value where you
want to miniaturize components.
Laminations of thermally stable Supermu "30"
are made in all standard sizes and thicknesses.
Count on two-week delivery. Custom designs are
available on special order. Our engineers are ready
and well qualified to help you make the most of
this exceptional lamination material. Write or
call today.

NI GNETIC NI ETA ES C OMPANY
Hayes Avenue at 21st Street, Camden 1, N.J.
863 Production Place, Newport Beach, California
transformer laminations •motor laminations •tape-wound cores
powdered molybdenum permalloy cores •electromagnetic shields
electronics
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tROAHANP
-FERRITE
AM MODULATOR
First to cover the entire X-band,
8.2 to 12.4 Gc

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

MODEL X158A
Price:

$250.00

"Covers entire X-band, 8.2 to 12.4 Gc
Metallized plastic construction for high frequency
audio response

FXR's new X158A broadband ferrite modulator is
the first absorption amplitude modulator to provide full coverage of X-band, 8.2 to 12.4 Gc. A
primary use of this unit is to provide a clean AM
microwave signal for high accuracy measurements.

Low driving power required

41

30 db minimum dynamic attenuation
Low insertion loss—with no coil current

Previously any attempt to modulate a microwave
oscillator left much to be desired because of
error-producing FM, jitter and double moding.
The modulator coil of the X158A has been designed so that any standard, 1 watt, co
cial
audio oscillator will provide substantiali,
modulation at 1,000 cps.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR MODEL X158A FERRITE MODULATOR

APPLICATIONS

Freq. range: 8.2 to 12.4 Gc
Max. insert loss: 1.0 db

Mirrowmvp Me.n«-urements
As an amplitude modulator for high accuracy microwave measurements

Min. dynamic attenuation: 30 db
Max. input and output VSWR: 1.20
Max. average RF input power: 2watts

Coil characteristics: 35 millihenries
55 ohms @ 1kc
Max. solenoid current: 300 ma DC
Insertion length: 5"
Cover flanges to mate with: UG-39/U
Waveguide type: WR90

fcm_
With proper biasing of the control solenoid low distortion modulation is obtained over the audio range

For front panel or remote switching of signal generators and other low power units
FlPr+rift.04/

rnIltrrennt4

M;(1.,,,A7,1/,

A ffri.11

,rél,;nrs

For electrically controlled microwave attenuation of
system energy from either remote or local positions

PRECISION MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
August 25,

1961

HIGH-POWER PULSE MODULATORS

FXR OFFICES IN NEW YORK • BOSTON • Los ANGELES
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL MAJOR CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

FXR
25-26 50th STREET
wOODSIDE 77, N. Y.

HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES

RA. 1-9000
Twx: NY 43745

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
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CROSSTALK
the non-profit military electronic systems engineering
firm, the Mitre Corp., will be in charge of an entire Air Force command
and control system. Mitre and the contracting Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command will together act as systems
engineers on future large electronics systems also—a role formerly given
private industry. Industry will be used as associate contractors for
hardware. During a week-long visit to ESD Headquarters at Hanscom
Field, Mass., Associate Editor Mason obtained an exclusive report on
this significant step in Air Force procurement policy. His report-in-depth,
detailing how the policy evolved and previous Air Force use of weapons

FOR THE FIRST TIME,

system management firms, appears on page 22.

16-bit matrix memory shown in the accompanying
photo consists of the barium titanate memory cells shown in detail
on the front cover. Use of these
memory elements in nuclear resistant, long-term, random-access memories is described in this issue by
A. B. Kaufman of Litton Systems.
His article begins on p 47.
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involved in making transient light measurements with phototubes are discussed by H. E. Edgerton and R. O. Shaffner of MIT in the

PROBLEMS

informative article beginning on p 56.
Edgerton has been concerned with the field of underwater flash
photography and stroboscopy for several years; his ELECTRONICS articles in this area have dealt with underwater camera systems (p 62,
April 8, 1960, coauthored with S. O. Raymond) and a sonar pinger
(p 93, June 24, 1960).
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notices, subscription orders or complaints to Fulfillment Manager, Electronics, at above address. Change of
address notices should provide old
as well as new address, including
postal zone number if any.
If possible, attach address label from recent issue.
Allow one month
change to become effective.

for

Postmaster: Please send Form 3579
to Fulfillment Manager, Electronics,
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36,
New York.
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Coming In Our September 1 Issue
Assistant Editor Wolff's series on plasma engineering continues next week with a survey of the possible applications of plasma. You'll read about experiments in thermonuclear
fusion, MHD and thermionic power conversion, spacecraft propulsion
PLASMA ENGINEERING.

and plasma electronics. Latter topic involves research into the use
of plasma for such devices as microwave traveling-wave amplifiers,
backward-wave oscillators, uhf parametric amplifiers, and phase shifters. Semiconductor plasma devices are also discussed in this article,
which follows one on measuring plasma parameters (p 33, Aug. 14, 1961)
and an introductory article on generating and heating plasma (p 47,
July 14, 1961).
electronics
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TUBE
RELIABILITY
AND LONG LIFE

Raytheon Reliability-Controlled Tubes are
certified to have an average life span of more
than 10,000 hours when used under approved
conditions — with full credit for failure within
1,000 hours — at no increase in price!
Through the use of special design and
manufacturing techniques, Raytheon now brings

you a line of Reliability-Controlled Tubes to
meet your most critical needs for long life and
reliability. Each Reliability-Controlled type is
monitored by tests far more severe than those
normally encountered in service and is backed
up by an unprecedented 10,000 Hour Life
Certificate.

Applicable to shipments of 100 tubes or more from factory or Raytheon
Distributor stock, Raytheon's 10,000 Hour Life Certificate assures you of:

1
2

Full credit for any and all tube failures which occur during the first 1,000 hours of service.
Proportional credit on the shipment lot to the extent that failures prevent that shipment lot
from achieving an average life of 10,000 hours.

Eight Reliability-Controlled types are now
available — 6AH6WA, 6AN5WA, 5670,
5654/6AK5W, 5755, 6414, 0A2WA, 5651WA
— more types in development. Each data sheet
contains a section devoted to operating conditions and ratings recommended to achieve the

RAYTHEON
INDUSTRIAL

long and reliable service built into these tubes.
Full technical data and complete details on
the new Raytheon 10,000 Hour Life Certificate
are available from Raytheon Company, Industrial Components Division, Newton 58,
Massachusetts.
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Patent Legislation

KOOLOHM
14W
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INSULATED SHELL
POWER RESISTORS
Sprague's Koolohm Resistors are designed to meet military and industrial
requirements for insulated power
wirewound resistors that will perform dependably.
New axial-lead Koolohm construction features include welded
leads and winding terminations. Exclusive Cerone ceramic-insulated resistance wire, wound on special ceramic core makes possible multilayer
non-inductive windings and extrahigh-resistance-value conventional
windings. Dense, non-porous ceramic outer shells provide both humidity
and mechanical protection for resistance elements. All resistors are agedon-load to stabilize resistance value.
The advanced construction of
these improved Koolohm Resistors
allows them to operate at "hottest
spot" temperatures up to 350°C.
You can depend upon them to carry
maximum rated load for any given
physical size.
Send for Engineering Bulletin 7300A
for complete technical data.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

35

Marshall Street, North Adonis, Mass.

SPRAGUE®

THE

6

MARK
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RELIABILITY
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I've just been reading your comments in Crosstalk of the June 2
issue (p 4) regarding proposed revision of patent law as applied to
R&D done under government contract. A great deal of what you say
has validity.
I find, however, some of your
statements amusing when more
widely applied, i.e. to the relationship between a laboratory or development organization and its employee. To my limited knowledge,
it is standard practice for an employee, upon hire, to sign away all
rights to any invention he may conceive of while in the employ of the
laboratory or development organization whether related to his R&D
activities or not.
To parallel your words, ...the
researcher has contracted for goods
and services. ...In this situation
...no one has seen fit to raise the
spectre of danger to free enterprise.
... there is considerable justification for the government to retain
ownership of an invention arising
in the course of R&D paid for by
the government. It is apparent that
the invention would not have occurred if the opportunity were not
provided for by government sponsorship. ...
ALBERT GOODMAN
SANDIA CORPORATION
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M .
...It has been very interesting
to read the lively discussions in
Comment concerning patent legislation. My experiences with patents
leads me to suggest two concrete
propositions:
(1) A modest "license fee" be
collected by the Commissioner of
Patents for every valid patent from
all the companies which are using
it profitably. A committee would
determine the amount [of the fees]
and would distribute the collected
funds to inventors. ...This program should be fully independent
of evaluation by private industry.
(2) Employees obtain the right
to apply for a patent if the company is not interested in applying.

These measures would [encourage] scientists and engineers to
work on their own projects. I believe a successful scientist or engineer is often a better judge of the
merits of aproject than an administering manager. ...
I.ZAKARIAS
PICOFARAD ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTATION
BEACON, N.Y.
Our readers may be interested to
know that Mr. Zakaria.s has had
patent experiences in Hungary as
well as in this country. In Hungary
he headed his own company (also
named Pico farad) before it was
nationalized. He left for the U. S.
after the October 1956 uprising.
While in Hungary he worked on
synchronous detection, on which,
he says, he obtained a U. S. Patent
(number 2,208,091) together with
three other inventors. Officials in
Hungary will not credit him for his
work, he says, because of his nonconversion "to Communistic theories and practices" and his "without permission" exit from Hungary.
He has contributed articles to
ELECTRONICS as far back as 1948
and recently presented a paper at
the Fourth International Conference on Medical Electronics entitled
"Scientifically
Checkable
Lead System for Vectorcardiography".

Ions and Health
In Comment of the May 27,
1960 issue (p 61), you state that
you have a file of references and
sources on research regarding the
biological effects of atmospheric
ions on the human system.
My background is in nuclear
physics and instrumentation and I
am therefore intrigued with the
industrial applications of this work.
I would appreciate whatever information you might have.
RALPH E.W HITE
ALTADENA, CALIF.

A list of 26 references has been
sent to Mr. White.
In a future issue ive hope to have
additional interesting comments on
atmospheric ionization by people
prominent in the field.
electronics

INLAND d-c torque motors
save critical weight
in guidance systems
Norden Miniature All-Attitude Inertial Platform uses four Inland torque motors, one for
each gimbal axis.
Norden specifies these Inland d-c torque
motors because of their compact pancake
shape, low-power input and direct torquing.
In addition to providing the obvious weight
and space reduction, Inland's direct drive
positioning eliminates gear train problems
such as backlash.
Norden engineers say, "The linearity of
the Inland torquers is excellent over a wide
range so that precession rates may be accurately established. The torquer fixed field
is carefully stabilized so that the torquer
gradients will be constant over long periods
of time."
Inland d-c pancake torque motors with
high torque-to-inertia ratios and linearity
of output provide all the advantages of
direct gearless servo positioning in a complete line over the full range of 0.1 to 3,000
pound-feet.

ALL ATT'OK SERTIAL
'ALF PLATFORM

COMPARE THESE TYPICAL INLAND TORQUER RATINGS

Peak torque, oz. in
Volts at peak torque, stalled at 250°C
Amps at peak torque
Total friction, oz. in
Rotor Inertia, oz. in sec 2
Weight, oz
Dimensions (inches):—O.D
1.0
Thickness

T-1321-A

T-2136-A

T-2108-B

20.0
48.0
1.21
0.5
.001
5.0
1.937
.625
.50

35.0
26.0
1.6
0.8
.007
9.0
2.81
1.00
.63

60.0
25.6
1.24
1.5
.011
14.0
2.81
1.00
1.00

For complete catalog with engineering data, outline drawings and specifications on these and other Inland d-c pancake torquers, write Inland
Motor Corporation of Virginia, Northampton, Massachusetts. Dept. 12-8

re INLAND MOTOR
A

SUBSIDIARY

OF

KOLLMORGEN

CORPORATION
OF VIRGINIA'
CORPORATION

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Arett.•
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A fresh
NEW look
in instrumentation
...shown for the
first time
at

•

WESCON !

• 0 :AB.
.•
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•
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FIRST OF AN EXPANDED NEW LINE/
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SEE THEM AT WESCON—BOOTHS 2717, 2719 & 2721
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•
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•
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•
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NEW additions to aproven line of R-F equipment...

BORG-WARNER CONTROLS'

TEST INSTRUMENTS
New styling...new convenience...
new versatility... new accuracy!
Now, a fresh new approach to precision lab-

Clean, functional design. Handsome two-tone

oratory test instruments ...designed and engi-

brown and beige color schemes. Simplified con-

neered by Borg-Warner Controls to meet the
most demanding needs of industry. The result

trols—no crowding or confusion of knobs. Finest quality meters for quick, clear, accurate

of 15 years of leadership in high-power radiofrequency equipment, these new instruments

lution due to improved design. Don't buy any

are superior in styling.., in convenience and
versatility .... in accuracy and performance.

readings. Most important of all, better resolaboratory quality test equipment until you've
examined these advanced new models!

FOLD-AWAY
CARRYING HANDLES

W ND-UP
POWER CORD
SAC

IMDKAIOR
rom M-401

f

MCOMMII

MAS
MONITOR

CD

SIAS MA
bee“

VERSATILE! All instrumente
can be used on bench,
or rack-mounted

tfril

BORG-WARNER

BV

Write or call for technical bulletins on
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter (10 CPS/4 MC) ...
Volt-Ohm Meter (20 CPS 700 MC t...VSWR Indicator
...R-F Power Meter ...R-F Signal Generators
covering HF. VHF, ('HF and SHF. For your
convenience, local sales representatives are available
for demonstration and consultation in your area.

4'4

BORG-WARNER CONTROLS
DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

P. O. Box 1679 • Santa Ana, California
Phone Kimberly 5-5581 • Teletype S Ana 5291

CONTROLS
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FOR
TRANSMISSION
MEASUREMENT Voltmeter
Simple carrier reinsertion
in this

Frequency
Selective

Sierra Model 125B -CR Frequency Selective Voltmeter
Monitoring of single-sideband carrier telephony signals
is simple with self-contained crystal oscillators for carrier
reinsertion in the Model 125B -CR Frequency Selective
Voltmeter. Continuous tuning 3to 620 kc, the 125B -CR is also
aflat ac VTVM, 1to 620 kc.
Direct-reading frequency, continuously tunable. Virtual
elimination of spurious responses. Variable selectivity —250,
2,500 cps, each 3db down. Accuracy +1 db, —80 to
32 dbm
(as flat VTVM, +0.5 dbm, —20 to --32 dbm), ideal for
measuring carrier levels. Self-contained crystal oscillator
for both frequency and level calibration

• ACCURATE,
• SENSITIVE,
• VERSATILE

SPECIFICATIONS common to selective operation of the
Sierra Model 125A, popular general purpose model
Sierra Model 125B -CR, with internal crystal oscillators for easy carrier reinsertion
Sierra Model 125B -Y, incorporating special 20-pin connector for carrier
rack fast patch
Frequency
Range
3-620 kc

Selectivity

Frequency Accuracy

3 db down

45 db down

Low End

High End

+125 cps

±500 cps

±
--1 kc

-±-2 kc

+1250 cps

±5

kc

Measuring
Accuracy
+1 db

Line Impedance
for direct
rear-ling in dbm
Bal, or unbal. 135
& 600 i?; bridging
input impedance,
20 kt? nominal.

The Sierra Model 158A Frequency Selective Voltmeter operates from 500 kc to 10 mc
selectivity +2000 cps 3 db down, —20 kc 45 db down; frequency accuracy +0.056 mc
low end, +0.08 mc high end; measuring accuracy ±-2 db; line impedance for direc
reading in dbm, unbalanced 600 ohms.

Three flexible
models in the
convenient
Sierra 125
series of
Frequency
Selective
Voltmeters

Rapid location of faults on cables, transmission lines!
Sierra Model 124A Line Fault Analyzer; Instantly pinpoints shorts, opens, grounds, indicates
nature of fault, plus exact location. Easy to use, operates on "radar" principles; operates
on most metallic power and communication lines, direct reading 1/
2 to 100 miles,
accuracy within 1
/ mile.
4
Write or call Sierra today for complete data on these and other instruments for
communications application.
Data subject to change without notice.

sie gra
A

SIERRA ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
7308A BOHANNON DRIVE

A Division of Philco Corporation
• DAVENPORT 6-2060 • AREA CODE 415 • MENLO PARK, CALIF., U. S. A.

Sales representatives in all major areas
Canada: Atlas Instrument Corporation, Ltd., Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver
Export: Frazar & Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
Patent Office Proposes
Higher Fees, Time Payment

TRIGGER
CIRCUIT

OSCILLATOR
SOURCE

MASER

COLLIMATOR

CAPACITOR
BANK AND
POWER
SUPPLY

PARTIAL
REFLECTOR

AMPLIFIER

PHOTOMULTIPLIER
TUBE

CAPAC I
TOR
BANK AND
POWER
SUPPLY

/ FILTER

PHOTOTUBE

DUAL BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE

Ruby Masers Operate as Light Amplifiers
PULSED RUBY optical maser has amplified coherent light from a conventional ruby maser. Net power gain was a factor of two. Light
from the source maser is directed into the amplifying ruby so that
no part of it hits the side of the
ruby or is masked by the amplifier housing

(see sketch).

The

ends of the amplifying ruby are
not silvered.
Work with the tandem laser was
reported this week at WESCON by
P. P. Kisliuk and W. S. Boyle, of
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Gain
was found to be a function of temperature of the amplifier and the
pumping power. The factor-of-two
gain was observed at —40 C. Housings permitted liquid nitrogen cooling.
To observe amplification directly,
coherent light must be distinguished from the maser's natural
fluorescent light. This was accomplished by generating coherent
light intense enough to overcome
fluorescent light. Input and output
signals were monitored by multiplier phototubes and displayed on a
dual-beam oscilloscope.
The researchers expect to obtain
greater amplifications with more
precise control over temperature
and other variables.
In Cambridge, Mass., meanwhile,
Trident Corp. reported preliminary
gain figures for another ruby laser.
Driven by a ruby oscillator, the
August 25, 1961

pulsed ruby amplifier has yielded
gains of 25 to 100 percent per inch
of active length of the amplifying
crystal. The experiments were run
at high power levels. Higher limits
are possible. Work is aimed at determining the effect of changing
variables on amplifier performance
and refining gain reading accuracy.

Laser "Doubler"?
PHYSICISTS at the University
of Michigan reported last
week that they have produced
a first overtone light beam
with alaser. A high intensity,
monochromatic re d laser
beam, at 7,000 Angstrom
units wavelength, was focused
into a quartz crystal. A considerably weaker second harmonic of monochromatic deep
blue—almost invisible violet
—at 3,500 Angstroms was
emitted.
Michigan
is also
using its high-power laser on
a variety of other materials.

FURTHER DETAILS on the Patent
Office's plans to revamp procedures
to shorten processing time (ELECTRONICS, p 14, July 14) were reported this month by Patent Commissioner David L. Ladd.
A proposed fee system is patterned along that used in Europe.
Nominal fees would be charged
upon filing. But if a patent is
granted, additional fees of $100,
$300 and $500 would be charged
five, nine and 13 years, respectively,
after granting. If fees are not paid
after a grace period, the patent
would lapse.
This system, Ladd indicated,
would in time limit patents in force
to those of long-term value and
would clean out deadwood—such as
patents filed only for short-term
defensive reasons. He doesn't think
the increasing fees would deter
filing of worthwhile patents. In
Germany, he said, installment fees
total $2,500, yet Germans file more
patents per capita than Americans.
Other steps being taken by the
Patent Office include research into
electronic
information
retrieval
systems.

Orbiting Needle Relay
Belt Given Go-Ahead
POLICY STATEMENT by the National
Aeronautics and Space Council,
with approval of President Kennedy, apparently clears the way for
launching of Project West Ford.
This is the orbital scatter communications experiment proposed by
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, initially
dubbed Project Needles
(ELECTRONICS, p 43, Sept. 30, 1960).
The proposal triggered protests
from optical and radio astronomers
that the orbiting belts of tuned dipoles would interfere with their
research.
At the International
Astronomical Union assembly in
Berkeley, Calif., last week, for example, the Union's president termed
the belt proposal a "grave danger".
The Space Council's statement
says the first exploratory test prob11

ably would not have an adverse effect on any branch of science. The
U.S. has pledged no operational
system will be launched until experimental results are analyzed.
Astronomers have been invited to
help determine if a needle belt
would obscure astronomical observation or reception.
In exploratory test, 75 pounds of
dipoles tuned to 8,000 Mc will be
released from a rotating dispenser
on a satellite. After 30 days, the
belt of 350 million dipoles will extend around the earth. It can be
used with highly directive microwave antennas to provide many
high-capacity, intercontinental communications circuits. Twin 60-foot
antennas for initial test are ready
at Millstone Hill, Mass., and Camp
Parks, Calif., but launching date
remains classified.
Copper dipoles, 1.77-cm long, to
be used in first test could last 10 to
20 years, depending on belt altitude
and inclination. Lincoln Lab is
checking into use of white tin alloy
dipoles, which would become transformed into gray tin powder pushed
into the atmosphere by solar radiation pressure.

Russian Spaceship Had
Three Radios, Dual Tv
at a press confollowing the orbital flight
of Vostok H, outlined the communications systems carried by the
spaceship.
But information on
other instrumentation and controls
was scanty.
Long-range communications were
handled by a-m telephone-telegraph
transmitters.
They operated at
15.765 and 20.006 Mc and used a
common antenna with a filtering
system. When Vostok II was over
Russian territory, messages were
sent and received with an f-m system operating at 143.625 Mc. Bandwidth was -± 30 Kc. Messages from
the ship were beamed at specific
ground stations and conversely.
The pilot, Gherman Titov, also
used a tape recorder. Recorded
comments were transmitted by the
"ultrashortwave" system over Russia. Titov said he never used his
telegraph key because the radios
functioned well.
During the flight, Titov was obSOVIET SCIENTISTS,

ference
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served by two tv systems: one
narrow-band with a definition of
100 lines and the other broad-band
with a definition of 400 lines. Both
transmitted 10 pictures per second.
All the radio receivers in the
ship used semiconductor devices.
During an "eyewitness" account of
the launching, broadcast August 7,
the announcer said that the biophysical telemetering transmitters
were "under the spacesuit", indicating these were miniaturized as
well.

Is Smell Really Change
In Nose Cell Potential?
with more objectivity than the human nose is a
possible result of a long-range research project underway at Armour
Research Foundation. Researchers
theorize that adsorbent surfaces in
the nose are highly selective with
respect to molecular structures of
adsorbed vapors. The signal in the
olfactory nerve probably comes
from a change in interface potential.
To check this out, ARF is using
avariable capacitor to compare contact potential caused by the same
vapor on avariety of solids. If electronic effects are selective, olfactory
devices may be possible. Such a device could be used in studying food
aromas, food spoilage detection, industrial or military warning systems, even for finding out whether
there are smells in space.
ELECTRONIC NOSE

Tack-Sized Dosimeter

In Brief ...
scored one hit
and two misses last week. Explorer XII went 54,000 miles
into space in search of data on
magnetic fields. A Blue Scout
rocket, which was to send radiation
instrumentation
140,000
miles out, failed. Also failing, in
a test, was the powerful F-1
rocket engine for Apollo.

U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

RESEARCH
Projects
Agency has ordered 40 portable
seismographs from Geotechnical
Corp, under an $8 million contract. The instruments will be
used in the Vela Uniform program to detect explosions.

ADVANCED

MAJOR MILITARY contract
awards include $1.6 million to
Collins Radio, from Air Force,
for airborne transceivers; $1
million to Microwave Associates,
from Navy, for magnetron tubes;
over $4 million to Fairchild Semiconductor, from Air Force, for
transistors to be used in Minuteman program; a total of $1 million to Jerrold Electronics, from
FCC and military agencies, for
tv, communications, control and
antenna systems; more than $2
million to Minneapolis-Honeywell,
from General Dynamics, for rate
gyros for Atlas guidance.

OTHER

Air Defense Command tested its electronic facilities last week with a simulated
attack by 549 missiles and 420
bombers.

NORTH AMERICAN

are proposing stationary
satellites large enough to carry
crews. Orbit of 24 hours would
make them appear immobile.

RUSSIANS

Developed at Battelle
a new, miniaturized fast neutron dosimeter about
size of acarpet tack, is being developed by Battelle Memorial Institute
for U. S. Army Signal Corps.
Fast neutrons passing through
the dosimeter knock some of silicon
atoms from their normal positions
in an 0.1 by 0.03-inch silicon disk
mounted between two electrical contact pins, permanently changing
electrical properties of the silicon.
Change in electrical properties is
to be measured in terms of tissue
rads—units of radiation damage to
human tissue.
RADIAC DETECTOR,

TV

BROADCASTERS have petitioned
FCC for extension of the Oct. 2
deadline on comments regarding
uhf-tv proposals. Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters,
said to represent 150 stations,
asked for six more months.

in cooperation with American Standards Association, is developing calibration techniques
for pressure, temperature, fluid
flow and liquid level measuring
systems.

ASME,

electronics

First "off-the-shelf"
high resolution display for
low cost computer monitoring
General Dynamics/Electronics' new S-C 1090 is
the first "off-the-shelf" computer display featuring high character legibility on alarge CRT screen.
The S-C 1090 incorporates an improved 19-inch
CHARACTRONe Shaped-Beam Tube and is capable of displaying 1000 flicker-free, high-resolution
characters simultaneously anywhere on the tube
face. Thirty thousand or more characters per
second may be displayed with extreme brightness
and contrast.

2. Vector Generator—capable of drawing straight lines
between points on the tube for graphic presentations.
3. Format Generator—reduces the S-C 1090's input
requirements and doubles display rate from computer.
4. Input Register—provides console with buffer storage
for position and character selection information.
5. Offset & Expansion—can enlarge any segment of tube
screen to full screen size for more detailed view.
6. Category and Feature Select—allows selection of
information for display* without computer intervention.
SUPERIOR CHARACTER FORMATION. The CHARACTRON tube's unique method of shaped-beam character for-

MOST VERSATILE DISPLAY. The S-C 1090, operating
either on-line or off-line, is designed to monitor digital computer systems and present data for decision or information

mation offers proven advantages over less precise linesegment, dot, or scan character forming techniques.

purposes. Alphanumeric or symbolic characters, and vectors

Symbols and characters are obtained by extruding electron beams through stencilled openings in a metal disc

may be presented singly or in combination.

called the matrix. After passing through the matrix, the

Maximum flexibility for various applications has been
provided by a number of special modular optional features

character-shaped beam is directed to an appropriate spot
on the tube face. Most matrix have 64 characters.

for the S-C 1090 display which include:
1. Internal Test Pattern Generator—permits complete set

COMPACT DESIGN. The S-C 1090 is a compact unit meas-

up and calibration without tying up the computer or data

uring 32 inches in width, 45 inches in height, by 66 inches
in length. The unit's low silhouette allows operators to actu-

handling system, saving time and expense.

ally look over the top of the console for simultaneous viewing of the tube screen and projected large screen displays.
S-C 1090 APPLICATIONS. The S-C 1090 is capable of
tabular, situation or graphical presentations and can be
used in a wide range of computer intervention, monitoring
and retrieval jobs. It is suitable for laboratory, simulation,
Air Traffic Control and surveillance applications.
For additional information on the S-C 1090 Direct View
Display or other General Dynamics/Electronics readout and
display systems, write General Dynamics/Electronics,
Information Technology
The S-C 1090 display
is compact, offers
full19-inch screen

Division, Dept. B-46, E 0. Box.
2449, San Diego 12, Calif.
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BARNSTEAD
ENGINEERED

TRANSISTOR
WASHER

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
CONSOLIDATION OF MILITARY BUYING of common-use electronic parts and
components is being held up pending a more comprehensive decision by
Defense Secy. McNamara to set up a "defense supply agency" which
would handle billions of dollars worth of other non-specialized support
items bought in bulk by the military.
The new agency is expected to be organized within the next several
weeks. It would take over procurement and other supply management
tasks now handled by so-called "single managers" in the services for
food, clothing, fuel, construction equipment, and other essentially com-

WITH

GREATER CAPACITY
for

WASHING and RINSING
• TRANSISTORS
• DIODES
• MISSILE PARTS
• LARGE POWER TUBES
• ELECTRONIC PARTS
The new Barnstead Model TW-50X
Transistor Washer, completely enclosed
in stainless steel cabinet, was engineered
for washing and rinsing transistors,
diodes, missile parts, large power tubes
and other electronic parts in hot, ultra
pure water with continuous repurification. It produces best results with faster
rinsing and fewer rejects.
The purification system continuously
repurifies the water by (1) removal of
organic impurities, (2) demineralization
and (3) filtration of submicroscopic particles to 0.45 microns. RESULT: Ultrapure final rinse water which is not only of
high electrical resistance, (15,000,000 to
18,000,000 ohms @ 18 ° C., but also
free of organic impurities and minute
particulate matter which often interfere
with thorough cleaning.
A minimum amount of heat is required
since the system contains its own regenerative heat exchanger. The water is
continuously recirculated and repurified,
thus saving thousands of gallons of pure
water daily, and eliminating the need for
a larger capacity purification system.
Reduce your costs ...cut down on
rejects ...write Barnstead for literature
on the Transistor Washer Model TW-50X.

Martis tead

mercial-type products.
Up to now, the idea has been to appoint one of the services to do all
the buying, warehousing, distributing, etc. for all the other services.
Under a proposal now being studied by McNamara, the new agency would
pull together these functions and reduce buying of common-use items
by the services. But military contracting agencies would continue to be
responsible for procurement and supply management of the many billions
of dollars worth of more specialized arms and equipment not considered
to be of a common-use variety.
FINAL VERSION of the Congressional defense appropriation bill earmarks
$705-million for Air Force bomber production and development which
the Kennedy administration doesn't want. Congress voted $525-million
to continue B-52 or B-58 production (current schedules call for phasing
out production next year) and $180-million extra to speed up B-70 development. The administration's plan is to spend only $220-million.
The additional B-70 money would be used to reactivate development
work on electronic subsystems under the Congressional plans. But unless
the administration is willing to give in to political pressures—which, as
of now, is unlikely to happen—the Pentagon will be required to go along
with present bomber schedules this year.

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

ASSOCIATION

and

other

defense

contractor

groups have been invited to a Pentagon brainstorming session sponsored
by the Air Force late this month to discuss what Lt. Gen. Mark Bradley,
Jr., deputy chief of staff for systems & logistics, calls "advanced methods
of procurement".
The general is dissatisfied with current buying practices, feels the
policies fail to "reward a supplier who does a good job and penalize one
who doesn't". He is pushing for "new ways of doing business".
LATE NEXT YEAR, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
will put a communication satellite into a 22,300-mile high synchronous
orbit about the earth. A $4-million dollar contract has been awarded
Hughes Aircraft Corp. to build three flight model satellites. Dubbed
Syncom a three-stage Delta vehicle will boost the satellite into orbit.
The NASA project will relay telephone and data transmissions, but
will not provide tv bandwidths. Test frequencies will be 8,000 Mc from
ground to the satellite and 2,000 Mc from the satellite to ground.
The program is similar to the Army's Project Advent that is designed
to provide a military satellite communications network using three or
more synchronous satellites. NASA will use Army ground facilities for
its initial experiments.

STILL AND STERILIZER CO.
84 Lanesville Terrace, Boston 31, Mass.

FIRST IN PURE WATER
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PSI SUPER
RECTIFIERS

FUSE
CLIP

15001/..5A thru 20,0001L2Amp
NO VOLTAGE DERATING
EXCEED MIL-S-19500B

• ALL-WELDED

ELECTRICALLY "COLD" CASE
VERSATILE MOUNTING
These are tough, rugged Very High
Voltage

rectifiers

made to

• HIGH MOISTURE INTEGRITY
• VOLUME AVAILABILITY

Type

PS1441

voltage drop, the highest current
ratings and best reverse leakage
characteristics of any cartridge
rectifier available!
-

.545 DIA
149 * .010 DIA

a

_

L__er
i_

1

t

32_8,_'17
NICKEL PLATED
BRASS FERRULES

,
L

1/16

.437 DIA

25*C

I

U. S• PAT. NOS. 2815474, 2979645
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MY el 25°C

Length

1 13/16"

5,000V

300mA

150mA

19A max

2 1/2"

10,000V

250mA

125mA

10A max

4 5/16"

PS1455

15,000V

200mA

100mA

1mA max

PS1460

20,000V

200mA

100mA

1

PIV

100'C

max

50pA max.

The above types are examples of the 20 Super Fuse Clip
Rectifiers covering the 1500V to 20,000 PIV range. Ask
about other PSI high voltage rectifiers including 1N1731,
1N1733 and 1N1734 to MIL-S-19500B/142 (Sig C). The new
24-page brochure, "PSI Special Assemblies" gives full
details.
For prices, delivery schedules and other details phone,
wire or write a PSI sales office near you.

-=
Ific)
Setnkonductors,Inc.
A SUBSIDIARY OF THOMPSON

f

U.

1mA max

(i(
.545
(TYP/i

100`C

250mA

Inverse current

i

I

500mA

conditions. They have the lowest

—lei i.si
,I

PIV

1,500V

the most strenuous environmental

f

• SHATTERPROOF

give

trouble-flee performance under

j--

65°C to 175°C

RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC.

12955 Chadron Avenue, Hawthorne, Calif.
OR 8-4711, OS 9-2281

Distributor stocks in

• Cable: PSISOCAL

TWX: HAW CAL 4270

major electronic centers coast-to-coast
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To discover what you believe is possible...

CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You're so sure the answer's there. From what
you already know... from what's been proved
so far, it has to be. But that's when your hardest work begins. To give your answer precise
shape and substance. To prove it. And
use it to move to the next step. At
some point during your quest, there's
a good chance CEC can come in and help.
Because this is exactly what CEC men do for
aliving — find the means and build the instru-

ments to measure, record, and analyze some of
the things that can help supply you with the
answer you must have. Are you in the middle
of such an answer search right now? Or looking
for a starting point on aproblem? Call
in aman from the CEC sales and service
office nearest you. It's worth a try.

Ec

CONSOLIDATED

ELECTRODYNAMICS

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA • A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL
DATA RECORDERS DIVISION • ANALYTICAL & CONTROL DIVISION •TRANSDUCER
DIVISION • CONSOLIDATED SYSTEMS CORP. • CONSOLIDATED VACUUM CORP.

TWA

CUTS AIR FREIGHT RATES AGAIN...UP TO

65%

on transatlantic shipments

vs

WO RLD
ir

TWA

gin

--aulli,......""e " . "....11111.1111.1111111111111111111e.

e
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Now, big savings for volume shippers!
On September 1, the latest TWA transatlantic rate
reduction brings anew concept to distribution of your
products overseas! Volume shippers will enjoy the

'`

I.

i

.`,'" ,•\,11

......all

..

Look at these typical bargain prices!
Airport to airport General
Commodity rates
between New Yorkt
and
Frankfurt
Paris
London

minimum
weight in
pounds

$1.17

$1.08

$1.00

speed and convenience of air service to European

100219

.80

.74

.5 ,71

markets at bargain prices. Reductions range from

220549

.53

.52

.5U

14% to 65% below present rates! Now it really pays

5501099

.43

.42

.41

to ship all your products TWA Air Freight. TWA

11002199

.38

.37

.36

220016499

.34

.34

.33

over
16500*

.33

.32

.31

is the only carrier bridging 70 thriving U. S. cities
and 23 world trading centers overseas. It delivers
your goods where the business is ...fast. Put TWA's
new international rates to work for you and save!
Call your freight forwarder, cargo agent
or nearest TWA Air Freight office today

under 100

tEttectIve Sept. 1. subjeCt to Government approvals
*Eastbound only

TWA

AIR FREIGHT
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NOW...

AUTOMATIC VACUUM
EVAPORATION SYSTEMS
with VacIodelectronic pumps

Varian announces a fully-automatic
vacuum evaporation system, available
from stock and employing the famous
VacIon all-electronic vacuum pump.

• FULLY AUTOMATIC
• PROMPT DELIVERY
• PRESSURES BELOW 5x10 -8 mm Hg WITHOUT BAKEOUT

Applications include film deposition
and crystal plating. A servo-mechanism
feedback circuit provides automatic

• TIME, PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
• ALL-ELECTRIC HIGH-VACUUM PUMP

control of the vacuum cycle, with
maximum operating speed and
minimum pumpdown time.

'AWL 114

The 400 litre/second VacIon pump
included in the system is a revolutionary development in vacuum
pumping. VacIon pumps employ no
moving parts, no fluids, no refrigerants. There is no danger of oil
contamination in the vacuum
chamber. VacIon pumps are fail-safe
—if power failure occurs, vacuums
are not compromised.
Other components of this completely integrated system include a Pyrex
vacuum bell jar, base plate, roughing
pump, instrumentation, and controls.
Shipped ready for operation, after
connection to power and compressed
air sources.
For full technical data on this and
other Varian high-vacuum systems,
write Vacuum Division.

VARIAN
PALO

ALTO

associates

1,

CALIFORNIA

Subsidiaries:
BOMAC

LABORATORIES,

INC.

VARIAN

ASSOCIATES

CANADA,

S-F-D

LABORATORIES,

SEMICON

ASSOCIATES,

SEMICON

OF

VARIAN
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OF

A. G.

LTD.

INC.
INC.

CALIFORNIA,

INC.

(SWITZERLAND)
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SEMICONDUCTOR NEWS: FROM WESTINGHOUSE AT YOUNGWOOD

Westinghouse
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Flexible-lead type 2N1809 series
Flag-type 2N2109 series
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announces higher ratings in 30-amp "Rock Top" Transistors
Westinghouse now brings you 30-ampere "Rock-Top" Transistors with higher
ratings (200 volts), higher junction temperatures (175°C.), and lower saturation
resistance (0.037 ohms). These improved ratings, coupled with the absence of
secondary breakdown, mean dramatic three-fold increases in power-handling
capabilities.
These transistors are available in production quantities in the flexible-lead Jedec
2N1809 series and the newly announced Jedec 2N2109 series with flag-type
terminals. Both feature exclusive Westinghouse quality assurance with 100%
Power Testing and True Voltage Ratings for the ultimate in application reliability.
All these features plus new low prices permit you to start today to upgrade your
existing germanium and silicon systems, and to be competitive on all new solid
state power systems.
To receive your copy of the industry's most complete evaluation of powerswitching, write for "High Power Switching with the 30-ampere Silicon Power Transistor." Westinghouse Electric Corp., Semiconductor Department, Youngwood, Pa.
You can be sure ... if it's Westinghouse.
SC-I052

Westinghouse
For Prompt Delivery, Order From These Westinghouse Distributors:
EASTERN
ACK SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
Birmingham 5, Ala./FA
CAMERADIO
Pittsburgh, Pa./EX
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, INC.
Boston, Mass./CO
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALERS, INC.
Melbourne, Florida/PA
GENERAL RADIO SUPPLY CO., INC. Camden, N. 1./WO
GENESEE RADIO PARTS CO.
Buffalo, N. Y./TR
KANN-ELLERT ELECTRONICS, INC.
Baltimore, Md./TU
MILGRAY ELECTRONICS
New York, N. Y./RE
RADIO & ELECTRONIC PARTS CORP. Cleveland, Ohio/UT
SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS
Long Island, N. Y./PI
Silver Spring, Md./1U
MIDWESTERN

2-0588
1-4000
7-4700
3-1441
4-8560
3-9661
9-4242
2-4400
1-6060
6-6520
5-7023

ICJ. SEMICONDUCTORS, INC.
Kansas City, Mo./WE 1-0829
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR INDUSTRY CO.
St. Louis, Mo./WO 2-9916

HALLMARK INSTRUMENTS CORP.
INTER-STATE RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
LENERT CO.
MIDLAND SPECIALTY CO.

RADIO DISTRIB. CO.
SEMICONDUCTOR SPEC., INC.
S. STERLING CO.
UNITED RADIO, INC.

Dallas, Texas/RI
Denver 4, Colo./TA
Houston, Texas/CA
El Paso, Texas/KE
Phoenix, Ariz./AL
Albuquerque, N. M./CH
Indianapolis, lad/ME
Chicago, III./NA
Detroit, Mich./BR
Cincinnati, Ohio/MA

7-8933
5-8257
4-2663
3-9555
8-8254
7-0236
7-5571
2-8860
3-2900
1-6530

WESTERN
ALMAC ELECTRONICS CORP.
ELMAR ELECTRONICS
HAMILTON ELECTRO SIS.
NEWARK ELECTRONICS CO.

Seattle, Wash./PA 3-7310
Oakland, Cal./TE 4-3311
Los Angeles, Cal./BR 2-9154
Palo Alto, Cal./DA 1-7541
Inglewood, Cal./OR 4-8440
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Air Force Uses Non-Profit Firm
By JOHN F. MASON,
Associate Editor

HANSCOM FIELD, MASS.—Private industry will no longer be awarded
weapon systems management contracts by the Electronics Systems
Division (ESD) of the Air Force
Systems Command (AFSC), ELECTRONICS was told by Col. J. C. Bogart, special assistant to Maj. Gen.
K. P. Bergquist, commander of

ESD.
Beginning with the recent 425-L
system award—the combat operations center for the North American Air Defense Command—the
non-profit Mitre Corp. will be utilized as systems technical adviser to
ESD. This joint Air Force/nonprofit-corporation team will carry
out the weapons systems management job formerly given to industry. Industry is brought into the
program as associate contractor
teams for major hardware subsystems.
This is the same mechanism that
has been used in the Air Force
missile and space programs for the
past seven years—first using as
systems adviser the Ramo-Wooldridge's Space Technology Laboratories (STL), a profit-seeking organization, and later the Aerospace
Corp., which is non-profit.
The only remaining division in
AFSC not using the associate contractor concept is the Aeronautical
Systems Division, which, according
to ESD's Bogart, will probably not
acquire a non-profit corporation.
Reason being that ASD has built
up a good inhouse capability over
the years and also, its business is
declining rather than increasing.
Although Mitre was formed by
USAF in 1958 to support air defense systems and has acted as
scientific adviser on all of USAF's
15 or so command and control system projects, this is the first time
Mitre has carried an entire project
as systems engineer. In the past,
Mitre has advised ESD, which in
turn handed the whole package to a
prime contractor as systems engineer. The prime managed the proj-
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ect, awarding subcontracts for subsystems. Under the new setup,
ESD, with Mitre's help, will fill
this position, awarding direct contracts to industry for specific subsystems.
In the case of the 425-L system,
the Burroughs Corp. was designated an associate contractor by
ESD as hardware integrator. Burroughs will award subcontracts and
deal with suppliers to put the computers, display and internal communications into a system. (Outside communications will utilize
USAF's 480-L communications network.) The Mitre Corp., in spite
of its management position with
the Air Force, is nevertheless under contract to ESD and therefore
also is designated an associate contractor. The Systems Development
Corp. has been named subcontractor
to Mitre, responsible for "softwear" integration—computer programming. (The fact that SDC is
also non-profit is coincidental and
does not form a precedent.)
The associate contractor concept
was begun by the Air Research and
Development Command's Ballistic
Missile Division in 1954 by its commander, B. A. Schriever, then Brig.
Gen. At this time, Ramo-Wooldridge was commissioned to set the
basic system concepts and specifications, and then coordinate and direct, from a technical standpoint,
the weapon-building work of several large companies.
Occupying an intermediate position between USAF and the industrial contractors, Ramo-Wooldridge
with its Space Technology Laboratories (STL), performed contract
services of atechnical nature which
in other weapon systems procurements were assigned directly to the
prime (or integrating) contractor
or retained in some part by the
government agency.
"Air Force rationale for hiring
STL (and later Aerospace) was
compounded of two main elements:
technical competence and technical
objectivity."
This statement was made by the
Committee on Government Oper-

ations in congressional hearings on
"Air Force Ballistic Missile Management (Formation of Aerospace
Corp.)," May 1, 1961.
In the first instance, according
to the committee's report, neither
the Air Force nor industry possessed in any single agency the
technical competence and resources
required to build the ICBM.
As for technical objectivity, the
committee felt that "the systems
engineer, as technical judge or arbitrator in the technical conflicts that
arise in the progress of any project,
must constantly resist pressure or
resolve conflicts to preserve the
technical integrity of the weapon
system.
"For these reasons, it is contended, the industrial contractors
must be directed by an agency free
of interest in hardware production.
Only in this way can objectivity be
assured and the Government's interest protected."
Ramo-Wooldridge, however, was
a profit-seeking organization. To
protect its objectivity, two things
were done. R-W walled off its missile work from its other corporate
operations; and USAF put a "hardware ban" on the firm. It was not
eligible to receive contracts for
developing or producing hardware
components for these missile projects.
"In the long run, however, this
arrangement did not work," the
committee reported. "Other companies resented STL's access to
their technical data and its position
of advantage in carrying on longrange weapon and space studies for
USAF." Also, R-W was "keenly
alive to the fact that the real
moneymaking potential was in
hardware production."
The next step was to make STL
a separate corporation while the
remaining part of R-W merged with
Thompson Products to become
Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge,
Inc.
Because of the old ties, however,
USAF retained the hardware ban
on Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge.
However, according to the report,
STL grew and assumed more and
electronics

as Electronic System Engineer
more responsibility in the missile
and space effort. It was suggested
that STL become a non-profit organization. Executing such a complicated maneuver, however, was
finally abandoned and USAF "created anew non-profit corporation—
Aerospace—to coexist with, and
even supervise, STL."
Last year, STL reintegrated with
Thompson -Remo -Wooldrige,
the
hardware ban was removed and new
business is coming in. In view of
this, the committee "believes that
the Air Force should close out, as
rapidly as possible, contract functions with STL which afford privileged access to industry data and
technical decision-making responsibilities affecting the industrial
careers of the associated contractors.
"As matters stand now, STL and
the new Aerospace Corp. between
them are to encompass the technical management functions considered essential in missile and space
weaponry which are not believed
suitable for transfer to industry
and yet which USAF does not have
the in-house technical resources to
perform."
STL's remaining work for the
Ballistic Systems Division is to perform systems engineering and technical direction for the Atlas, Titan,
and Minuteman programs, until
they are completed.
"Follow-on
work on these missiles will probably
be taken over by Aerospace," ESD's
Bogart said.
Aerospace is responsible for portions of Samos, Dyna-Soar booster,
Advent booster, Bambi, Mercury
booster, Saint, Transit and Vela
Hotel. Besides the above technical
program operations, Aerospace is
also responsible for systems research and planning, laboratory
operations, technical services and
administrative support.
There are critics of the non-profit
corporation on several fronts. Industry asks, "What can they do
that we can't do ?" Critics in government feel that large programs
should be managed by government
personnel.
August 25, 1961

However, "it is unlikely that developments on either the government or industry side will come
to the point of eliminating such intermediary contract agencies," the
committee said.
Schriever told the Air Force Association Industry Seminar last
Sept., "In my opinion, the evolution
of organizations such as Aerospace
and Mitre mark the most significant change in our management
policy since the technological explosion began."
USAF has other contractor organizations engaged in technical
management and related functions.
Lincoln Laboratory is a non-profit
organization associated with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It provides a technical resource for development, design and
basic research in electronics, sensors and data processing. Available to all the military services and

the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, Lincoln Labs does technical work for ESD in the planning
and development of command and
control systems.
The Rand Corp. and Analytical
Services, Inc. are non-profit organizations
performing
operational
analyses, evaluations and other
prescribed tasks for Air Force
Headquarters.
ARO, Inc., asubsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel, Inc., runs the Arnold
Engineering Development Center
in Tenn.; Pan American World Airways and its subcontractor, RCA
Service Co., operate the Atlantic
Missile Range; Vitro Laboratories
maintains and operates the Eglin
Gulf Test Range of the Air Proving Ground Center; and Coleman
Engineering operates the Hurricane Mesa high speed track facility
of the Air Force Flight Test
Center.

Flight Simulator for Jet Fighter

Link's aircraft simulator for Navy F8U-2N Crusader drills pilot in instrument flight, normal and emergency action. Instructor can monitor all
pilot responses
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How Satellite Measures Micrometeoroids
- IMPACT
DETECTOR (20)

I!!it

PRESSURIZED CELL DETECTOR (160)

TEST SOLAR CELL
GROUP A (I)

ANTENNA, FOLDED (4)

CADMIUM
SULFIDE
CELL
DETECTOR
\--TELEMETER

TEST SOLAR CELL
GROUP B (I)

FOURTH -STAGE
ROCKET MOTOR

UMW:
WIRE DETECTOR (46)

IMPACT DETECTOR
(2)

To perform five experiments, the S-55 satellite will carry pressurized
cells, foil gages, wire grids, cadmium-sulfide cells and impact detectors

combined total of 4i sq ft exposed
BEFORE YEAR'S END, the National
for impact detection).
Aeronautics and Space AdministraFive test groups of window-like
tion will launch a second microsilicon solar cells on the nose of the
meteoroid satellite (S-55) to do the
satellite will determine what projob the first one failed to do when
tection solar cells in future space
it was unsuccessfully launched this
experiments will require. Five cells
summer.
are shingled for each group: two
The satellite was designed to
groups will be unprotected, two
send back information about microgroups will have 6-mil glass slides
meteoroids 240 mi to 620 mi above
covering the sensitive area, and one
the earth.
group will have a 62-mil quartz
The cylindrical satellite is about
window
protecting it.
24 inches in diameter and 76 inches
A series of temperature measurelong. It is installed around the
ments at selected places throughout
18-in. diameter, 72-in.-long Altair
the satellite will give additional
rocket motor—fourth stage of the
data. A telemeter system with
Scout launch vehicle.
The 187.23-lb satellite will give a erectable antennas will be located
in the nose section to transmit data
direct measure of the puncture hazto ground receiving stations.
ard of micrometeoroids in spacePressurized cells: these berylcraft structural skin samples and
lium copper detectors, the primary
will measure micrometeoroid flux
sensors of the experiment, include
rates. In addition, the satellite will
160 half-cylinders ranging in thickprovide data on the erosion of
ness from one-thousandth to fivespacecraft materials by small parthousandths of an inch. The 2-inchticles, and will record information
wide flat area of each of the
for the design of solar cells for
71-inch-long
half
cylinders
is
spacecraft power through a commounted in five rows of 32 cells
parison of measurements obtained
each around the circular exterior
from protected and unprotected
of the Altair rocket motor, leaving
solar cells.
the can-like cylindrical portion exFive micrometeoroid detectors
posed to micrometeoroids.
include pressurized cells, foil gages,
The cells occupy about a 38-inchand wire grids (providing 241 sq ft
long section of peripheral space in
of area exposed to the penetration
the center of the satellite. The exhazard), cadmium-sulfide cells and
impact sensors (which will have a posed cells will be pressurized with
24

nitrogen and helium so that apuncture will allow pressure to leak out.
By a pressure-activated switch in
the end of each cell, the pressure
loss will be detected and telemetered.
Sixty foil gage detectors, each
an equilateral triangle with a 4.57
inch base, are installed around the
forward usable half of the fourth
stage launch vehicle support structure. Each detector consists of a
circuit obtained by an electrochemical deposition process, about 90 microinches thick attached to onemil Mylar and mounted on the
underside of 304-stainless steel
skin samples—with 48 of the skin
samples being 3-mil thick and 12 of
6-mil thickness. When the stainless
steel samples are penetrated, the
foil circuits are broken causing a
change in the resistance level of
the circuit.
Wire grids are similar to sensors
flown on previous satellites.
Two cadmium-sulfide cells will be
mounted in the nose cone of the satellite about 180 degrees apart. Each
cell is mounted in an aluminized
glass flask. The six sq in of exposed
surface provided by the two detectors are covered with a sheet of
quarter-mil Mylar coated with evaporated aluminum on both sides. On
penetration, light will focus on the
cells, changing resistance.
Impact detectors: piezoelectric
crystal impact detecting transducers, acoustically decoupled from
the satellite structure, are mounted
on sounding boards loaded on the
nose cone.
Communication with the satellite will be on two frequencies:
136.860 Mc and 136.200 Mc.

MIT Instrument Lab
First On Apollo Team
FIRST MEMBER of Project Apollo
team selected by NASA is Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT,
which will design guidance and
navigation system.
Apollo space vehicle will carry
three men to the moon and back,
NASA hopes to have it ready for
flight in about five to seven years.

electronics

MIT will receive $4 million for
first year's work. Inertial guidance
systems conceived at MIT are in
Thor, Titan and Polaris. But the
lab is leaning toward celestial fixes

POTTER

MODEL

909

HIGH-SPEED

PERFORATED TAPE

READER

for Apollo navigation.

Tv Receiver Market
Outstrips Production
TELEVISION RECEIVER sales this year
will top 6.2 million units, according
to the Electronic Industries Association. In 1960, consumers bought

5,708,346 sets. The 1961 forecast
was made in a report to the EIA
Consumer Products Division, by
Frank W. Mansfield, chairman of
the Association's marketing data
policy committee.
Manufacturer, distributor and
dealer inventories are now at one
of the lowest levels in the last six
years. Mansfield said that inventories are much too low to support
future demands for sets.
Total manufacture, distributor
and dealer inventories were at 1.7
million through May of this year.
The rate of sales for April and May
has exceeded the total inventory
figure.
"This means that monthly production, which through May averaged only 435,000 sets, must average 680,000 sets per month for the
rest of the year," said Mansfield.

Television Intercoms

OgirOMPIDOM
VERSATILITY
OUTS11111DING PERFORMANCE
CADUMAID0211%
VALU 1E*
List every design or performance feature you
require in a perforated tape reader and compare
them with the versatile Potter Model 909.
This high-speed photo-electric reader handles perforated paper, sandwich or mylar tape—in strips
or loops with up to eight information channels. A
self-contained regulated power supply, start-stop
circuits, read amplifiers and sprocket amplifier
on transistorized plug-in circuit cards are
incorporated for compactness, flexibility and easy
servicing.
The M-909 may be used with a Model 3299 Dual
Spooler (illustrated). The spooler includes a highspeed inter-reel rewind and a split flange reel to
permit inter-changing tapes. For handling long,
endless loops, the Model 909-1476 Bin Assembly
permits 100 feet of punched tape to be read at
speeds to 600 characters per second.
The Model 909 can also be supplied in dual-speed
combinations on special order. Write today for full
information and specifications ...
Quantity production of the 909 has made possible a
price reduction of over 20 percent.

i=" CD — I
—
Motorola reports that audio-visual
intercoms like the prototype units
shown above could be produced for
about $500. Each Visicom unit contains a tv camera. They could be
used as baby sitters, hospital patient monitors and for remote looksee conferences
August 25,

1961
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TWO OUTSTANDING

HIGH-TEMPERATURE

New Firms Find Capital
By THOMAS EMMA,
Associate Editor

FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT
HOTTEST SPOT TEMPERATURES /
UP To

FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT
HOTTEST SPOT TEMPERATURES

MULTIMILLION-DOLLAR POOL of new
venture capital has become available recently to young, expanding
electronics firms because of the
rapid increase in number and capitalization of U. S.-licensed small
business
investment
companies
(SBICs). SBICs operate under
highly favorable tax regulations
which tend to encourage their investment in newer firms.
A year and a half ago, there was
only one SBIC specializing in electronics and related fields. Now
there are at least 13 specializing in
our industry (there are some 300
SBICs in all fields). Total initial
capitalization of the 13 is more than
$29 million (see table). The total
is being swelled rapidly by public
stock offers, a trend which experts
in the field expect to continue.
Electronics Capital Corp., for example, has committed investment of
more than $14 million of its origi-

nal $18 million capital. ECC plans
to nearly double its capital with a
600,000-share issue. Present shareholders will be offered one new
share for each share now held.
Minnesota Scientific, one of the
newest SBICs, is swelling its capital to over $2 million with a public
offering made just last month.
Officers of SBICs and the federal
Small Business Administration indicated a number of other trends.
Continuing interest of the stockbuying public is seen as a good
omen. The rise in SBICs has occurred during a period »financially
favorable to the electronics industry. As more electronics-oriented SBICs mature, competition
for investment opportunities will
probably increase.
There may be some further
changes in SBIC relations. The
Small Business Investment Act of
1958 has been liberalized in the past
18 months.
Included in recent
favorable legislation are provisions
allowing:

UP TO

For continuous operation at hottest spot temperatures up to
200°C (3 92°F) and up to
250°C (482°F) for short periods
of time—depend upon TETROC
—an all Teflon-insulated wire
available in both single and
heavy coatings.
CEROC is Sprague's recommendation for continuous operation at hottest spot temperatures up to 250°C (482°F) and
up to 300°C (572°F) for short
periods of time. Ceroc has a
flexible ceramic base insulation
with either single silicone or
single or heavy Teflon overlays.
The ceramic base stops "cutthrougl," sometimes found in
windings of all-fluorocarbon
wire. Both Tetroc and Ceroc
magnet wires provide extremely high space factors.
Write for Engineering Bulletins 405 (TetrocWires)and
400A (Ceroc Wires).
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE ®
THE
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TYPICAL ELECTRONICS-ORIENTED SMALL-BUSINESS
INVESTMENT COMPANIES
Company
Electronics Capital Corp.,
San Diego
Avionics Investing Corp.,
Washington, D. C.
Techno-Fund, Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio
Small Bus. Electronics Invstmt.,
New York
Electro-Science Investors,
Richardson, Texas
Weston Electronics Investmt.,
Weston, Mass
Electrical Equities,
Dallas
Capital Dynamics Corp.,
Los Angeles
Capital For Technical Industries,
Los Angeles
Dynamic Capital Corp.,
Boston
Mercury Capital Corp.,
New York
Minnesota Scientific,
Minneapolis
Science Capital Corp.,
Philadelphia

Date
Licensed
June 1959

Initial
Capital
$18,000,000

Public
Stocks
Yes

April 1960

305,000

No

April 1960

303,000

Yes

Sept. 1960

303,000

No

Oct. 1960

7,280,000

Feb. 1961

301,400

No

April 1961

306,000

No

June 1961

305,000

No

June 1961

518,400

Yes

June 1961

305,000

No

June 1961

300,000

No

June 1961

500,000

Yes

June 1961

303,500

Yes

Yes

electronics

(Advertisement)

In SB1Cs

Solid-Electrolyte
Tantalex® Capacitors

•SBICs not publicly owned to
issue stock in payment for services
and tangible assets
•SBICs not publicly owned to
grant stock options as salary
•SBICs to provide capital to
small concerns by buying any class
of stocks or bonds rather than only
convertible debentures.
Tax advantages of SBICs over
nongovernment-licensed investment
companies are considerable. For
example an investment company
not licensed by the Small Business
Administration (SBA) pays 27i
percent taxes on profits to $200,000
a year and pays 381 percent on
profits above $200,000. SBICs are
given complete exemption on all
profits reinvested. SBICs are also
completely exempt from dividend
taxes.
Any losses
they
incur
through investment may be deducted against income for tax purposes.
While these changes have helped
stimulate formation of SBICs specializing in all types of businesses,
an SBA spokesman reports that
there are more licensed investment
firms in electronics than any other
category. Retail grocery specialists
run second.
Phil David Fine, SBA deputy
administrator in charge of the Investment division, explains: "Men
with ideas in a growth industry
usually need financing to convert
the ideas into successful products.
Nowhere in our present economy
are there more opportunities for
profitable venture financing than
in the electronics and allied industries."
According to Casper M. Bower,
Minnesota Scientific president, public interest in SBIC stock continues
high, bolstered as they are by general interest in electronics and the
implications of government control.
SBIC stocks, he said, historically
resemble investment trust shares.
SBIC investment portfolios cannot
usually be priced by open market
quotations nor the customary investment analysis yardsticks.
"The

reason

for

this,"

Bower

said, "is that SBIC holdings at this
stage generally represent immature
or independently-owned companies."

Now Available in
Non-polarized Design

The Sprague Electric Company, a
pioneer in the development of solidelectrolyte tantalum capacitors, has
announced the availability of Type
151D non-polar Tantalex Capacitors.
The famous Type 150D polarized
capacitor, outstanding for miniature
size, excellent performance characteristics, and reliable service life, is
now joined by the non-polarized
Type 151D, which consists basically
of two hermetically-sealed, metalclad polarized sections, with their
cathodes connected back-to-back
and enclosed within an outer metal
tube. This results in a single homogeneous capacitor insofar as outward appearance is concerned.Where
required, supplementary insulating
sleeve of polyester film is applied.
Non-polarized Type 151D Capacitors are useful in many new applications, such as phase-splitting in
small low-voltage motors, in servo
systems, in low-frequency tuned circuits, in crossover networks, and in
bypass applications where high ripple
voltages are encountered.
Unmatched experience in this
field has enabled Sprague to establish the largest and most complete
production facilities in the capacitor
industry. Producing more solidelectrolyte tantalum capacitors than
all other supplies combined, the
Sprague Electric Company offers, in
addition to reliability of product,
reliability of source of supply.
For complete technical data on
Type 151D Capacitors, write for
Engineering Bulletin 3521 to Technical Literature Section, Sprague
Electric Company,
35
Marshall
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

LARGE
VALUES OF
CAPACITANCE
IN SMALL PHYSICAL SIZE!
Sprague offers two series of "blockbuster" electrolytic capacitors for use in
digital power supplies and allied applications requiring extremely large values of
capacitance.
Type 36D Powerlytic® Capacitors pack
the highest capacitance values available
in their case sizes. Intended for operation
at temperatures to 65 C, maximum capacitance values range from 150,000 ,./F at
3 volts to 1000 ,.£F at 450 volts.
Where

85 C operation

is

a factor,

Sprague offers the Type 32D Compulytic
Series, the ultimate in reliable long-life
electrolytics for digital service. These remarkably trouble-free units have maximum

capacitance values

130,000 biF

at

2.5

volts

ranging from
to 630 µF at

450 volts.
Both 32D and 360 Capacitors have low
equivalent series resistance and low leakage currents, as well as excellent shelf
life and

high

ripple

current capability.

If you'd like complete technical data
on Type 36D units, write for Engineering
Bulletin 3431. For the full story on the
"blue ribbon" Type 32D Series, write for
Engineering Bulletin 3441B to the Technical Literature Section, Sprague Electric
Company,

35

Marshall

Street,

North

Adams, Massachusetts.
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-the ultral
new YOKE!

DeRem,:
By

Nee

MAJOR ADVANCE IN
THE SCIENCE OF
ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION!

SPOT RECOVERY
Fastest! to 1/Is

SPOT SIZE

Smallest —Reduced 25%

SPOT SWEEP

Straightest

* DEFLECTRONS for DISPLAYS
Where ordinary precision
yokes FAIL to meet your
requirements.
Write for NEW "DEFLECTRON"
Data and Standard

Yoke

Catalog. ,ç),.

e,t i4ree,z

eceeteustüte
9
-Giabecizatatied

e.

Main Plant: MAHWAH, N. J. DAvis 7-1123
PACIFIC DIV.- UPLAND, CALIF. YUkon 2-0215
CENTRAL DIV.- LANESBORO, PA. ULYsses 3-3500
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New Gear Automates Broadcasts
Automatic radio station equipment
market could run to some $5 million
a year according to predictions
given this week to ELECTRONICS.
A good chunk of this will be
going into magnetic tape equipment, with sensing gear, specialized
oscillators and other electronic
components following closely.
According to Rogan Jones, president of International Good Music,
Inc., Bellingham, Wash., who makes
the prediction, the brightest future
for automated radio lies in the a-m
field because the 3,600 a-m stations
now operating outnumber the 1,777
f-m installations. Jones forecasts
that 1,000 stations will automate
within the next two years. To date,
his company has automated some
40 stations.
Among the latest to go to automatic operation is station WHOM
in New York, which installed its
equipment this month. For an initial investment of about $6,000 and
a program cost roughly equivalent
to the salary of arecord announcer,
the station is able to air 18 hours
of music programming without
turning a phonograph record.
Cornerstone of the operation is
prerecorded broadcast tape made
from commercial records and containing commentary and continuity
dialog. Backing up the prerecorded
tapes are station-prepared voice
tapes. Recorded on the music tape
is a 20-cycle, one-second tone at
appropriate intervals. This is a
switching signal between the 5,000ft full track music tape and the
locally
recorded tape. The same
type of tone signal is placed on the
local tape for two-way switching.
The commercial tape plays at 7.5
ips, the local at 7.5 or 3.75 ips.
The tone signalling method is
also used to cue in a fresh music
tape machine after completion of
the two-hour run of the first one.
Controlling the IGM system
is a newly-designed four-channel
switcher containing sensing equipment—a bridged-T oscillator which
listens across the program bus and
develops contacts when triggered
by the taped tone signals—and a
makeup tone generator allowing the
station to fade control tone in and

Equipment
stations to
gramming
phonograph

like this allows radio
air 18 hours of prowithout
touching
a
record

out of the commercial tape without
a click. Three tape decks are used.
A more complex switching unit
is now being tested in three different a-m stations on the West Coast.
This is an eight channel system
with optional reel-to-reel or sequential cartridge operation. In its full
development with all optional equipment the system can automatically
play the music, identify the station,
play commercial announcements
and regulate their number, give
the time of day plus weather and
news reports and log transmitter
readings and commercials. The cost
ranges from $7,000 to $12,000 depending on the amount of optional
equipment.
The automatic transmitter logging unit is made by Telectronik,
Pasadena, Calif. It can sample all
readings every ten minutes and
record them on paper tape. It can
also turn on an alarm if current
levels are not correct. Developers
are hopeful that Federal Communications Commission approval of
automatic logging will come about
in the near future.
An automatic program logging
system by Westrex logs all programming except music on 4-in.
magnetic tape and stamps the time
and date. One tape handles 18
hours of operation. The company
is also producing a 50-cartridge
tape unit for sequential playing of
locally recorded programming.
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...The universal standard for
reliability and superior performance

/1,/,//4(
AtiOT

IMDED R7STORS

HERMETICALLY SEALED

PRECISION METAL

/

GRID RESISTORS

RESISTORS

ADJUSTABLE FIXED RESISTORS

Exclusive Hot Molded Resistors are the

Hot Molded Solid Resistors, hermetically

Adjustable

"quality" standard of industry all over the

sealed in ceramic tubes, remain stable.

element and terminals hot molded into in-

Rated 1/8, 1/3, and 1watt. Res. to 22 meg.

tegral unit with insulated mounting base.

Precision Resistors—Metal Grid Construc-

Stepless

world. Conservatively rated.
uniform

characteristics

Stable and

assure

superior

performance. No known instance of catastrophic failure. Rated 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, 1,
and 2 watts at 70°C. Res. to 22 meg. Tal:

tion— hermetically sealed. Noninductive.

Fixed

Resistors.

adjustment.

Resistance

Noninductive.

Re-

mains fixed in "set" position. Watertight.

Tal: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, & 1.0%. TC ±25 PPM/°C.

Rated 1/4 watt at 70°C. Values to 2.5 meg.

Rated 1/4, 1/2, and 1 watt at 125°C.

Tol: 10% and 20%.

5, 10, and 20%.

mg.
0

FERRITES

POTENTIOMETERS TYPE G AND TYPE L

0TENTIOMETERS TYPE J AND TYPE K

Type J Potentiometers. Solid, hot molded

Type G Potentiometers are miniature con-

Ferrites in a wide range of "items," such

resistance element. Smooth, quiet control

trols with solid molded resistance element.

as flared rings, quarter rounds, U cores,

which improves with long life. Compact.

Only 1/2" diam. Smooth control—also im-

E cores, cup cores, toroids, etc., can be

Rated 2.25 watts at 70°C. Values to 5 meg.

proves with age. Rated 1/2 watt at 70°C.

Type K Potentiometers. Same as the above

Values to 5 meg.

supplied for avery large variety of applications. Uniform magnetic characteristics.

but rated 1watt at 125°C; 2watts at 100°C;

Type L Potentiometers are similar to Type

Ceramic permanent magnets having a high

and 3 watts at 70 °C.

G but rated 1/2 watt at 100°C. Can be used

energy-to-weight ratio also available.

up to 150°C with reduced "load."

HIGH TEMPERATURE CAPACITORS

FEED-THRU AND STAND-OFF

HIGH FREQUENCY LOW-PASS

CAPACITORS

FILTERS

Ceramic

Feed-thru and Stand-off Capacitors for use

disc type—encapsulated in a ceramic case

at VHF and UHF frequencies. Discoidal design eliminates all parallel resonance ef-

High Frequency Low-Pass Filters for eliminating undesired radiation in the range
from 100 to 8000 Mcps. Effective filtering

fects at 1000 Mcps and less. Standard

actually increases with frequency over a

values 470 mmf +20% and 1000 mmf —0
+100%. Special values from 6.8 mmf to

wide band. Attenuation to 75 db and more.

500 vin 150°C ambient. Values from 2.2 to
3300 mmf. Tol: 5%, 10%, and 20%.

1500 mmf. Rated to 500 y DC max.

frequency AC current.

High

Temperature

Capacitors.

—for use in high quality apparatus where
reliability and superior performance are
important.

For continuous

operation

at

Ratings to 500 v, and to 5 amp DC or low

EN-BR

QUALITY
ELECTRONIC

Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin
In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.
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MEETINGS AHEAD
Aug. 28-Sept. 1: Heat Transfer
Conf., International; Univ. of
Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

ee0
ENVIRONMENT
FOR
ACHIEVEMENT

Aug. 30-Sept. 1: Semiconductor
Conf.,
AIME ;
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
Sept. 4-9: Analog Computation, International Conf., International
Assoc., for Analog Comp., and
Yugoslav
Nat.
Comm.
for
ETAN ;Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Sept. 6-8: Computing Machinery,
National Conf., ACM; StatlerHilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
Sept. 6-8: Nuclear Instrumentation
Symposium,
PGNS
of
IRE,
AIEE, ISA; N.C. State College,
Raleigh, N.C.

The Bernoulli Disk is a major

Sept. 6-8: Space Elec. & Telemetry,
PGSET of IRE; Univ. of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M.

LFE development in magnetic
data storage. Only seven inches
high, it is less expensive, more

Sept. 6-13: Electrical Engineering
Education,
Internat,
Conf.,
ASEE, AIEE, PGE of IRE;

reliable, and more resistant to
shock and vibration than conventional memory drums of like

Original Bernoulli Disk

capacity. It is being supplied for
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation's Satellite Program.
The Disk did not just "happen". It was encouraged — by
company-financed research, free inquiry, easy communications, and a management that knows its technology.
Over the past year, this environment helped develop new
products, create new divisions. If you prefer this type environment, inquire now about select new opportunities in:

SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS
Airborne Navigation
for
Automatic Controls
Radar and Surveillance
Ground Support
Electronic Data Processing
Excellent opportunities are also available
at our Monterey, California Laboratory

Write in complete confidence to:
C. E. Fitzgerald
LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS
1079 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston 15, Massachusetts
All qualified applicants will be considered for employment without regard fo race, color, creed or notional origin.

30

Sagamore Conf. Center, Syracuse
Univ., Adirondacks, N.Y.
Sept.
8-10:
High-Fidelity
and
Home Entertainment Show, Chicago, Crystal Ballroom, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Sept. 11-15: Instrument-Automation Conf. and Exhibit, ISA;
Sports Arena, Los Angeles.
Sept. 13-15: Photomultiplier Tube
Symp. EMI House, Manchester,
V.I. London.
Sept.
14-15:
Technical-Scientific
Communications,
PGEWS
of
IRE, Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
Philadelphia.
Sept. 14-15: Engineering Management Conf., IRE, Hotel, Roosevelt, N.Y.C.
Sept. 14-25: Federation Nationale
des
Industries
Electroniques
Francaises; Parc des Expositions, Paris.
Sept. 20-21: Industrial Electronics
Symposium,
PGIE
of
IRE,
AIEE; Bradford Hotel, Boston,
Mass.
Oct. 9-11: National Electronics
Conf.,
IRE,
AIEE,
EIA,
SMPTE ; Int.
Amphitheatre,
Chicago.
Nov. 14-16: Northeast Research &
Engineering Meeting, NEREM;
Commonwealth
Armory
and
Somerset Hotel, Boston.
electronics
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32Kv

OR MORE
POWER
IN TIE SAME SPACE
G-E miniature Vac-u -Sel''-) Selenium Rectifier advantages include:
±

New thin cell construction (.010" in thickness) +

units) ±

Voltage ratings up to 31,500 PRV (50% greater than ordinary

New phenolic housing (approximately twice the dielectric strength of glass melamine housings) ±

at ambient temperatures up to 130°C with no derating! ±

NewAutomatic Continuous Evaporation (ACE) manufacturing

process (greater uniformity from cell to cell, stack to stack) +

General Electric's new line of thin cell, high
voltage, cartridge type half wave selenium rectifiers features the smallest cartridge size on the
market today for a given voltage rating. You can
specify one rectifier rated as high as 31,500 volts
...for as little as 19e per KV! And, of course,
the lower the voltage rating, the smaller the cartridge will be. The units shown are actual size.
Your G-E Semiconductor District Sales Man-

Operation

15% price reduction +

Current range 1.5 to 25 ma.

ager will give you complete information to satisfy
your requirements for ion generators, radar
power supplies, or other low current, high voltage applications. Or write to Rectifier Components Department, Section 25H33,General Electric Company, Auburn, New York. In Canada:
Canadian General Electric, 189 Dufferin St.,
Toronto, Ont. Export: International General
Electric, 150 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

FOR FAST DELIVERY OF SELENIUM, GERMANIUM AND SILICON RECTIFIERS AT FACTORY-LOW PRICES, CALL YOUR G-E SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR

GENERAL
/Xugust 25,
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ONE METER TO FOUR MILLIMETERS
New Litton Electron Tubes
for Advanced Applications

10

1
1

A. L-3403 KLYSTRON TUBE: One of our super power pulse
klystrons for use in long range space radar detection
and tracking.

111118MMI

9

8

e

B. L-3270 BROADBAND KLYSTRON: A 2megawatt 14-band
klystron offering long life, high peak power,
8percent bandwidth. Other broadband klystrons,
using the exclusive Litton Skirtron techniques,
are available with higher power in the L through
S-band region with .002-.004 duty cycles.
C. L-3455 HIGH POWER MAGNETRON: A new magnetron
delivering aminimum of 2megawatts peak power at
406-450 mc. with a.002 duty cycle.

11111111111111

10111
I
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D. L-3458 HIGH TEMPERATURE PULSE MAGNETRON: Provides
long life operation at ambient temperatures in
excess of 662°E Many hours of 900°F. operation
have been achieved in X-band tests.

E. L-3629 FLOATING DRIFT TUBE KLYSTRON: High power,
water-cooled klystron oscillator fixed tuned at
33,000-37,000 mc. Power output: 15 watts CW
minimum. Other tubes available for immediate
delivery from 12-4 mm. wavelength.
F. L-3472 TINT: PPM focused traveling wave tube
offers higher CW power — 10 watts minimum —
and wider bandwidth in acompact 3-lb. size.
Operates in the range of 7,000-11,000 mc. One of
aline of TWT's including a 1000-watt X-band
pulse tube.
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G. MICROTRON: The L-3189, one-kilowatt CW
magnetron, is accompanied in package form by
an electromagnet and filter assembly, high voltage
and filament and isolation transformers. Only
6-second warm-up. Two year warranty for domestic
microwave cooking.
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H. L-3430 CUBE MINIATURE MAGNETRON: A one -kilowatt
miniature magnetron, fixed tuned at 9300 -± 30 me,
weighing less than 9ounces and no bigger than
anormal X-band waveguide flange. Developments
at other power levels and frequencies are planned.
I. L-3408 SWITCH TUBE: Provides switching at relatively low control voltage levels with an efficiency
of 95 percent. Features high voltage holdoff, high
current handling. Collector ratings: 150 Kv;
20 Amps; 10 KW dissipation.
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For information on our tube
line, exclusive of classified
types, send for the 1961
Electron Tube Condensed
Catalog. Write to: Marketing
Dept., Electron Tube Division,
960 Industrial Road,
San Carlos, California

1

LITTON
Electron

MICROWAVE

2
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TUBES

INDUSTRIES
Tube
AND

Division

DISPLAY

DEVICES

4
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Take the

=entt4441>
OUT of your

assembly operation

RMC Fin-Lock DISCAPS
.065 SHOULDER
19 (.036") DIA. TINNED
COPPER WIRE LEADS
.060

16

± .005

.375
t 035'
—

The unique design of RMC Fin-Lock leads eliminates
lead crimping in assembly line operations. Designed for holes
from .053 to .060 Fin-Lock leads are stopped in holes
over .060 by the exclusive shoulder construction. These leads
permit either automatic or hand assembly with assured
stand up positioning.

DISC SIZES 2 DIA. AND OVER = .375 SPACING

Fin-Lock leads are available on all RMC DISCAPS of
standard voltages, ratings and spacings.

.065 SHOULDER
19 (.036") DIA. TINNED
COPPER WIRE LEADS
.250À

.060

± .035"

1961

DIA. =250 SPACING

MATERIALS

A DIVISION

CAPACITORS

± .005

DISC SIZES UNDER

tiçjust 25,

RADIO

DISCAP
CERAMIC
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Two
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Capacitors

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA
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HOW TO BUILD THE PERFECT KLYSTRON:

1

• Perfect ahighly convergent electron gun that will

confine electron flow so that your klystron
will be stable and have the longest life possible.
(Only Eimac has done it—with the heu gun.)

2

. Devise amodulating anode that will slash the power
required to precisely control the klystron beam. (Eimac's
already done it ... making super power radar practical.)

4.

Design your klystron with either an internal,
an external, or acombined internal-external
cavity to meet all power and frequency
needs. (Only Eimac is able to do it today.)

Build and put into successful pulse and CW
service more than three thousand high-power klystrons
to prove your ideas. (Eimac's already done it ...
with more klystrons than any other manufacturer.)

3.

Do your work in the world's most complete tube
development and production facility, one
that includes aDC power supply twice as big as
any other. (That's Eimac ...where the new
power supply provides 325 KV at ten amps D.C.)

August

25,

1961

Take ten years or more to perfect advanced
materials processing techniques including fifty
foolproof metal-ceramic seals and the first
output windows made with Be0 —to give yourself plenty
of design freedom. (Eimac's already done it.)

7.

Short Cut: lust bring your power and frequency
needs to Eimac and get your "perfect"
klystron fast ... from the factory or the
development lab. Test our reaction time by
writing or phoning: Power Klystron Marketing,
Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, California.
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Watching a magnetic thin-film shift register in operation: Mr. K. D. Broadbent (center) and Mr. A. W.
Vance (standing) of the Research Laboratories, with Mr. G. Cokas of Technical Plans and Programs.

A special report from American Systems Incorporated...

Operational Thin-Film Shift Registers
INFORMATION SCIENCES

Supporting the trend in computer technology toward
higher speeds, smaller size, and increased reliability,
American Systems Incorporated has been conducting
an intensive research and development program in
thin-film digital devices.
The first of such developments, a magnetic thin-film
shift register, will be demonstrated in operation at the
1961 National Conference of the Association for Computing Machinery, in Los Angeles. Versions of this
register, mounted on a substrate 1 inch by 3 inches,
can store 256 bits and operate up to 1 megacycle per
second. Since operation is inertialess, the register can
be synchronized instantly with data processing units
having widely varying information rates.
Originated by Kent D. Broadbent, ASI scientist, the
new register is characterized by precise bit definition,
high immunity to noise, and low power requirement.
Developed in the Research Laboratory's ultraclean
facility, the new register is a prototype for a production version which will include driving and read-out
electronics in an integrated microminiature package.
The programs and developments of the Research
Laboratory are complemented by the technical projects
now under way in six other divisions of the company.

A I
.‘•
<>•...•>

DATA PROCESSING

Data processing subsystems research and development; logic of command and control complexes; optical
recognition systems.
ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS

Electromagnetic physics; electronic and mechanical
scanning antenna systems; development and manufacturing of complete sensor systems.
INSTRUMENTS

Development of analytical instruments; detection and
monitoring of missile fuel vapors; gas leak and water
vapor detection; process control instrumentation.
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

Advanced component technology; materials and processes; computer component development; chemical
deposition of magnetic surfaces on drums, disks, rods.
AUDIO-VISUAL

Audio-visual (INSTRUCTRON) devices for assembly
line and instructional applications; production of work
stations designed on human factors principles.

Outstanding opportunities now exist for engineers and scientists in the fields listed above. All
qualified applicants will receive consideration without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin.
SEE THE MAGNETIC THIN-FILM SHIFT REGISTER IN OPERATION
INTERNATIONAL DATA PROCESSING EXHIBIT • 1961 NATIONAL ACM CONFERENCE • LOS ANGELES

AMERICAN SYSTEMS
AN

36

Mathematical and statistical research; systems analysis; advanced programming systems; computation
services; digital system studies; logical design.

Incorporated

AFFILIATE
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• 1625 East 126th Street, Hawthorne, California
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Your daily newspaper is a tribute to Air Express priority service
If tomorrow every syndicated cartoon, column and ad in which AIR EXPRESS played a part were missing
from your morning paper, you'd know it instantly. The graphic arts, printing, publishing and advertising
industries rank high among AIR EXPRESS users. Their engravers' plates, photos and illustrations—even
entire newspapers—get top priority on all 10,000 daily scheduled U.S. airlines flights—first on, first
off, first there. And they get door-to-door pickup and delivery, too, by a special 13,000-truck fleet—plus kid-glove
handling. And just one phone call arranges everything, at

Al R EXPRESS

amazingly low cost. So always... think AIR EXPRESS first!
CALL

AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF R E A EXPRESS

•

GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S.

SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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Fluidized Bed Coating ... AProgress Report
After six years of intensive research and development, the WHIRLCLAD* Coating System, using a
fluidized bed of dry powder, has become acommercially feasible and economical process now fully adapted
to volume production. The Polymer Corporation, through its WHIRLCLAD Systems Engineering
facilities, has helped more than 100 manufacturers achieve volume production quickly and efficiently.
Q. What types of companies are using
the WHIRLCLAD Coating System?

A.

Q. How are WHIRLCLAD licenses obtained?

A. They

are available in either of two forms which meet

Both large and small companies in many different fields

most requirements. Both are free of down payments or

of industry. Typical companies are: Allis-Chalmers,
Barber-Colman, General Electric, General Motors, Globe

included in the cost of coating materials supplied by

Industries, International Harvester, Jones & Laughlin,

Polymer or other authorized sources. The second con-

Kuhlman Electric, Leland Airborne Products, McGraw-

tract provides long-term guarantees for users considering
major investments in equipment.

minimum annual fees. In the simpler form, royalties are

Edison, RT&E Corp., Rockwell Manufacturing, Rotron,
Uptegraff, Wagner Electric, Westinghouse and many

Q.

others.

Q. Why is the WHIRLCLAD Coating System used ?
A. It offers important product advantages and fabricating

A.

economies compared with other coating methods. One
quick dip in afluidized bed of dry powder forms auniform
that a correctly-engineered WHIRLCLAD system is
highly reliable; there are virtually no interruptions in

Q.

production of the type that plague liquid process finish-

A.

start using the WHIRLCLAD system?
Polymer's Systems Engineering Group is available to
manufacturers for the design of efficient and economical
coating systems and for establishing detailed specification
of the components and equipment required. it also offers
the

facilities

and

experience

of the

WHIRLCLAD

Development Laboratory to evaluate materials and develop
techniques for economical operation. This service can
draw upon a pool of knowledge which has taken six
years and over $2 million to develop. Techniques are
steadily improved by continuing research.

Q. What is the WHIRLCLAD patent position?

A.

How much are royalties?
Royalties are 5% of the cost of materials used in the
patented process. This amounts to a negligible percentage of the sale price of finished articles—the customary
basis for royalty calculation.

Q. How does Polymer help manufacturers

A.

Yes. Polymer is instituting a program of education and
technical assistance with a selected group of equipment
manufacturers and coating material producers who will
be able to issue licenses to their customers.

coating free of sags or bridging. Experience has proven

ing systems.

Will licenses be available from sources
other than Polymer Processes?

Polymer Processes, Inc., a subsidiary of The Polymer
Corporation, controls five issued U.S. Patents covering
various aspects of the fluidized bed coating process

Q.

Where can Iget more information?

A. Technical

literature; illustrated brochures of equipment,
materials and methods; data sheets on tests and field

performance—the results of years of research and development—are available on request through Polymer
Processes. This group also evaluates equipment, handles
licensing arrangements, and offers Systems Engineering
Service to customers installing major coating lines.
Special equipment, unique to the WHIRLCLAD System
and not generally available elsewhere, is also sold through
Polymer Processes. For more information, we suggest
you contact us at your earliest convenience.
*TM Polymer Processes, Inc.

(four of the five have issued in 1961). Over 40 additional
patent applications are pending. Polymer Processes also
has a licensing agreement with the right to sublicense
covering patents and technical developments with
Knapsack-Griesheim, a division of one of Germany's
largest chemical companies, where this unique coating

IC=1:1=2;

system was first developed.

POLYMER PROCESSES, INC.
A Subsidiary of The Polymer Corporation
Reading, Pennsylvania
38
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NEW MOTOROLA GERMANIUM POWER
TRANSISTORS OPERATE UP TO 110 °C...
DISSIPATE 70 WATTS AT 75 °CCASE TEMP.
I
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Other Types

CASE TEMPERATURE (-C)
New Motorola germanium power transistors provide
superior extended performance to 110°C maximum
junction temperature. The 2N2075 series, with 0.5°C/ W
thermal resistance, now gives you devices capable of
up to 170 watts power dissipation ...offer practical
operation far beyond the limits of old-style units. And
with 20 in. -lbs. maximum stud torque — almost double
that previously offered — these superior Motorola
2N2075 series devices in low-silhouette TO-36 packages can be tightened more firmly to the chassis for
better unit-to-heat sink contact and cooler operation.
The new series is also available in Motorola "Meg-ALife" "A" versions with life test data for greater assurance of reliability. Under the new, even more stringent
Meg-A-Life program for power transistors, life testing
is extended to 110°C, and the program significantly
tightens up the allowable change in gain. In addition,
for extra convenience to design engineers, Motorola
data sheets for this series with extended specifications
show safe operating areas, typical I", 0 vs. temperature
curves, low voltage output characteristics curves, peak
pulse power derating curve, and other useful design
information.

For your copy of data sheets on Motorola's new power
transistor series, contact your Motorola district office,
or write: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.,
Technical Information Department, 5005 East
McDowell Road, Phoenix 8, Arizona.
Oft

Wm

2N2079

35-70

80 V

70 V

2N2080

35-70

70 V

20-40

50 V

2112081

35-70

50 V

20-40

40V

2N2082

35-70

40 V

OFE

OW«

UNIT NO.

2N2075

20-40

80 V

2N2076

20-40

2N2077
2N2078

UNIT NO.

NOTE: The following specs are available to all units above,
+110°C
' Maximum Junction Temperature
Electronics Industries Association Registered Bto Maximum
0.5°C/W
170 W
Resulting Pc Maximum
20 inch-pounds
Maximum Stud Torque

MOTOROLA
Semiconductor Products

MOTOROLA DISTRICT OFFICES:
Belmont, Mass. / Burlingame, Calif. / Chicago / Clifton, N. J. /Dallas / Dayton
Detroit / Glenside, Pa. / Hollywood / Minneapolis / Orlando, Fla. / Phoenix
Silver Spring, Md. / Syracuse / Toronto, Canada.
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Inc.

A SUBSIDIARY OF MOTOROLA. INC.

5005 EAST McDOWELL ROAD • PHOENIX 8, ARIZONA
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THIS TAPE PLAYS
BACK THE SOUND
OF MONEY...
...and does it to the tune of more than 1,600
tape-fed AMPin-cert Pin and Socket terminations
per hour ...sometimes even more, depending
on operator dexterity! Lower cost, semi-skilled
termination
labor can easily
of leads
handlebutnotalso
onlythe
the loading
automatic
of
AMPin-cert Connector blocks. A simple insertion
tool helps fill connector cavities faster than a
dentist trying to get away for an afternoon of golf.
When you take these advantages and add the
controlled pressure crimp backed by AMP's twenty
years of experience in the field of solderless
termination techniques ...you have connector
performance of maximum reliability at the lowest
installed cost in the industry. This is the winning
combination you get with AMPin-cert Connectors
...available in all sizes and configurations. Get
all the facts! Write today!

4
16

`kt
AMP I
NCORPORATED

GENERAL

OFFICES:

HARRISBURG,

PENNSYLVANIA

AMP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia • Canada • England • Prance • Holland • Italy • Japan • Mexico • West Germany

40
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International conclave
attracts speakers from
fifteen countries.
Computer applications
dominate discussions,
but virtually all
areas are covered by
299-paper program

By WILLIAM E. BUSHOR,
Associate Editor

Nurse adjusts recorder-alarm controls of Minneapolis-Honeywell's body
function monitor demonstrated at conference. Unit automatically measures
and records temperature, pulse rate, respiration rate, and diastolic and
systolic blood pressure of post-operative patient

Review of World-Wide Progress
in MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
ENEMIES of mankind—
disease, illness and infirmity—
were attacked on a broad scale last
month by the nations of the world.
Their weapon was electronics. The
occasion was the joint convention
of the 4th International Conference
on Medical Electronics and the
14th Annual Conference on Electrical Techniques in Medicine and
Biology, hosted for the first time
by the U. S.
Out of the 299 papers given, 25
percent were from 15 countries
other than the U. S. One of the
papers described a simple analog
computer at Rockefeller institute
in which information on disease
COMMON
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symptoms is stored for later matching against the symptom record
of an individual patient.' Film
is the storage medium. Characteristics of each disease and the significance of each symptom are recorded as a spectrum of lines of
varying densities. Correlation of
symptoms for apatient against possible diseases is obtained by matching the spectrum of all diseases
against the specbrum for the
patient's disease symptoms. This
matching can be evaluated by determining the amount of light passing
through the matched lines.
Pattern recognition of an electrocardiogram (ecg) using com-

puter techniques is being done by
Airborne Instruments Laboratory
with the U. S. Public Health Service.'
A report on the use of a computer to determine fetal heart rate
by autocorrelation was given by the
Department of the Army.' Abdominal leads are applied conventionally and the ecg signal recorded
on a two-channel recorder to obtain
good maternal and fetal heart beat
recording.
The
electrodes
are
then moved close together and amplifier gain increased until the fetal
signal is completely lost in random
noise and the maternal signal is
barely discernable. A five-second
41
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FIG. 1— Automatic cardiac monitor-pacer developed at U. of Maryland. In addition to audible alarm, ared beacon lamp
can be attached to permit distant visual monitoring

sample of the recording is then
calculates the reciprocal of the
taken at 996 equally spaced points
time interval within 5millisec. This
and, after being translated to
reciprocal controls the on time of
punched cards, this data is used as
an internal clock oscillator that
input to a computer. In this manfeeds a binary counter having a
ner the average fetal heart rate
numerical display.
during the brief sampling periods
A heart monitor capable of autois obtained. The periodicity of the
matically turning on a cardiac
signal is used to enhance it with
stimulator when the heart beat
respect to undesired signals and
drops below a preset rate and of
to separate it from other periodic
switching the stimulator off when
signals, such as the maternal comthe correct rate is reestablished
plex.
was described by U. of Maryland
A pulse-rate monitor, about the
School of Medicine personnel (Fig.
size of a small portable radio, that
1) The unit can also be used solely
displays instantaneous pulse rate
as a monitor or pacer, to continubetween pulses as it continuously
ously telemeter heart impulses and
monitors a subject was described
for external or internal cardiac
by the SAVE (Service Activities
stimulation.
The rate can be
of Volunteer Engineers) group of
varied up to 250 beats a minute.
Chicago.' Heart impulses are picked
The
negative-going
exponential
up with two electrodes placed on
pulses generated have a maximum
the chest and amplified by four
amplitude of 250 IT with a pulse
transistors. The amplified signal is
width of two millisec at Ipower.
fed to a diode circuit that generA team from the Institute of
ates positive pulses triggering a Muscle Disease and the State Unitransistor switch. Two relays are
versity of New York discussed
actuated by the switch terminating
their
combination
pacemakerthe charge circuit to a capacitor
needle device for emergency stimuwhose total charge is a measure of
lation of the heart during complete
the time interval between pulses.
cardiac arrest.' The needle inserts
This terminal voltage is transthe flexible lead electrodes through
ferred to another capacitor, which
the chest wall until contact with
biases the grid of a pentode whose
the heart is made. A transistor
plate circuit contains a milliampacemaker then provides 5-v, 2.5meter. Thus, the recording on the
millisec stimulus pulses.
meter is an indication of time inA team from the Rockefeller Interval between the last two pulses.
stitute and the Yale School of
Another
instantaneous
pulseMedicine have developed a techrate monitor has been developed by
nique for stimulating the heart inresearchers at the Gilford Instruternally without bringing electrode
ment Labs.' This device also measwires through the chest wall.° A
ures the time interval between
resonant-circuit
receiver,
conpulses to obtain a voltage propornected to heart electrodes, is buried
tional to the interval. However,
under the patient's skin.
This
upon completion of the measurecircuit is excited externally by a
ment, a computer is activated that
loop taped to the patient's chest
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and driven by a 2-Mc current
source. The implanted receiver contains a pickup coil, capacitor and
silicon diode for rectifying the 2Mc pulses before application to the
heart. Full control of pulse amplitude, duration and rate is possible;
variable amplitude of up to 40 sr
peak for rates of 40 to 150 pulses
a minute at a fixed duration of 1
millisec can be obtained.
Melpar workers described a
cardiac monitor that, when combined with an ecg recorder, can
continuously
monitor
cardiac
rhythm for detection and diagnosis
of malfunctions.° When any of the
preset limits is exceeded a warning
lamp lights, a remote audio warning is sounded and a 15-second ecg
record is made.
An ultrasonic flowmeter opera'ting on the doppler principle has been
built at the U. of Wisconsin (see
Fig. 2).» Because of the doppler
effect, asound wave propagated upstream has a longer round-trip
transit time than a sound wave
propagated
downstream.
These
transit times are determined by
measuring the phase angle between
received and transmitted signals,
the difference being proportional
to flow velocity. Two 1-Mc ferroelectric crystal transducers are
used, each serving alternately as a
transmitter and receiver. Receive
and transmit signals are heterodyned to 10 Kc to ease phase angle
measurement problems at the 1-Mc
operating frequency.
A servo control system developed
at the Karolinska Institute in
Sweden follows movements of an
endoradiosonde (radio pill) while
the pill itself is detecting and transmitting information on intralumielectronics
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FIG. 2— Ultrasonic fiowmeter, built at U. of Wisconsin, uses doppler principle to measure sound wave transit time,
which is function of blood flow rate

nal pressure variation within the
alimentary canal." Pill position is
easily and accurately determined
by placing a servo-controlled omnidirectional antenna on the patient's
stomach. The system automatically
tracks the movement of the pill
while a pen recorder maps the pill's
position. A receiver is used whose
ave voltage is a function of the
signal strength picked up by the
antenna.
Israel's Weizman Institute of
Science has devised a subminiature
transistor-radio-telemetering electroencephalograph
(eeg)
system that permits unrestrained
movement of the subjectu When
placed on the subject, the unit amplifies the eeg signal picked up by
electrodes on the brain and transmits the data to a remotely located
receiver. The amplifier uses four
transistors; the 3 to 5-Mc transmitter is a frequency-modulated
vhf oscillator that requires only
one transistor. Transmission distance of over 10 yards has been obtained with a commercial receiver.
Researchers at GE's Advanced
Electronics Center at Cornell U.
have found that the human audi-

tory system can respond not only
to acoustic energy but also to electromagnetic energy in at least a
portion of the r-f spectrum.«
Response is instantaneous and
occurs at low power densities (below the density that will cause biological damage, that is, 1/30 the
standard maximum safe level for
continuous exposure). Some experiments were conducted at 1,310 Mc,
with a 244 pps pulse rate, a pulse
width of 5 microseconds and a duty
cycle of 0.0015, others at 2,982 Mc
with a 400 pps pulse rate, a pulse
width of 1 microsecond and a duty
cycle of 0.0004.
These
investigators
feel the
human auditory system responds
to frequencies as low as 200 Mc and
at least as high as 3,000 Mc. Apparently, perception of r-f sound is
induced by acoustic energy external to the eardrum. It also appears that the subject must at least
have the ability to hear 5,000 Kc,
although not necessarily by air
conduction. Temple areas of the
head seem to be reception sources.
Further work is in progress to
determine nature, cause and implications of this effect.

Details of asection of the human iris as seen with visible light microscope
(left) and with Nippon Electric's infrared microscope (right)
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The U. of Tokyo and Nippon
Electric Co. collaborated in developing an infrared microscope sensitive to radiation over a range of
4,000 to 13,000 Angstroms." The
instrument consists of a microscope
combined with an optical system
that includes an image tube and a
16-Kv d-c power supply. A filter
placed over the light source provides infrared illumination of the
viewed object. The magnified infrared image is focused on aphotoelectric surface of the image tube.
The visible image is photographed.
The instrument can be used to distinguish normal cells from cancer
cells, internal structure of bone tissue and details of the iris of the eye
(see photo).
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NEGATIVE-RESISTANCE DIODE
By A. P. SCHMID, JR.,
Research Div.. Raytheon Co.
Waltham, Mass.

1
c
T

of the many ways of achieving
negative resistance effects in semi-

TWO

conductor devices are embodied in
the Esaki diode and the bonded NR
diode.

L
(C)

(B)

FIG. 1—Bonded NR diode shows an I-V characteristic (A) that is singlevalued in the current, at 2 ma per cm and 5 y per cm; equivalent circuit
(B) of the diode; and analysis of equivalent circuit (C)

The well-known Esaki diode is a
p-n junction device in which the
negative resistance arises from a
voltage-dependent current due to
tunneling between the energy bands
of the degenerate (low resistivity)
semiconductors that form the junction.
The bonded NR diode is apparently ann junction device in which
the negative resistance arises from
a combination of avalanche breakdown and conductivity modulation
due to the current through the
junction. Functionally similar devices have been reported.''
Conductivity modulation is a
change in the effective carrier density in the semiconductor caused by
carrier multiplication at the junction, the back contact or elsewhere

SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR

in the semiconductor material. For
this effect to be large, the additional
carriers generated by the injected
carriers must be a large fraction of
the carriers present. Such effects
would therefore be expected to be
most pronounced in materials of

FIG. 2—Parameter relationship of the bonded NR diode circuit
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The bonded NR diode is fabricated by pulse-bonding adoped gold
wire into a high-resistivity n-type
semiconductor. This is easily done
and results in a current-controlled
negative resistance (Fig. 1A).
This current-controlled behavior
results in one attractive feature not
usually found in two-terminal devices. That is, in assembling a circuit the input and output circuits
may be coupled through the device
itself and thus to some degree isolated from one another. This is not
possible using Esaki diodes.
The device reactance is somewhat
unusual in that it shows strong
frequency-dependent effects at low
frequencies. No effort has yet been
made to utilize these effects in any
circuit application. Above frequenelectronics

HANDLES HIGH POWER
cies of four megacycles this reactance is constant, and equivalent to
a junction capacity of about 0.4 pf.
The simplest dynamic equivalent
circuit of the bonded NR diode
consists of a small resistance in
series with a parallel combination
of a negative resistance and a
shunting reactance (Fig. 1B ).This
reactance is assumed to be capacitive at the frequencies of interest
here.
To use the device a bias circuit
must be introduced (Fig. 1C ). Since
the device is current-controlled, it
must be biased from a current
source. This current source is opencircuited in the usual manner for
analysis of the resulting circuit.
The solution for charge or current
flow through circuits of this type is
an exponential function of time:
e = Ae"; A and s here may be
complex. The small-signal behavior
of the device is assumed to be such
that the solutions will approximate
a single exponential function. Certainly this is true if the signal amplitude is made small enough. Under
this assumption the impedances of
the circuit can be written in the
form
X,, = sL for the inductance, and Z, = X„ = 1/sC for the
capacitance.
The admittance of the circuit in
Fig. 1C is Y = 1/R, — 111sL —
r/ (1 — rsC)]. Setting this admittance equal to zero, the equation for
the zero admittance conditions is
obtained in terms of the time coefficient in the exponential function.
The resulting equation is sL — rs'
LC — r R,, — R„ sC = 0. Factoring this gives s'
s(R,,/L — 1/rC)
— R,,/rLC ± 1/ LC. Solving for s
gives s = —a ± Va' — p where
a =
(R b/L — 1/rC) and /3 =
(1/ LC) (Rb/r — 1).
The form of the solution for the
current flow through the equivalent
circuit is then e = A (exp —a t)
exp (-±t Va' — P.) The behavior of
the circuit thus depends upon the
relationship between a and 13. That
is, if /3 > a', the second exponential
function represents sinusoids; if
o<
< a', the second exponential
function represents exponentials,
growing or damped depending upon
August 25, 1961

the value of a. Obviously a >
means that the first exponential
function is a damping term; a <
means that the first function is a
growing exponential. The combination of these functions represents
the behavior of the equivalent circuit. This behavior is summarized
in the table. For /3 < 0, growing
exponentials
result,
and
hence
switching in all cases.
The relationships between a,
and a' divide the impedance plane
of the circuit parameters into regions in which only one type of
behavior occurs. The values of a
and fi in terms of the device and
circuit parameters are:
a =
(R b/L — 1/rC) and p =
1/LC (R b/r — 1); where f? >
implies Rb > r; fi < 0 implies Rb <
r; a < 0 implies Rb > L/rC; a >
implies Rb < L/rC.
The above inequalities define two
straight lines in the impedance
plane of the circuit parameters. The
expression which results from the
relation between a' and /3 is more
complicated.

ÇRb<#.,- (3+/s_ 4CLr2
a2<#implies

(3 -.\18— 423

Rb>

(3+

8— 4C
.1:
4

«I> /3 implies
L

Cr

(3—‘18—

42)
L

The choice of the inequalities and
the sign of the radical depends upon
the values of a and p.
These relationships are presented
graphically in Fig. 2. Rb/r and
L/Ce are dimensionless ratios of
the circuit parameters introduced,
in terms of the device parameters.
From the results of the theoretical analysis it is possible to select
the proper circuit parameters for
any desired mode of operation. Although seemingly small attention
was paid to the switch mode of operation in the foregoing analysis,
this was only because the assumption of a small-signal model does
not fit the switch mode of operation.

Certainly the properties of the
bonded NR diode are such that
switch operation must be carefully
examined. The bonded NR diode as
presently fabricated exhibits switch
speeds of 3to 10 nsec or less. These
speeds compare well with those
achieved with Esaki diodes. Although the switch speeds obtained
with present bonded NR diodes are
less than those achieved with Esaki
diodes, the power-handling capability of the bonded NR diode is significantly greater. A typical switch
in operation produced a 32 x
watt output pulse across a 500-ohm
load resistor from a 3 x 10' watt
input pulse. In a sense, the device
may be said to exhibit logic gain
in that several more diodes could
be switched from the output pulse
of one such diode. One drawback to
the operation of the device as a
switch is the high holding current
in the strongly conducting state,
typically 20 ma. This compares
rather unfavorably with the 0.1 ma
to 5 ma for the Esaki diode switch.
The shift in the dynamic or smallsignal resistance of the diode in
passing from the low-current to the
high-current condition is quite
dramatic, frequently from about 10
kilohms to 3 ohm. The shift in the
static or d-c value of resistance is
not so pronounced, varying from
about 10,000 ohms in the low-current state to approximately 5001,000 ohms in the high-current
state.
Typical diodes have been
switched repeatedly using pulses
having durations as short as 3
nsec, and by sinewaves at rates up
to 20 Mc.
The upper switching
frequency limit of the devices has
not yet been established.
There are two attractive features
of the bonded NR diode resulting
from its being a current-controlled
device. One is that the power in
two or more signals referred to the
same ground may be added in the
device. The second is that a capacitor is a natural partner to the
bonded NR diode, providing both
an easy means of charge storage
and a ready current source.
One of the first applications of
this device to be tried was a simple
pulse generator, consisting of a
45

capacitor connected in shunt across
the diode and a d-c power supply.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3A, and
the load line for proper operation
of the device in Fig. 3B. The operation of the device as apulse generator is achieved through the action
of the capacitor. When the switch
is initially closed all of the current
flows through the capacitor. As
charge is stored, the current flowing through the capacitor decreases
and that flowing through the device
increases. This process continues
until the capacitor charges so that
the voltage across the diode exceeds
slightly the value of the peak voltage. The current through the diode
now is the sum of the current from
the d-c supply plus a varying current due to the capacitor discharging through the circuit. This current increases until it reaches the
steady value determined by the load
resistor. The speed at which this
process takes place, once past the
peak voltage, is governed by the
growing exponential function which
was found for the case of load resistance less than the negative resistance, and not by the RC timeconstant of the capacitor and load
resistor. The current component
due to the capacitor decays until the
diode current is such that the device
again presents a negative resistance. Another growing exponential
function then switches the device
back to a state of low current flow
and the cycle repeats.
The action of the pulse amplifier
(Fig. 3C) is quite similar. The
varying current supplied by the
capacitor in the case of the pulse
generator is now supplied by the
input pulse. Input pulses of as little
as 0.01 ma are sufficient to trigger
typical devices. The d-e bias supply
is chosen for monostable switching
action along a load line that biases
the device just slightly below the
onset of the negative resistance
region. While the pulse is on, the
diode is held in the high-current
region. As soon as the pulse is
shut off, the diode current decays
via a half-cycle oscillation to its
low current state. The time required to switch between these
states is a function of the device
and not of the input pulse. The
amplifier has a tendency to "square
up" the input pulses.
Obviously,
this
amplifier
is
simply a fast-acting monostable
46

switch. The bonded NR diode can
easily be operated as either amonostable or a bistable switch or gate.
One such gating circuit was operated as a bistable switch using input pulses of only one polarity (Fig.
3D). This circuit utilizes the negative-going spike due to average d-c
level restoration, occurring on a
pulse which passes through acapacitor, as well as the capacitive discharge through the unit, to achieve
such a mode of operation. When
the first pulse arrives, the unit
switches to the high-current state.
The pulse is shut off before the
magnitude of the capacitor current
flowing through the unit falls below the magnitude of the negative
spike on the trailing edge of the
pulse. The capacitor value is chosen
so that when the next pulse having
a negative spike on the trailing
edge arrives, the capacitor has discharged sufficiently that the negative spike will cause the diode to
switch back to the low-current state.
If only one input is fed through a
capacitor, only the pulses applied to
this line will cause the diode to
switch to the low-current state.
Pulses applied to the device when
in a stable state appear across the
output resistor larger by a factor
of three for the diode in the highcurrent state than for the diode in
the low-current state in a typical
circuit. Since the diode is currentcontrolled, gates of this type may
be easily switched by using the sum
of two pulses occurring coincidently.
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be capable of extension to operation
in the gigacycle region.'
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Oscillators using devices exhibiting fairly slow switch speeds were
built. The amplitude of the oscillations was found to decrease rapidly
with increasing frequency. This
behavior is qualitatively consistent
with the model assumed, but not at
all quantitatively consistent with
the predicted frequency based upon
the measured values of the device
parameters. The theoretical prediction is based upon the assumption
that the high-frequency cutoff is
determined only by the shunting
effect of the junction capacitance
on the negative resistance and the
series resistance. While this is the
case with the Esaki and varactor
diodes, it is evidently not so here.
For atypical unit the best measured
values of the device parameters
were R = 200 ohms, — r = 1000
ohms, C = 0.4 pf, and switch time
= 24 nsec. These parameters indicate a cutoff frequency of approximately 1Gc from the condition that
R. — r/1 + (roe)! = O.
In actual measurement the cutoff
frequency of the device was about
36 Mc. This low cutoff frequency
cannot be explained on the basis of
present physical models for the device. The circuit used for the oscillator studies is shown in Fig. 3E.
The highest frequency of oscillation
achieved at Raytheon has been
about 200 Mc. The power developed
at this frequency was only about
0.8 mw. Since a rough correlation
between switch speed, r, and maximum frequency of oscillation f.. has
been found to be
1/f,, switch
speeds of slightly better than 3
nsec indicate that present devices
should be capable of operation up
to about 300 Mc with correct circuits. Such an oscillator having
several milliwatts of output power
at a frequency of 300 Mc has been
reported.' Oscillators at frequencies of afew Mc, well below L. have
yielded powers as high as 100 mw.
A recently published paper indicates that this type of device should

.
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FIG. 8—Pulse generator (A); load
line for pulse generator (B); pulse
amplifier (C); bistable switch (D);
and oscillator (E)
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Obtaining Nondestructive Readout
With Ferroelectric Memories
Electrostatically operated memory stores bits of information in terms of bistable
rema,nent polarization. Nuclear resistant memory element is an electromechanical filter of low output impedance and high output voltage. It is adaptable to
random-access memories and can store data for long periods
By ALVIN B. KAUFMAN,

HERETOFORE, IN RESEARCH where
ceramic materials such as barium
titanate have been used as memory
elements, the element was used primarily as a ferroelectric capacitor.
The square hysteresis loop of barium titanate was considered promising for such memory applications.
However, the capacitor mode of operation, in general, produced a destructive readout and this and
other constraints have negated this
element's use for a computer memory.' Furthermore, the single-crystal materials employed were difficult
to handle and fabricate and, in use,
did not display a high degree of
reliability.
Storing information is pivotal to
the whole concept of the digital
computer, and development of this
art has resulted in numerous storage devices and associated write-in
and readout techniques.' Described
here is a recently developed ferroelectric computer memory of much
promise.
Ferroelectric memories reported
in the literature have usually employed single crystal elements and,
in all cases, have utilized the ferroelectric as a storage capacitor,
wherein the state of the induced
charge indicated the storage of a
ZERO or ONE digit. These techniques
have been reported on since 1952 or
earlier and have not, to date, resulted in a commercially successful
memory element.' Apart from the
difficulties of practical fabrication
with single-crystal BaTiOs, there
are inherent reasons for this. FerroAugust
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electrics, when used for capacitor
storage of a digit, produce an output signal only upon interrogation,
and the subsequent readout is destructive of the stored information.
This, then, requires special circuits
for the rewriting of the destroyed

digit. In addition, the ferroelectrie
capacitor is a two-terminal device
that makes matrix selection without crosstalk difficult. It also precludes practical noise cancellation
circuit arrangements.
A completely new approach,

Silicone oil bath brings element above Curie point, followed by slow cooling
while polarization voltage is applied
47

or word memory, might be required.
The ceramic memory device requires less supporting circuits than
the conventional core matrix and is
less expensive from the standpoint
of materials and fabrication. Moreover, its output is volts rather than
millivolts, as with core and thin
magnetic film memory devices.
Thus, it has the capability of directly driving a multitude of diode
or transistor gates. In addition, it
is insensitive to magnetic field interference, is nuclear resistant, and
the associated circuits are less sensitive to noise pickup.
The barium titanate memory element consists of a polycrystalline
material on which electrodes have
been deposited in such amanner as

which negates these difficulties in
connection with the use of ferroelectric elements for computer logic
and memory applications, has been
developed for a fixed wing highway
in the sky computer program. This
monomorphic polycrystalline memory cell has been designed as afourterminal device, although it may
also be used as a three-terminal
device depending upon the matrix
select scheme. Six-terminal memory cells are utilized where it is
desirable to perform logic in the
memory.
Barium titanate devices offer important design advantages for
hybrid computers, and are well
adapted where a large capacity,
nondestructive, random-access bit
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to allow its functional use as a
memory device. Its mode of operation is similar to an electromechanical filter that is operated near or at
its resonant frequency.
Barium titanate exhibits three
properties pertinent to the operation of the memory. The first of
these is the electrostrictive effect.
When a piece of ferroelectric material is polarized and an electric
field placed across it, the material
is mechanically deformed by the
electrical field. Conversely, if a
mechanical stress is applied to the
piece of polarized material, an electrical output is observed. This second property is the piezoelectric
effect. The third effect exhibited
by barium titanate is the retention
of polarization when the external
excitation is removed. This polarization may be reversed by a reverse
applied field.
The theory applied to the memory
element follows. Both the electrostrictive and the piezoelectric characteristics of the material are utilized. The memory cell is made in
two parts. The first of these is a
permanently polarized motor element, across which a pulse or sine
wave of voltage is developed by a
clock signal. Thus, with an applied
sine voltage, the material expands
and contracts at the clock frequency. The second part is the
memory element itself, which is
polarized (write) in one direction
or the other by a large electrical
field, and which is read from the
remnant piezoelectric output. For
the motor element to drive the memory element, the two must be mechanically coupled.
The first configuration used in
constructing a memory cell was a
sandwich of two pieces of barium
titanate, as shown in Fig. 1A. The
pieces were silvered on both sides
and bonded together with a silversaturated Hysol resin. Leads were
then attached with the same resin
or with a low temperature alloy
solder. This unit is referred to as a
bimorph.
The bimorph provided an experimental verification of the theory of
memory but had two drawbacks.
The first was the difficulty in manufacturing the units. Secondly was
that the maximum readout voltages
were of the order of 5 to 75 mv.
elactronies

To obtain higher readout voltages
and provide a memory unit which
was more easily constructed, the
configuration in Fig. 1B was attempted. Output from this construction was an order of magnitude higher, or from 0.5 to 5 volts.
Mechanical coupling between the
motor and memory elements is considerably better in this monomorph,
or single-bar unit, and, hence, the
higher output voltage. The improved resonance characteristics of
this unit permit a wider range of
clock frequencies. Optimum materials can not be selected only on the
basis of their suitability for the
motor (electrostrictive) and memory (piezoelectric) portions of the
cell. A compromise material must
be employed which exhibits useful
piezo and electrostrictive characteristics.'
The motor unit of the memory
cell is polarized after construction
by heating it above the barium
titanate Curie point while approximately 50-volts d-c is applied, followed by a slow cooling.
To reduce the design complexity
of a random-access memory by providing isolation between the memory and motor elements, the monomorph construction was modified
slightly to the configuration shown
in Fig. 1C, using the identical materials and techniques as in the
original monomorph type.
This
newer type also operates satisfactorily.
The word-length ceramic memory
cell, shown in Fig. 1D, is similar in
construction and theory to the bit
memory, but differs in that additional bit pickoffs are used down
the strip from the motor. The mechanical propagation of the motor
pulse down the strip excites each
memory cell in turn, causing it to
produce an output pulse whose
polarity is a function of its previous history. Thus, a serial word
readout may be had for a single
clock pulse.
The memory cell motor element is
driven by a sinusoidal clock generator. A short pulse of 35 to 150
volts d-c is applied to the memory
element for write-in. Polarity of
the write-in voltage determines the
phase of the readout signal, referenced to the clock, and the phase of
the readout signal defines the storAugust 25, 1961

Assembling ceramic memory cells. Inset shows device details

age of a digital ZERO or a digital
ONE.
A 16-bit matrix memory has been
constructed to demonstrate ceramic
memory feasibility. No attempt
was made to miniaturize the memory cells or the 16-bit matrix but,
with the feasibility of this type of
memory now established, it is expected that miniaturization will be
one of the major tasks for the near
future.
In its original form, an X-Y
select scheme (shown in Fig. 2A)
was employed, which allows selection, for example, of any one bit
of a 10,000-bit matrix with 200
gates. If modified to an XYZ select
scheme, only about 60 gates are
needed. Unfortunately, both the
X-Y and XYZ select schemes produce a second-order effect, shown
by the dotted line in Fig. 3A, which
limits the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio obtainable, both for the
ceramic memory and, in certain
instances, core matrices. Certain
nonselected memory cells parallel
the selected cell, as shown in Fig.
3B. Depending upon the previous

history of the paralleled series
string of cells, the output signal
may be seriously affected. Moreover, the effect of write-in voltage
on the selected bit is sufficient to
affect the ZERO or ONE previously
written into the second-order memory cells. For these reasons, the
X-Y select scheme has been replaced with a linear-select mode
until these problems have been
solved.
A clock frequency of 410 Kc is
employed and write-in is performed
at 150-volts d-c. A matrix readout
gate is incorporated such that a
stored ZERO produces zero output
voltage and a stored ONE produces
an output of approximately 5 volts
peak in synchronization with the
clock frequency.
Two sets of
switches simulate logic gating and
select the memory bit into which,
or from which, information is to
pass.
Clock power requirements are reduced to a minimum by shuntresonating the lumped memory cell
capacitance, as shown in Fig. 2B.
This technique reduces clock power
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FIG. 2—In X-Y select scheme (A) clock power is reduced
by shunt resonating cell capacitance (B)

requirements by several orders of
magnitude, as the cells no longer
present a short-circuit path for the
high-frequency clock.
Although a clock frequency of
410 Kc was used, this is not an
upper limit.
Individual memory
cells have been operated at frequencies in excess of one megacycle, but air abrasion trimming of
the individual cells to a selected
resonance range is necessary for
high frequency operation.
Literature research had indicated
that the polycrystalline barium titanate memory cell material would
not deteriorate significantly in performance during or after nuclear
exposure to a total integrated dosage of 10 10 n per sq cm (E. > 2.9
Mev) neutrons.' However, it was
deemed advisable to ascertain its
characteristics as well as its electroding and assembly materials
after irradiation. Several memory
cells were subjected to irradiation
but were not dynamically operated
during irradiation.
Postirradiation tests indicated
that the test memory cells operated
satisfactorily without significant
degradation of performance. The
ceramic memory cells were exposed
to an environment of 55 C and an
integrated dosage of
1.5 x 10"
n per sq cm at energies greater than
2.9 Mev accompanied by 8 x 10"
ergs per gm (C) of gamma. The
postirradiation characteristics of a
ceramic memory cell are shown in
Fig. 4. Clock excitation was approximately 5 volts rms at 400 Kc.
Write-in of a ZERO or ONE was at
300-volts d-e (less voltage could
have been used). Readout voltage
was 0.75 ypeak-to-peak for the ZERO
digit and 2.2 y peak-to-peak for the
50
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FIG. 3—Second-order effect (A) and paralleling (B)
must be solved before X-Y select is usable

digit. Readout nonsymmetry,
though not unusual, is generally not
this severe.
The monomorphic memory cell
has been constructed with equal
size motor and memory elements
(Fig. 5). This cell (Mod I) has
sharply defined characteristics relative to a usable range of clock-frequency variation. It will tolerate a
±-2 to 6-Kc shift in clock frequency
based on definition of the cell's output by phase reference to the clock
drive. Conversely, a change in environmental
temperature,
which
modifies the cell's resonant characteristics, limits the satisfactory
range of environmental temperature to about ±-.5 to 10 F. If phase
reference is ignored, this cell is
usable over awider frequency range
ONE

80 Kc.). Variation in clock frequency affects the phase relation of
the output signal relative to a sinusoidal clock. At cell resonance, the
memory output is shifted 90 degrees
with respect to the clock drive and
these cells are normally operated 5
to 10 Kc above resonance, at which
point the clock signal and memory
output are in phase. Where a pulse
clock is used, such as is proposed
with the word storage cell, the frequency constraint does not exist because polarity gating, not phase
gating, is employed.
The output signal from a Mod I
memory cell, where phase-gating is
employed to define the storage of a
ZERO or ONE, is shown in Figure 5D
and 5E. Vertical axis scope sensitivity is 2 I/ per div for the upper
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FIG. 4—Postirradiation test of readout for ONE (top) and ZERO (bottom). Horizontal scale is 1µsec per div
electronics

the memory cell is reduced until it
is operating at the preselected resonant frequency. The equipment
supplies sand blast action that is
suitable for etching or cutting
MOD 3
MOD S
MOD
brittle materials such as barium
(B)
(C)
(A)
titanate. Although ultrasonic machining could be employed, it is not
suitable because it does not permit
trimming to resonance while the
cell is operating. In practice, most
of the Mod Icells resonate between
approximately 850 to 420 Kc and
1
all of these would be tailored, for
(E)
(D)
example, to 450 Kc. Since the leads
FIG. 5—Typical cell configurations are shown in (A), (B) and (C). Outare attached before trimming, the
put for Mod Icell for ZERO (D) and ONE (E)
cells are in a completed form, thus
eliminating lead attachment geometry and stiffness as contributing
factors.
that the results noted are comtraces and 10 y per div for the
Additional research is required
lower traces (clock). The oscillopletely representative.
to produce the optimum ferroelecMemory cells are constructed
scope presentation reveals a ZERO
tric memory cell. There are two
from diced slabs of polycrystalline
output signal of 0.8 y and a ONE
variables
dealing with the material
barium titanate, fully silvered on
output of 5.2 v. The ZERO output is
itself:
the
types and concentrations
both
sides.
The
silver
is
etched
an artifact in the memory matrix,
of chemical impurities and the firaway on each side to form the motor
and is not due to the cell. Cell outing cycle.
and memory elements, and the lead
put impedance is approximately
A second area for investigation
wires are then attached to the cell
1,000 ohms and clock frequency is
concerns
the geometry of the memwith a silver-saturated, tin-lead
about 400 Kc. The ONE output sigory
element.
The geometric variasolder.
nal shows that the negative spikes
bles are shape, size and vibraPlacement and stiffness of the
are not in perfect phase synchronition mode. For example, disk conlead wires, as well as the physical
zation with the clock motor drive
figurations will be tried and comsize and characteristics of the cell
signal.
pared
with the bars now being used.
material,
determine
electromechaniTo improve temperature environIn addition, research is needed to
cal resonance and no two cells have
ment characteristics and lower
determine the feasibility of taking
exactly the same resonant freclock frequency dependence, several
the
raw material and doping half of
quency. This offers no problem
new geometries of cell configurait
to
construct amotor element that
when the operation of one cell is
tions were constructed and tested.
considered, but the operation of a will exhibit improved electrostricTwo are shown in Fig. 5B and 5C.
tive properties, and doping the
The Mod II and III cells employ a multitude of cells is severely hamother half to construct a memory
pered by this lack of uniformity.
ratio between the motor and memelement that will exhibit improved
Two alternative approaches are posory elements of about 4 to 1. Using
piezoelectric
properties and ease of
sible;
the
first
is
to
select
nearly
• clock phase-referenced gate, the
switching.
similar resonant cells from a large
Mod II cell clock frequency (about
The work described was supproduction run of cells. This ap400 Kc) may be varied ±.2 to 6 Kc
ported
by ANIP (Army/Navy Inproach has been used to date but,
with no impairment of memory cell
strumentation
Program)
under
unfortunately, no gaussian curve of
readout. This offers no improveNavy
Contract
Nonr
1076
(00).
The
distribution has been found, with
ment over the Mod Imemory cell,
Litton research was performed unthe result that the yield of usable
but does result in a cell with two
der a subcontract to Douglas Airmatrix cells has been too low to be
major resonant points (400 Kc and
craft
Co., Inc.
practical. Moreover, this technique
900 Kc for one selected cell). The
of
cell
selection
is
not
feasible
Mod II cell appears worthy of furwhere apreselected clock frequency
ther study because of indications
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Feedback Amplification Improves
Two 'major shortcomings of the Hall-effect multiplier are overcome by
using a feedback amplifier to drive the field coil current in phase with
the input signal and by adding a d-c component to the field coil signal

FIG. 1—Generation of Hall voltage AI;basic Hall-effect device (B); Hall voltage as a function of mmf for a fixed
value of current through indium arsenide crystal (C); and the magnetic circuit of the conductor and coil device used
in work discussed in text (D)

difference is developed
across acurrent-carrying conductor
when the conductor is placed in a
magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1A.
This is the well-known Hall effect.
The voltage E, that appears across
the terminals can be shown to be

A POTENTIAL

E,

1. 18 ei
oz

(1)

for a semiconductor, where IL is
electron mobility and a is conductivity.' Since the Hall voltage is
directly proportional to the product
of I, current through the conductor, and B„ applied field, the effect
can be used to take the product of
two signals if the signals control L.
and B„ Figure 1B shows a configuration of a Hall-effect device.
Choice of conductor material is a
primary consideration. Equation 1
shows that a material with high
electron mobility and low conductivity is desired for a large Hall
voltage output. Some semiconductor materials have these properties.
Indium arsenide has an electron
mobility about 850 times that of
copper, while indium antimonide
has a mobility 2,400 times that of
copper. However, the ratio of the
mobility to conductivity of indium
antimonide is severely temperature
52

sensitive, while that of indium arsenide stays constant over the temperature range from minus 65 to
plus 75 degrees C. Thus indium
arsenide is preferable.
The magnetic configuration is
also important. The semiconductor
material is placed in the air gap of
the magnetic circuit. The air gap
helps to linearize the magnetic circuit, but also requires a larger mmf
to attain the desired B field. Thus,
the gap is made as small as possible,
equal only to the thickness of the
semiconductor plate. Equation 1
shows that the thinner the semiconductor, the higher the Hall voltage. The power capability of the
element is also inversely proportional to the thickness of the semiconductor, because the internal resistance is inversely proportional to
the cross-sectional area. The min-

FIG. 2—Feedback amplifier circuit

imum thickness is, however, limited
by mechanical considerations and
dictates the minimum air gap.'
The conductor and coil device
used in the work covered here was
the model MC-4 Halltron magnetic
circuit, built by the Ohio Semiconductor Company. The conductor is
a crystal of indium arsenide. The
core material can be driven to linear
flux densities of well over 10 kilogauss.' This enables a fairly high
output Hall voltage to be produced.
Figure 1C shows the output Hall
voltage as afunction of the mmf of
the magnetic circuit for a fixed
value of current through the semiconductor crystal.'
The MC-4 has a coil with two
windings. Their inductance is 60
mh when connected in parallel.
Coil resistance is 4 ohm; self-resonant frequency is 104 Kc. The magnetic circuit is shown in Fig. 1D.
The semiconductor crystal has a
resistance of about 1.2 ohms at the
current input terminals, and a resistance between the output terminals of about 0.8 ohm.' The auxiliary winding nulls out the voltage
induced in the output leads by the
changing field.
Assuming a linear magnetic cirelectronics

Hall-Effect Multipliers
cuit such that B., the field, is given
by
B. = KI.

(2)

where I„, is the current through the
coil, then
E. = K'

I,.

(
3)

Thus the Hall-effect circuit multiplies currents, but in most applications it is desirable to multiply
voltages. Since the semiconductor
crystal is practically a pure resistance, it is not difficult to drive
through it a current that is in
phase with the signal voltage.
Hence the output Hall voltage will
be directly proportional to the voltage applied to the crystal. Generally a series resistance will be required to make the changes in
resistance of the semiconductor
with temperature and magnetic
field have a negligible effect on the
total load. Since currents up to 500
milliamperes through the crystal
are desired, some power amplification will be needed in the driving
circuits.
The coil generating the magnetic field presents a more difficult
problem. If a voltage signal is applied to the terminals of the coil,
the current through the coil will
lag the signal voltage by almost
90 degrees, because the circuit is
inductive at high frequencies. The
output Hall voltage will then be the
product of signals which appear at
the input at different times, and in
most applications, with time-varying signals, this would be undesirable.
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By R. A. GREINER,
Associate Professor,
Dept. of E. E., Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin

One method of minimizing the
phase shift between the signal voltage applied to the field coil circuit
and the coil current is to place a
large resistor in series with the
coil. However, this method has
limitations. If there is a maximum
signal voltage that can be produced,
and a maximum current desired
through the coil, the maximum resistance that can be placed in series
with the inductor can be determined. If a transistor amplifier is
used as an input, the maximum
voltage achievable at the output is
limited by transistor breakdown
voltage, which is about 100 volts.
For the MC-4 multiplier, a coil current of up to one-half ampere is desired.
The maximum resistance
which can be placed in series is then
about 200 ohms.
For the phase shift to be small,
coL/R should be less than 1/10.
60

(4)

10 L

Thus where co is the maximum
value of angular frequency. In the
parallel connection L = 60 mh, and

age, while keeping the series resistance as small as possible, a
feedback amplifier circuit such as
in Fig. 2 can be used.
If no load current passes through
the feedback connection, then
I=

(6)

and
V,

=

IR = R

V. R
jo
g,

(7)

Assuming an amplifier gain, A,
V. = A (V, - Vf)

(8)

Substituting for V, in Eq. 8 from
Eq. 7 and for V. from Eq. 6
/

I-

R (1 -I- 1/A) +
R

.0L

.À-

(9)

(10)

jcoL/A

From Eq. 10, the feedback is shown
to reduce the magnitude of the reactance by the magnitude of the
open-loop gain of the amplifier. If
the same criteria is used for the
phase shift, XL/R less than 1/10,
then
244L/A
R

200/2ir

10 •60 •10-8(5) 53 cps
This is the maximum frequency at
which one-half ampere can be
driven through the coil with a
phase shift of less than about five
degrees, if amplifiers are used
whose peak output voltage is about
100 volts.
To drive the current through the
coil in phase with the signal volt-

V.,
R + jcaL

1
10

or
RA
f. = 21r L •10

(12)

Equation 12 gives the frequency
limit at which the signal voltage
and coil current will be approximately in phase. At this frequency
the phase shift is 5.8 degrees. For
A = 1,000, R = 25 ohms, and L =

2NI91
3.9K

(
B
FIG. 3—Feedback amplifier used to drive field coil (A), and amplifier used to drive the current through the semiconductor plate (B)
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FIG. 4—Plot of phase shift between coil current and signal voltage of the amplifier connected in
the feedback configuration (A), and
percent total harmonic distortion in
the coil current (B)
60 millihenries, Frequency is
0.1 •25 •
e-3°(13)= 6.65 Ka
2/1- •60 •l
10
If the limit of the peak voltage
of the driving amplifier output is
again taken to be 100 volts, then
the highest frequency at which
500-ma peak current can be driven
through the coil is simply that
frequency at which 2/71Li = 100,

h,.. Some of these transistors have
breakdown voltages near 30 volts.
Thus, supply voltage was limited to
30 volts.
The 0.001-i.d capacitance in parallel with the coil prevents highfrequency ringing.
Within the
range of frequencies where the
phase shift can be kept small (up
to about 7Kc) the reactance of this
capacitance is so large that it has
a negligible effect on the phase
shift.
Figure 4A, a plot of the phase
shift between coil current and
signal voltage of the amplifier connected in the feedback configuration, shows that the feedback circuit keeps the coil current in phase
with the signal voltage over the
frequency range from 0 cps to
about 7 Kc as predicted by Eq. 13.
Figure 4B shows the percent total
harmonic distortion in the coil current. This distortion is less than
1.5 percent over the useful frequency range.
The circuit diagram of the amplifier that drives the current
through the semiconductor plate
is shown in Fig. 3B. With this amplifier, the current remains in
phase with the signal over a fre-

or

f.=

mo
= 530 cps (14)
2a• •60 •10 -1 •0.5

If higher frequencies are to be
multiplied, the coil current must be
kept proportionally smaller and
lower Hall voltages will occur. In
most waveforms,
however, the
higher frequency components are
smaller and they can be accommodated. This is especially true where
integrators are used in analog computer equipment, since the integration acts to smooth the waveform.
In most multiplier applications,
d-c as well as a-c signals must be
accommodated. Thus, the driving
amplifiers should be d-c coupled.
No current should pass through
the load, either the coil or the semiconductor crystal, when there is
no input signal.
To accomplish
this,
a balanced
circuit
with
matched pairs of pnp and npn transistors was used.
The schematic diagram of the
feedback amplifier used to drive the
field coil is shown in Fig. 3A. The
transistors of each of the stages
are approximately matched for
common
emitter current
gain,
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FIG. 5—Method for eliminating the
voltage induced in the crystal output leads

FIG. 6—Hall output voltage plotted
against d-c voltages applied to
driving amplifiers

quency range from 0 cps to above
20 Kc. Distortion is less than one
percent over the entire range.
There are several factors that
obscure the output voltage from the
multiplier. One of these is an induced voltage in the output leads
of the crystal (these leads form a
closed loop in the field set up by
the current through the field coil).
Another is the common-mode signal impressed upon the Hall voltage with respect to one end of the
crystal. This common-mode signal
occurs because one end of the crystal is at ground potential, with the
output leads connected to equipotential points on opposite sides of
the crystal. The potential of the
output leads above ground is the
common-mode signal, and is therefore proportional to the signal voltage to the crystal driver.
In addition, an output voltage
may exist at zero field. This voltage (null voltage) is due to the
fabrication difficulties encountered
in connecting the Hall output leads
to the crystal. The magnitude is
proportional to the crystal current,
hence to the signal applied to the
crystal driver, and depends on how
closely the output leads are connected to equipotential points on
opposite sides of the crystals In
the MC-4, the magnitude of this
voltage at 400-ma peak current
through the crystal is about 0.7 mv
peak.
To eliminate the voltage induced
in the output leads of the crystal,
a portion of the voltage induced in
the auxiliary winding (shown in
Fig. 1D) is connected in series with
the output voltage in such a polarity as to null the induced voltage in the leads (see Fig. 5). Adjustment of this voltage reduces the
amount of induced voltage in the
output to about 0.14 mv peak-topeak when asignal of 30 volts peakto-peak at 1,000 cps occurs across
the coil. This voltage stays less
than 0.5 mv peak-to-peak with 30
volts peak-to-peak across the coil
over the entire frequency range of
the multiplier.
In most multiplier applications,
it would be desirable to refer the
output voltage to ground. The output has impressed upon it a common-mode signal which is, at best,
of magnitude equal to the desired
signal, and may be many times
larger than the desired signal if
electronics

FIG. 7—Typical data for a-c vs a-c multiplication (A). Phase shift between signal applied to coil driver and output
Hall voltage with 100 ma d-c in the crystal (B)
the signal applied to the coil driver
is small. Thus, to refer the output
signal to ground, adifference amplifier with a high common-mode rejection is needed.
A difference
amplifier with a common-mode
rejection ratio of 10,000 to 1 was
connected across the output terminals in Fig. 5 and was used to take
data.
Common-mode signals may be
further reduced, and the null voltage may be cancelled, by applying
a small d-e input to the coil in addition to the signal being multiplied.
The input to the coil driver then becomes E., ± E, cos (s it; and if the
signal applied to the crystal driver
is E, cos oht, the output of the difference amplifier will be
Rout

OW+
KsEsCOS Cest (15)

El (Ed-2+El cos wit) E2 CO8

where K.E2
mode signal
fier output
Expanding

cos wit is the commonin the difference ampliplus the null voltage.
Eq. 15,

= K1 (Ea.° El cos cost)
K, EIEscos wit cos
K, E, cos we

imng

(16)

Desired output of the multiplier
is the product term only, K,E,Ei
cos witcos (.0„t, since this is the product of the two inputs. If
=
K, only the product term will
appear in the output. Thus, the lack
of common-mode rejection in the
difference amplifier, and the presence of a null voltage, can be compensated for by a small d-c voltage
added to the input signal to the
field coil driver, and high commonmode rejection is then not necessary.
All data on the output Hall voltage was taken with sufficient d-c
added to the field coil current to
achieve good common-mode rejection and to compensate for the null
August 25, 1961

voltage. With the same frequency
signal applied to both the field coil
driver and the crystal driver, the
output was proportional to the
products of these inputs. That is,
the output contained an a-c signal
of twice the frequency of the input
signals, and a d-e component of
equal magnitude to the peak value
of the a-c output. This is exactly
the output that should be expected
from a multiplier, since
(E1cos wit) (E, cos wit) =E,E2 cos' wit
2 CO8 2wit (17)
2
A wave analysis of the output revealed a term of cos witat 40 to 50
db down from the cos 2co,t term, dependent upon the care exercised in
the adjustment of the d-c current
through the field coil which was
used to enhance the common-mode
rejection.
When different frequencies were
applied to the two inputs, 4,000 cps
to the crystal driver and 1,500 cps
to the field coil driver, the output
contained only the sum and difference frequencies, 5,500 cps and
2,500 cps, as would be expected. A
frequency analysis of the output
waveform showed for inputs of 0.34
volt rms at 1,500 cps to the coil
driver and 2.5 volts rms at 4,000 cps
to the crystal driver, the output at
1,500 cps was 0.8 my rms or —60
db; at 2,500 cps was 1.03 y rms or
+2.5 db; at 4,000 cps was 0.7 my
rms or —61 db; and at 5,500 cps
was 1.03 I/ rms or +2.5 db.
Figure 6 shows the Hall output
voltage as a function of the d-c
voltages applied to the driving amplifiers. The multiplier is linear.
The linearity of a-c against d-e multiplication was found to be linear
within five percent over the range
of frequency inputs.
Some typical data for a-c against

a-c multiplication appear in Fig.
7A. An a-c signal from the same
source was applied to both inputs,
and the a-c output of the multiplier
was measured. Because of the multiplication, the output frequency is
twice that of the input. The linearity of multiplication was checked at
both 200 and 1,000 cps, and the results were found to be the same at
both frequencies.
Figure 7B shows the phase shift
between the signal applied to the
coil driver and the output Hall voltage with a current of 100 ma d-c
in the crystal. The phase shift is
dependent on the adjustment of the
bucking voltage. Here, the bucking
or quadrature voltage was adjusted
for a null in the output voltage at
1,000 cps with the crystal opencircuited. The phase shift under
these conditions is less than five degrees at frequencies up to 4,000
cps. The distortion of the output
voltage under these conditions was
2 percent or less with sufficient
magnitude of signal to avoid measuring noise.
The phase shift between the applied signal to the crystal driver
and the output Hall voltage with
100 ma d-e in the coil was also
studied. This phase shift was less
than four degrees over the frequency range of the test oscillator,
from 20 cps to 20 Ke. The distortion in the output signal under
these conditions was less than 1percent over the frequency range.
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Measuring Transient Light With
When using vacuum phototubes to measure transient light, precautions are
relationship. This article discusses the problems involved. For many tests,

By HAROLD E. EDGERTON
RICIIARD O. SHAFFNER,
M. L T. Cambridge, Maas.

FIG. 1—Measuring cirmdt illustrates the problems of achieving
linear light-current relationship
OF THE many different light-detecting devices, the vacuum phototube
appears best for measuring transient light, since a linear currentlight relationship is possible,
whereas with photovoltaic and
photoconductive devices there are
undesirable nonlinear and thermal
effects. Even with a vacuum phototube, certain circuit conditions
must be maintained on the phototube to achieve a linear light-current relationship.
In the measuring circuit of Fig.
1, for example, the anode voltage,
e" must be greater than some minimum value depending upon the
light. With a given light flux, LI,
on the cathode, the current output,
i„, is a function of the anode voltage up to the saturation value, as
shown in Fig. 2A. Then as the voltage is increased the current does
not change appreciably, corresponding to the linear region where output current is proportional to light
flux. The phototube must be used
where this saturation current condition exists if the current is to be
a calibrated measure of light.
Incident daylight on a surface
perpendicular to the sun's rays is
approximately 10,000 lumens per
56

square foot. The curve marked
L, in Fig. 2A is for three times
daylight. With amore intense light,
L, or L, (5x and 7x daylight), a
higher voltage is required to reach
the saturation value. Saturation
current can be plotted against
anode voltage by using a series of
different intensities of light.
The anode voltage requirement
must include the influence of the
electrical load. In Fig. 1, light on
the phototube causes current to
flow, resulting in aresistive drop or
out-put voltage, e., across the load
resistor, RL,thus reducing voltage
across the tube. As RI,is increased
for more output, et
, drops. This
anode voltage should never decrease
below that required for saturation
current, since the current-light relationship will not be linear. In
Fig. 2A, for example, for the curve
marked R = 20,000 ohms, output
voltage is almost the same value
with L, and L.. However, if resistance is decreased to 1,000 ohms,
the useful linear relationship is reestablished but with a reduction of
output, e.. For the larger resistance, Ebb should be increased until
the intersection of the load line
with the L, curve falls on the saturation current corresponding to L,.
One can test the linearity of a
phototube system by increasing the
supply voltage or by increasing the
light. In the first case, the output
should remain constant whereas
in the second, the output should be
proportional to the light if the system is linear.
In measuring the rapidly changing light output of a flashlamp as
a function of time, voltage across
the load resistor in series with the
phototube will be proportional to
the light incident upon the cathode.
A cro displays the signal with a
time sweep across the screen.
A limitation encountered with

transient light is the time constant
of the light measuring circuit, including: the load resistor, R,,, in
parallel with all the capacitance, C.
(Fig. 1), due to the cro input leads,
phototube and circuit wiring. The
time constant is the R-C product
in seconds.
Consider a one-megohm load resistor connected to an oscilloscope
that has an input of twenty picofarads, and a circuit capacitance of
thirty picofarads. The time constant is fifty microseconds. If this
circuit records the light from a
one-microsecond pulse of light, an
erroneous result will be obtained.
The circuit will act as an integrator
during the light flash, followed by
an R-C exponential discharge of
the capacitances through the load
resistor. The oscilloscope will display the time constant (50 microseconds) of the measuring circuit
if the flash of light is short compared to the time constant.
The circuit time constant must
be smaller than the flashlamp light
decay time if the light measurements are to be meaningful. The
time constant should be about 0.1
microsecond. This calls for a load
resistance of 2,000 ohms, with a
correspondingly lower output voltage.
Now the photo tube must produce abnormally large currents if
the output is to be increased. When
this is done the knee of the curve
extends further into the linear portion requiring a high value of E.,
to insure linearity. A phototube
such as the RCA-929 can be used
with 600 volts on the anode, and
with peak currents of 10 to 20 milliamperes. In Fig. 2B, where this
phototube is used, minimum time
constant is 15 nanoseconds with
R,, = 100 ohms. For higher voltages than 600, tubes such as the
RCA-935 are preferable.
electronics

Vacuum Phototubes
required to achieve a linear current-light
light readings are made directly on a cro

One phototube circuit used at
M.I.T. for measuring fast flashing
lights has 2,000 volts on the anode
of a 935 tube, and a 100-ohm load
resistor. The time constant is about
10 nanoseconds, which is about the
limit of time measurement of many
oscilloscopes.
For light measurements, phototube sensitivity is afunction of the
spectral character of the light to
be measured. Various spectral response curves are available and are
specified as S-1, S-4, S-11. (See
RCA manual for surface characteristics.) The S-4 photoelectric surface is stable and sensitive but it
has low sensitivity in the red portion of the spectrum. When a match
to the eye visibility curve is desired, this lack of red sensitivity is
serious.
A good match of the eye visibility curve can be achieved by using
a Wratten 106 filter with an S-4 or
S-5 surface (with a drop in sensitivity to daylight of about 7 to 1).
If the phototube sensitivity curve
is desired to match the photographic spectral sensitivity of films,
especially blue-sensitive emulsions,
then the phototube with the unfiltered S-4 surface is ideal.

Direct calibration with a known
continuous light source of a phototube with high voltage on the anode
and a low value of load resistance
is difficult and may be inaccurate
due to destructive thermal effects.
However, with a flashlamp whose
output is known, readings can be
compared.
Xenon flashlamps are useful for
calibration since their output is
consistent in value, and in color
distribution, if the voltage and capacity are controlled. One such
flashtube is the FX-1 of EG&G
(Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier)
whose characteristics have been
measured over wide input conditions. For example, a flash from
100µF charged to 1,000 volts has
a peak output of one million horizontal candle power in a direction
at right angles to the lamp.
The light energy incident on the
cathode, if the lamp and phototube
are spaced greater than 6 feet
apart, is L = (HCP/D 2) (A,)
where L = incident lumens entering phototube, HCP = horizontal
candle power of lamp, D = lamp to
phototube distance, and A, = effective area of phototube cathode expressed in the same units as D'.

Suppose the sensitivity, S, of the
phototube (929 of Fig. 2B) is 116
pa per lumen with xenon-colored
light, then the peak output current
is i, = (HCP/D 2) (A.) (S) =
(10°) (3.52 x 10') (116 X W e)/
D' = 0.407/D' where i., is in amperes, and D is in feet.
Peak output voltage is:
(i„„„ k) = 0.407 RillY where
e, is in volts, Ri,is in ohms and D
is in feet.
When many tests are to be made,
it is convenient to arrange D, Ri,
and an optical filter so that the deflection on the oscilloscope is an integral number of light units. Then
the light readings can be made directly from the oscilloscope. The
phototube is moved back and forth
until D is the correct value to make
a peak deflection of one marker
unit on the cro screen. For an unknown flashlamp at the same distance, the peak light can be then
red directly from the oscilloscope
screen in millions of candle power.

FILTER WRATTEN WI06

TWO SAWS
TARZIAN
F-6 IN
SERIES

CURRENT IN MA

NONLINEAR REGION /LINEAR REGION

For this time-intensity trace, a
100-µF capacitor charged to 1,400
was discharged into an EG&G
type 100 flashlamp. Peak output, 6
million candle power; duration, 72
microseconds
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ANODE VOLTAGE IN VOLTS

C .15 x10 —I2 FINCLUDING
CRO INPUT CIRCUIT

(B)

RL C.

0.015µS
0.15µS
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15µS

FIG. 2—Average volt-ampere characteristics of 929 phototube for different light flux densities (A). Xenon flash light
has spectral energy distribution corresponding to daylight. Schematic for a-c operated light-measuring device for use
with oscilloscope (B)
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Target generating equipment is in the three racks at right, ecm equipment is in the two racks at left

Search -Radar Analog Simulator
By L. G. FISCHER
G. FRENKEL
rrr Federal Laboratories,
Nutley, New Jersey

GROWING use of evaluators,
simulators and training aids has led
to a large variety of such equipment. The simulator spectrum
ranges from devices whose primary
aim is achieving a subjective similarity to practice runs by fighters
on bombers and to other real life
situations. Such systems are mainly
used as training aids. At the other
extreme of this hypothetical spectrum are abstract mathematical
models, in which the generated signals or displays bear no resemblance whatsoever to real life. Such
devices are used ordinarily as design tools and solvers of theoretical
problems.
Both approaches have limitations. For example, a device of the
first type, superficially life-like in
presentation but actually synthetic,
THE
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may present to the trainee a challenge different from that encountered under field conditions. If his
reactions and his operation of controls are unnatural, he will be detrained rather than trained. Limitations are also observed with
mathematical models, since the results obtained are only as valid as
the formulating hypotheses. Often
conclusions diametrically opposed
to actual results are obtained, indicating serious errors in assumptions.
This article describes an optimized simulator, based upon acombination of the more desirable features of these design philosophies,
which tends to avoid the pitfalls inherent in either. The approach is
based on synthesizing, to a high
degree of accuracy, the signals in
a real-life situation. By generating
actual signals, the need for mathematical models is eliminated. At
the same time, since these signals
occur in real time and at real power

levels, a high degree of realism is
achieved. It is undesirable to generate the actual transmitted power
levels (megawatts); however the
dynamic range of received power is
faithfully synthesized. The signals,
generated at i
-f frequency, consist
of the complete electronic environment of an overall field configuration, including a radar system
equipped with ccm devices and
targets carrying jamming equipment. In addition, acomprehensive
data handling and display section is
provided. Any one of awide variety
of radars, such as search, monopulse, conical scan and bistatic may
be simulated.
Electronic countermeasures simulation includes barrage and spot jamming, swept frequency jammers of various speeds,
false target generators, range gate
capture deception generators and
others.
A starting point in analyzing the
factors affecting target realism is
the radar equation expressing the
electronics

Radar target generator
closely simulates the returns
that would be received
in a real life situation.
Signals at i
-f frequency are
injected into areal radar set.
Scintillation and
jamming signals are included

Typical ppi display generated by the simulator under noise jamming

Reproduces Jamming, Scintillation
power at the receiver as a function
of target and radar parameters
Pr« =

P. G,2 X2 u
(47,-) 3R4

where P, = radar peak power output, G, = radar antenna gain, X =
wavelength, R = target range and
cr = target cross sectional area.
Antenna gain, G„ is the gain in
the target direction and is a function of radar azimuth and elevation.
Cross-section cr is the composite effect of target size, aspect and scintillation. The 1/R 4 factor includes
range attenuation on the outbound
and return legs of the radar-target
path.
All other parameters are
fixed for aradar and may be treated
as a power-level calibration.
Figure 1 is a simplified diagram
of the target generator. The position of the target relative to the
radar site is generated in the target
coordinate generator.
The target
is maneuvered by controlling turn
rate, airspeed, and climb and dive
August 25, 1961

rate. Primary outputs are azimuth,
elevation and slant range, generated as shaft positions. Synchros
and potentiometers on the shafts
transmit coordinate information to
other modules. The antenna position generator consists of two servo
loops simulating antenna azimuth
and elevation. Antenna scan rate
is variable from 3 to 30 rpm. A
manual control provides antenna
tilt adjustment. The azimuth pattern generator computes the azimuth angle of the target relative to
the main lobe of the antenna, using
synchro information obtained from
the target coordinate generator and
antenna position generator.
The
value of the radar antenna pattern
in the target direction is computed
as a d-c analog, employing an electromechanical function generator
of high resolution. Main and sidelobe coverage over 360 degrees is
included.
D-c voltages proportional to target and antenna elevation are ap-

plied to the elevation pattern generator, where the value of the
antenna elevation pattern in the
target direction is computed.
A
diode function generator generates
the cosee pattern of search radars.
The two-way range attenuation
function, 1/1e, is obtained as a d-c
analog from a profiled potentiometer on the target-coordinate generator slant-range shaft. Variations
in target size due to the angle of
observation are obtained as a function of the angular difference between target azimuth and heading
(aspect angle) in the target aspect
generator. Aspect angle is transmitted to this unit in synchro form
from the target-coordinate generator.
The target scintillation analog
is obtained by applying the output of a wide-band gaussian noise
source to a narrow bandpass filter.
Target size, radiated power, and
frequency factor analogs are obtained by the settings of calibrated
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FIG. 2—Summing amplifier is used to modulate i
-f amplifier in accordance
with radar equation
potentiometers.
Modulation proper is accomplished in a gain-controlled i
-f amplifier.
The amplifier stages are
biased to provide unity gain in the
absence of an external gain-control
voltage. Amplifier gain, expressed
in db versus external gain-control
voltage, is linear within ±2 db from
0 to —120 db. The scale factor is
—5 sr per —120 db. The i
-f input of
the amplifier is at a constant level
corresponding to the maximum signal strength that may occur in the
system. The dynamic range of system parameters is: Pr = 100 w to
10 megawatt, range = 5 to 200
miles, target size (0-) = 0.1 to 100
sq. m., antenna gain = 0 to 40 db
and frequency = 1 to 10 Ge.
Inserting values for minimum
range and frequency, and maximum
antenna gain, target size and radar
power into the equation yields the
maximum value of P,., as —1.9
dbm. The i
-f input to the amplifier
is held at this value.
The analogs of target parameters
are added in a d-c summing amplifier as shown in Fig. 2. Value of
any analog is 0 volts for the condition that yields maximum target
echo power. Each analog expresses
in volts the number of db's by
which the receiver signal strength
60

is below its maximum value, with
a scale factor +50 y per —120 db.
Summing amplifier output is the
gain-control voltage of the i
-f amplifier. Since the i
-f amplifier scale
factors is —5 y per —120 db, a ten
to one attenuator is inserted at the
i
-f amplifier input. Thus the effects
of d-c amplifier drift are reduced
by afactor of ten. Due to the logarithmic (db per y) amplifier characteristics, i
-f amplifier output is
proportional to the products of the
parameters represented by the inputs to the summing amplifier. This
fulfills the radar equation, including multiplication of the parameters on the right hand side. The
i
-f amplifier output is gated according to range in a pulser synchronized with the system prf.
To illustrate modulation, assume
a 5-megawatt radar at a frequency
of 2,000 Mc and an antenna gain of
40 db, and a target with a maximum size of 50 sq. m. at an attitude
relative to the radar such that the
actual reflectivity is 6 db less than
the maximum reflectivity. The target is located at 20 miles slant
range and, at a given instant, its
position relative to the radar antenna beam is: in azimuth the target is illuminated by a part of the
beam that is 15 db below the peak

of the main lobe in the two-way pattern; in elevation the target is at
a point 6 db below the peak of the
two-way elevation pattern.
These conditions define the input
voltages to the summing amplifier;
the analogs express (with a scale
factor of +50 y per —120 db) the
number of db by which the respective parameters are below the maximum.
Thus: 1
3,G,. 2 = —3 db =
+1.25 v, X = —6 db = +2.5 v, ve
= —24 db = +10 v, a- = —3 db
= +1.25 1/, aspect = —6 db = +2.5
AT, azimuth pattern = —15 db =
+6.25 v, elevation pattern = —6 db
= +2.5 v.
Scintillation is superimposed as
a random variation on the signal
strength. The amplitude and spectrum are functions of radar frequency and type of target.
The
summing amplifier output, neglecting scintillation, is 26.25 y (-63
db).
Since the maximum signal
strength is —1.9 dbm, the signal
strength will be —64.9 dbm. The
same value may be obtained by direct substitution into the radar eqution. Similar modulating techniques
generate ecm signals at accurate
power levels.
Operating equipment using these
techniques has been constructed
and used. While there are no absolute criteria for evaluating the
faithfulness of a simulated radar
presentation,
observers familiar
with ppi and A-scope displays showing targets equipped with jammers,
have commended the reality of the
simulator results.
A pictorial library exists of evluation problems
which have been run, but these are
classified. However, a typical ppi
display generated on the simulator
under noise-jamming is shown in
one of the photographs. The sidelobe structure of the antenna is displayed.
The
sector
coverage
changes with range and simulated
jammer power adjustment, and target burn-through (the point where
the jammer is no longer effective)
does occur at close ranges.
Summarizing, the simulator generates target and ecm signals at
actual receiver power levels and at
i
-f frequency.
The modulation
method permits a direct synthesis
of the radar equation and all parameters affecting signal strength.
The resulting simulator is a highly
effective evaluator and an excellent
training aid.
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All Electronic Complete Video & IF Alignment System

• Stable
High, AGC'd Output
• Pulse Type "Crystal Markers"
• Controlled (Low) Harmonics
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separate amplitude control and separate output or as keying
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Control signals are fed to the suppressor grids of the early amplifier stages; the circuit can pass 2-mietrosec pulses

Suppressor Gating for I-F Amplifiers
By C. DOUGLAS RASMUSSEN
Syracuse University Research Corp.,
Syracuse, New York

IT IS OFTEN desirable to generate
groups of i
-f pulses with good
signal-to-noise or signal -to- feedthrough ratio, because such pulse
groups simulate radar scanning and
test the transient response of i
-f
circuits. Many signal generators
have provisions for pulsing, but
only the more elaborate ones provide for gating-out a pulse group.
Other drawbacks to using commercial signal generators include poor
signal-to-noise ratio, and limited
prf and pulse width variation.
An i
-f amplifier can easily be
constructed or modified so that a
pulse applied to the suppressor grid
of a pentode will cause conduction.
If an i
-f signal is applied to the
control grid and the suppressor grid
is biased to cut off, the tube will
conduct when a positive pulse of
sufficient amplitude is added to the
suppressor bias. Better isolation is
obtained if two or three pentodes
are pulsed in cascade. Similarly,
two or three pentodes can be pulsed
or gated at adifferent rate to simulate a scanning signal. The simulation of a pulsed-scanning signal is
obtained by combining both groups
of pentodes. An electronic counter
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could also be used on the output of
the pulsed channel, to control the
gating channel so as to pass a controllable number of pulses.
The schematic of a pulsed-gated
amplifier for laboratory use is
shown. It has a bandwidth of 1.2
Mc at its 3 db points, with a 30 Mc
input signal of 0.5 to 2 sr p-to-p.
An input pulse of 5 to 50 IT p-to-p
in the pulsed mode will produce an
i
-f pulse with asignal-to-noise ratio
of 43 db, but in the pulsed-gated
mode using the same amplitude
gate the overall signal-to-noise ratio is 26 db. This is because two i
-f
stages are being pulsed and only
one is being gated. Pulse widths
down to 2 microseconds and pulse
repetition frequencies up to 150 Kc
produce the best results. In the
c-w, pulsed and /or gated modes the
maximum variable gain is 14 db
with input and output impedances
of 50 ohms.
Two separate pulse generators or
a dual output pulse generator and
an external power supply are needed
for circuit operation. Power requirements are: +150 y d-c at 50
ma, —150 y d-c at 0.5 ma and 6.3 y
at 1 amp.
The Pulsed-Gated Amplifier is a
30 Mc i
-f amplifier with provisions
for external application of a variable negative bias to the suppressor

grids of V., V., and V,. This need
not be a variable bias when the
same amplitude positive pulse or
gate is used. A minimum negative
bias of approximately 8 volts is
needed to completely cut off these
tubes, and because V, and V. are
pulsed in cascade, they have a common bias separate from that of V,.
A negative variable d-c bias of from
0to —10 volts applied to the control
grids of V, and V. acts as a gain
control.
Due to the electrical isolation
created with the cascade pulsing of
V 2 and V., the signal-to-noise ratio
of the pulsed mode is superior to
that of the gated or pulsed-gated
modes. The usual application calls
for greater use of the pulsed mode,
and, therefore, the better signal-tonoise ratio in this mode is desirable. This configuration can be
revised to meet individual requirements. For example, V, V. and V,
can be pulsed or gated in cascade,
thereby further improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Or if a pulsed
i
-f signal is available, V„ V 2 and V,
can be gated in cascade.
Transformers T, and T, and coils
L, through L. are wound on a CTC
No. PLS 9 coil form with No. 22
enamel wire. The three turn primaries of T, and T. are wound over
the five-turn secondaries.
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New Sarkes Tarzian
Silicon Rectifiers
Doubler socket

Half-wave socket

Sockets from Fastex Division, Illinois Tool Works

for plug-in sockets and printed circuits
This new series of silicon rectifiers is especially
suited for use in printed circuit assemblies, or
can be plugged directly into special sockets to
facilitate assembly and servicing. Insulated case
—11/32" x 3/16" x 1/4" high—eliminates many
mounting problems. Leads are on 7/32" centers.

Reliability is excellent—in part because the construction minimizes axial strain on the junction.
Special Tarzian oversize junctions increase inrush
current protection, contribute to low voltage loss,
and lengthen useful life in this as in other Tarzian
silicon devices. Prices are realistic.

Complete line catalog available. Application engineering assistance
is also available without obligation. Send for data sheet.
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Snaps Connect Breadboard Circuits
By W. L. EMERY,
T. C. M. Visiting Professor.
Indian Inst. of Technology. Kharnitimr. India

circuits can be assembled rapidly into compact package
for laboratory experiments or educational demonstrations. The assembled circuits are structurally
rigid and layout generally resembles that of a final soldered circuit.
Parts are connected electrically
with snap fasteners that also provide mechanical support.
The flexible circuit building system is based around a basic frame.
A wide variety of tube and transistor sockets are mounted on interchangeable plates, and the selected plate is attached to the basic
frame. In Fig. 1, a seven-pin
miniature tube socket plate and a
triple-transistor socket plate are
shown, as well as a dual-transistor
socket plate mounted in place on
the basic frame.
The basic frame and socket plate
together form a foundation that
holds the other components. In
most cases, the components snap
directly on connections at the
socket, minimizing lead length and
the possible adverse effects that
long leads could have on circuit
performance. The orderly appearance and accessibility of connections can be seen in the typical
assembled circuit in Fig. 2. The
circuit is a transistor multiviTEMPORARY

FIG. 1—Typical socket plates are
shown with one plate in place on
basic frame
FIG. 2—Assembled multivibrator
circuit has orderly appearance
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brator, which is shown schematically in Fig. 3.
The number of resistors required
for a complete system is limited by
mounting five resistors connected
in series in a single holder. The
live resistance values are chosen so
that the thirteen standard 10 percent resistances within a decade
can be obtained by some combination of the five resistors. Thus each
decade of resistance values is provided by a single resistor box like
those shown in the foreground of
Fig. 4 with other component packages.
The resistor box was made in a
triangular shape to limit bulk, to
provide mechanical strength to the
assembly and to avoid locating connections where they might interfere with each other. An open side
in the box enables quick selection
of the desired resistances.
The two-dimensional drawing of
the interior of a resistor box in
Fig. 5 indicates the arrangement
of the resistors. Five resistances
are not provided in the exact nominal standard values, which usually
makes little difference. If required,
however, all resistances will be
within 10 percent of the nominal
value if 5 percent resistors are
used for 18 and 47 within the particular decade. In all but two cases,
the desired resistance can be obtained simply by making connec-
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FIG. 3—Three resistors forming
voltage divider at left of multivibrator circuit can be provided by
one resistor box

FIG. 4—Components are mounted
in standard size triangular package
tions to the appropriate terminals
on the box. To obtain either 39 or
68, one external jumper is required
to shunt out unwanted resistors.
A single resistor box can sometimes provide several resistance
values. For example, the three resistors at the left in Fig. 3 can
be obtained from one resistor box.
By connecting a jumper across the
1,500-ohm resistor, the sum of the
1,800-ohm and the 1,200-ohm resistors in series provides the required 3,000 ohms.
Capacitors are mounted individually in open-faced triangular boxes
having the same dimensions as the
resistor boxes. Although three capacitors had been mounted together
in single boxes, this approach was
abandoned because it seemed to offer no advantage in practice.
By extending the general construction pattern to other circuit
elements, such as high Q inductors,
variable capacitors and i
-f transformers, any of a wide variety of
medium frequency circuits can be
electronics
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TRANSISTOR AND COMPONENT TESTER

Fast, Simplified Programming
With Punched Cards

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY
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BUILDING-BLOCK DESIGN GIVES YOU BOTH!

TACT is a universally applicable transistor
and component tester that will meet both present and future requirements without undue
investment. It is asequentially controlled system which advances through as many as 24
test parameters, applying pre-programmed
test limits and visually reading out and/or
recording measured results. Time-proved test
circuitry is combined with punched-card programming to produce a highly accurate system of high sequential testing speeds.

High Testing Accuracy results from reduction
of readout and signal cable leakage and interference. Test circuitry cabling has been reduced to approximately one-tenth of other
designs offering similar testing capabilities.
Repeatability of Testing is maximized by
punched-card programming and remote control of common test circuitry. Program cards
can be retained and used indefinitely, assuring high repeatability and apermanent record
of test conditions.

TACT systems won't become obsolete—can
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extended to testing printed circuit boards,
modular circuits, etc.
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FIG. 5—Inside view of resistor box
shows five series-connected resistors
that provide thirteen resistances
within decade
assembled in minutes.
Careful attention must be given
to some constructional details to
ensure strength and durability.
Experience indicates that the snap
fasteners used on the connecting
leads require reinforcement at the
junction between the solder tab and
the body of the snap. Breaking at
this point is much less likely if the
cross section is built up with a liberal flow of solder. The point where
the wire joins the solder tap also
requires added strength, which can
be obtained by extending the braid
covering on the wire under the first
clamping tabe in the wire holding
lug.
The snap connectors around the
bottom edge of the basic frame and
around the socket plates are subject
to heavy mechanical strain. The
necessary mechanical strength can
be obtained for these parts by
shaping a cotter pin from a piece
of #12 solid copper wire. The
solder lug of the snap fastener is
bent at a right angle relative to
the face, and the shank of the cotter pin is firmly clamped and soldered into the lug. The resulting
structure has been found capable
of withstanding considerable abuse.
Finally, accidental short circuits
between adjacent snap fasteners
can be avoided by covering the lug
with plastic tubing.
The author acknowledges the assistance of Robert Newbold, who
participated with the author in
producing the first version of the
system at the University of Utah,
Gener Leichner and J. V. Ranga
Rao, who suggested improvements,
and S. Dutta and A. Sengupta, who
did the construction for the present
system.
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Tunnel Diode Operates
Brushless D-C Motor
By H. E. STOCKMAN, Prof. E.E.,
Lowell Technological Inst., Lowell, Mass.
TUNNEL

diode can be substituted

for a transistor in an electronic
watch or clock. The tunnel diode
not only has one fewer electrode but
provides further simplification by
eliminating one of the windings
used in present electronic watches.
The
basic
device,
which
is
covered by a patent application, is
a tunnel diode d-c motor that can
provide either rotary or pendulum
motion.
The simple d-c motor
shown in the schematic diagram
requires no commutator or brushes.
It is comprised of three basic elements: a single winding, a rotat-
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T1 nnel diode permits operation of
simple d-c motor without commutator or brushes
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REVOLUTIONIZES PRINTED CIRCUIT PACKAGING
It's only .400 inches high. Weighs only .250 ounces. New Leach

ing magnet and the tunnel diode.
To provide pendulum motion, the
device starts itself. Slight deflection of the rotary magnet when
power is turned on is enhanced
regeneratively building up oscillatory motion to full pendulum
swing.
Present models of the device
were fabricated by Sine-Ser Co.,
Waltham, Mass., solely for educational purposes. However, some of
the characteristics of the tunnel
diode motor suggest a variety of
potential applications.
The absence of any kind of moving contacts in the d-e motor should
reduce maintenance problems. Resistance of tunnel diodes to nuclear
radiation would be advantageous
in environments where radiation
level is high.
Input power for the small motors
could be provided by most of the
newer d-e power sources including
thermoelectric
generators
and
solar cells.
The demonstration
models of both rotary and pendulum types of the tunnel diode motor
are operated from a single standard flashlight cell.
August 25,
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M-250 is so tiny it uses less than half the space needed by standard subminiature crystal can relays!
Space is saved on printed circuit boards because three M- 2508
will replace one ordinary, horizontally-mounted crystal can relay.
And with its 0.2-inch terminal spacing and internal terminal connections, it is interchangeable with conventional crystal can relays.
Simplified design, mechanized production with minimum human
contact, rotary balanced armature design and small space requirement —four reasons why you should specify Leach Half-Size Crystal Can Relays for your printed circuits (and that's just half
the story!)
Available now:
Contact Ratings

Low level to 2 amps.

Normal Coil Operating Voltages

6to 26.5 VDC

Meets or exceeds all requirements of Mil-R-5757D.
Get the whole story. Write for complete technical specifications
and application information.

II

_ CORPORATION

18435 SUSANA ROAD, COMPTON, CALIFORNIA
EXPORT: Leach International, S. A.
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS

FUSE

(C)

(B)

(A)

FIG. 1—D-c circuits used in relay tests. In A there is a po sitive case ground, arc life is adjusted to 1.5 tnsec average.
B is for effect of auxiliary circuits, and C is a glow dischar ge circuit

Catastrophic Relay Failures
THE CURE: CIRCUIT DESIGN AND TESTS
By CHARLES P. NUNN
REINHOLD HOLBECK
mitors, Inc.,
Port Washington. N. Y.
THE NATURE of the transient discharge phenomenon in miniature
relays was described in this column
last week. This article describes the
design precautions that should be
taken to avoid catastrophic relay

(A)
170

1.5 MSEC
210°

4.7 MSEC
280°

58 V
-170

BREAKDOWN
REGION

(B)
FIG. 2—Discharge in circuit A on
a 60-cycle, 2 ampere, resistive, a-c
load. Waveform (B) is taken at
point X of circuit A.
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failures and gives recommended
test procedures for circuits with
grounded-case relays.
Filtors study of the transient discharge phenomenon showed that
catastrophic failures occurred when
the relay case is grounded and the
contacts are used to switch more
than 0.5 ampere and 50 volts. The
findings for a-c and d-e loads correlate.
In the test circuits used in the d-c
test, Fig. 1, a Tektronix 535 oscilloscope was used to determine the arc
life across the opening contacts and
the current peak in the ground circuit when a discharge occurred. It
was found that fairly consistent results could be obtained with these
circuits. A minimum potential difference between the relay contact
and case was found to exist. Below
50 volts, a discharge to the relay
ease did not occur. Another empirical relation found by using d-e
sources was that the arc life on the
separating contacts had to be in
excess of 0.5 to 1.0 millisecond. This
figure was obtained by using resistive loads of rather high current
and low voltage and the circuit
shown in Fig. 2B; for example. a5ampere resistive, 28-volt, d-e load.
It should be noted that a higher
potential between the contacts and
case was required as supplied by
the auxiliary circuit.
Another circuit was constructed
using an inductor and a series re-

sistor in order to determine the effect of the inductive loading. When
the contacts were opened, an arc
formed which was usually followed
by a short glow discharge. When
the arc life was in excess of 0.5
millisecond, an arc discharge to the
relay case was encountered when
the potential difference exceeded 50
volts. Next, a high-voltage, low-current power supply was used to determine if the discharge to the
relay case would occur when a glow
discharge across the opening contacts was present, Fig. 1C. The contact load for this test was 80 milliamperes resistive, 400 volts, d-c and
a 170 volt, d-c potential difference
was established between the relay
contact and case. No indication of
an are discharge to the case was
noted, although the opening contacts exhibited a glow discharge.
Under the a-c arcing condition
previously described (2 amperes resistive, 115 volts rms, 60 cps), the
initial breakdown always occurred
when the grounded relay ease
was positive with respect to the
contacts. D. Saewert of Motorola, Scottsdale, Arizona, has shown,
through a statistical treatment of
synchronized a-c voltages, that the
discharge always occurs on the
negative half of the a-c cycle.
Figure 2 shows the approximate
values that were found using synchronized a-c voltages.
Tests with direct-current loads at
electronics
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scientists and engineers in
a unique leadership role
The frontiers of space science and technology are being expanded at
Aerospace Corporation. The scientists and engineers of this leadership
organization are the critical civilian link uniting government and the
scientific-industrial team developing space systems and advanced ballistic
missiles. In providing broad scientific and technical leadership to every
element of this team, they are engaged in abalanced program of activities
spanning the spectrum from basic research and forward planning through
general systems engineering. Included in the latter are technical supervision, integration and review of the engineering, development and test
operations of industry to the extent necessary to assure achievement of
system concept and objectives in an economical and timely manner.
These people are privileged to view both the state-of-the-art and system
development in their totality. Now more men of superior ability are
needed: highly motivated scientists and engineers with demonstrated
achievement, maturity, and judgment, beyond the norm. Such men are
urged to contact Aerospace Corporation, Room 110, P. O. Box 95081,
Los Angeles 45, California.
Organized in the public interest and dedicated to providing objective leadership
in the advancement and application of space science and
technology for the United States Government.
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EXPLORING THERMISTOR APPLICATIONS

Filtors, Inc., show a close agreement with both the potential and
the arc times found by Motorola. A
circuit, Fig. 1A, was constructed
where the relay switched a 170-volt,
d-c, resistive, 1-ampere load. The
breaking arc life was approximately
2 milliseconds. A discharge was encountered when the relay case was
connected to the positive side of the

THERMISTOR

T
LIQUID

positive leg.
The conclusion from these tests
closely match that which could be
predicted by the hypothesis. It
should be mentioned that under certain extremely heavy arcing conditions, adischarge could be obtained
with opposite polarity. This is probably due to saturation of the atmosphere with ions and metallic
vapors which would not normally be
encountered. Additional studies are
being performed along these lines.
After the performance of existing crystal case relays had been

alittle
thermistor
makes abig difference
in aliquid level
measurement circuit

established and the breakdown
mechanism determined, the remaining design problem was the construction of arelay that would meet
the load requirements. Due to the
mechanism of the breakdown, there
seemed to be many approaches open
for corrective action. The most logical approach to the problem appeared to be to investigate design
changes in the relay switching circuit plus insulation of critical metal
parts. In the relay design that
finally evolved, the switching circuit was reoriented, placing the
ground potential pole pieces further
away from the switching circuit.
The actuator, header and relay
housing are all protected by insulation. The Pillbox relay designed was
tested to switch 2 amperes at 115
volts 60 cycles, and no discharge has
occurred in the 100,000 operation

Place athermistor in series with alight bulb and a
battery. The thermistor will heat up, the resistance
will drop (a fascinating characteristic of thermistors)
and permit enough current to flow to light the bulb.
Submerge the thermistor, and it will cool — up goes the
resistance and out goes the light. Merely substitute a
relay for the bulb and you have yourself a neat,
precise liquid level control.
A small but mighty device, the thermistor. Highly precise,
highly versatile. Its applications ceiling is virtually
unlimited — temperature control or liquid level
measurement, time delay, remote control, switching,
or you name it.
There are just two kinds of thermistors, really:
ordinary, which are good; and FENWAL ELECTRONICS',
which are alittle bit better. One reason is that FENWAL
ELECTRONICS pioneered in this business. Another is
that we can suit your application exactly — for the
simple reason that FENWAL ELECTRONICS has the

t
t
a
,

most complete line of thermistors available anywhere.

JL

enwal
Electronic

For details, application assistance, and new Thermistor
Catalog EMC 4, write:

105 Fountain St., Framingham, Massachusetts
Visit us at The WESCON Show—Booth 3512
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supply and the contacts were located in the ground leg. No discharge was encountered when the
relay case was connected to the
negative side of the power supply
(common type of industrial grounding) and the contacts were in the

2
Lt.

life span.
It is strongly recommended to
relay users that their internal testing specifications call out the fusing
of the ground circuit when relays
are subjected to power load life
tests.
It has been found that a 0.1 ampere or a 0.25 ampere fuse between
the relay case and ground permits
electronics

discharge current to build up to
about 40 amperes before the fuse
ruptures. Forty amperes will damage the relay but will not destroy it.

Ceramic Materials For
Microwave Applications
there are a very wide range
of microwave devices for which ceramic techniques can be considered,
a whole area may be opened up for
strong ceramics that possess high
dielectric constants and low-loss
tangents.
G. B. Walker of the University
of British Columbia suggests titanium dioxide with a flux, magnesium titanate, alumina and beryllia.
With titanium dioxide a dielectric
constant
up
to
100
btu
can
be obtained and it is possible to
adjust the constituents to achieve
any desired values in the range
from one to 100. Walker recently
discussed two structures: an electron linear accelerator and a millimeter wave traveling wave tube.
The applications he envisages
must remain proposals until adequate evidence on reliability has
been obtained from comprehensive
laboratory tests.
The most important practical
considerations have to do with the
behavior of ceramics under electron bombardment.
SINCE

Coaxial Cable Exhibits
Minimum Phase Shift
NEW TECHNIQUES for producing coaxial cable with a phase shift of
only 20 parts per million/deg C,
within the range of 10 to 32 C,
suitable for any coaxial cable design utilizing polyethylene dielectric was recently announced by
Times Wire and Cable, division of
The International Silver Co., Wallingford, Connecticut.
Normally coaxial cable exhibits
a 200 parts per million/deg C phase
shift over this temperature range.
Major applications at present include radar and sonar, where sending and receiving signals must be
compared with minimum variable
introduced by the coaxial cable.
The new technique conforms to
the electrical and environmental
requirements of MIL-C-17C.
August 25,
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the new look
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MINI-TEL
all-solid-state telemetry
sub-carrier discriminator
For "quick-look" analysis of FM telemetry data, the Precision MINI-TEL
sub-carrier discriminator packs asurprising amount of usefulness into an
exceptionally small space.
In its compact (less than 11
/
2 cubic feet) single-module package, occupying
only 10 1
/
2 inches of rack space, the MINI-TEL provides up to 14 IRIG
discriminator plug-in units, power supply, and output level monitor meters.
Initial cost, maintenance, and power drain are exceptionally low.
Write for your copy of Bulletin 60 for details.
P. I. Invites inquiries from senior engineers seeking a challenging future.
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Contact Pattern Aligns P-C Matrix
By LAWRENCE J. KAMM,

SOLDER

Design Specialist,
General Dynamics/Astronantica,

SILVER
INSERT

San Diego, Calif.

SIMPLE, RAPID, but accurate methods
of producing connections in a
printed circuit matrix were devised
during development of the air-operated analog computer problem
connector reported last week (ELECTRONICS, p 64, Aug. 18, 1961). The
matrix contains more than 5,000

SPRING

SOLDER

BACKING
PLATE

BRASS PIN

possible connection points.
Connections are made when flexible printed circuits, carrying horizontal and vertical buses, contact
each other through holes in a Mylar punched card. One such connection
is
shown
in
Fig.
1.
NYLON
BUS
BUSHING
SPOT WELD
Construction of the terminals is
detailed in Fig. 2. The major production problems encountered during development were maintaining
ply electroplating resist to the lamialignment of connections, achievnates. The mating contact spots
ing flexible contact with terminals
are plated with gold or rhodium on
and welding the terminal contacts
top of silver, copper or other suitto the vertical buses.
able
metal. A bus pattern is made
Alignment is assured by two genfrom
a print of the contact film
eral methods. The fabrication patpositive.
The plating resist is
tern for all major parts and prostripped, etching resist is applied
duction templates is the master
and the bus pattern is produced on
pattern for the printed circuit conthe printed circuit sheet.
tacts. Before any part is produced,
The same contact pattern film is
alignment holes are made in the
used for both printed circuits.
film positive and part blanks.
Even if the pattern is geometricWhenever any two parts are put
ally imperfect, the two printed cirtogether for any operation, aligncuits will be in alignment and all
ment is established by dowels
contacts and terminals will have
through these holes.
nearly perfect registration. One
A film positive of the printed cirside of the film is placed against
cuit contact pattern is used to apthe vertical bus blank while the
other side of the film is placed
against
the horizontal bus blank.
HORIZONTAL
BUS
An enlarged portion or island,
consisting of a fa-inch disc, is
formed in the bus for each terminal
connection. A contact pin is spotwelded to the underside of the bus
at this island, through a hole

PLATED
CONTACTS

FIG. 1—Contact is made by printed
circuit bus cards
72

burned in the underlying plastic
(Fig. 2).
The holes are burned by an oxyhydrogen flame, applied by torch
through an aluminum template.
During
burning,
the
template
shields the remainder of the plastic.

Contact springs along bottom of
plug-in card press against terminals
in experimental setup which could
be used for amplifier interconnection

FIG. 2—Terminal provides flexible
coupling to bus

A second aluminum plate, placed
against the other side of the
printed circuit, cools the conductors. It proved impractical to burn
the holes with a hot iron, which
caused delamination, or by machining the plastic, which damaged the
copper.
The burning template also serves
as the pattern for drilling the terminal holes in the backing plate,
assuring alignment of the contact
pins with the bus contacts. The
contact pattern is printed on the
aluminum sheet used for the template. This sheet is then pinned,
through alignment holes, to the
banking plate blank. The holes are
then drilled in both.
Each terminal provides a sturdy,
air-tight, external connection which
can be used as a wiring terminal
or a contact for plug-in resistor
subassemblies. The pin and spring
form a flexible coupling which permits the printed circuit to make or
break contact. The pin is a standard dressmaker's pin. Its rounded
head is excellent for spotwelding
to the copper bus.
The backing plate serves as the
welding jig. Since it was prepared
with the burning template, pin
positioning is positive and autoelectronics

Why THERMOCOUPLE type instruments?

S'pgae

Because they are more reliable, less expensive and considerably more versatile than other types of temperature indicators and controllers. Let ELLIOT CONTROL
supply or design any type of indicator or controller in
any desired range or ranges.

Statnu

wipes off static...
wipes out error!

Static electricity can cause false
readings in panel and test instruments ...especially with plasticfaced meters. Eliminate this problem
for months with new Weston STATNUL.
Spray or apply with saturated cloth—then
wipe. An invisible shield drains away
static. Cleans and polishes with every
application ...wards off abrasive dust.
Mail coupon today or see your Weston distributor.
Only $3.95! Check or money order enclosed D
Bill me. Purchase order enclosed D

1

Do you need thermocouple type TEMPERATURE INDICATORS and/or TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS in any range
from below —50F' to over 3000F`.
ELLIOT CONTROLS can supply all forms of pyrometry
equipment from simple metered types to rugged sophisticated magnetic amplifier type controllers and indicators. Units range in size from small portable indicators
for surface measurements, to large custom-designed
units for furnace temperature control, indication and
programming.
For further information please write for Brochure to:
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Weston Instruments Division, Dept.EL-8, Newark 17, N. J.
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30, N. Y.
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Double preset

IDEA
INDEX
IN EBG?

Automatic reset
A counter for coil winders

The INDEX to the editorial articles in electronics magazine,
previously published annually in a December issue, now appears ONLY in the EBG. Another original EBG idea that
saves time and trouble for users! Keep your EBG copy on
your desk!

EXTRA!
Also in the EBG are condensed ABSTRACTS of all the editorial feature articles which have appeared to date in 1961.
Another reason why EBG is used more by all four — men in
research, design, production and management.

;
At

McGraw-Hill Publication,
330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
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Model U 280ZERS has
every feature needed to
raise your coil winding
operation to a new peak of
productivity.
• Two independently set
predeterminations with
separate switches and
common Automatic electric
reset and recycle
• Simple rapid presetting
• Speeds to 6000 RPM

• All working parts
machined
Automatic reset to zero
upon reaching final predetermination frees the operator completely.This allows
concentration on the winding process and results in
very much increased production.
One of several counters
designed specifically for
coil winding

Proof? Write to

Presin Company, inc.
2014

Broadway,

Santa Monica, California
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The Lincoln Laboratory program for ballistic
missile range measurements and penetration
research includes:

matie.
The printed circuit is
bonded to the plate and the welds
are made blind through the holes.
The pin, in turn, is soldered to the
spring.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
Measurements and analysis of ICBM flight phenomena for
discrimination and for decoy design purposes, including optical, aerodynamic and RF effects.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Studies to apply research findings to advance the technology

Portion of aburning template

of ICBM and AICBM systems.

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING
Designing radar, optical and telemetry equipment with which
to measure ICBM flight effects under actual range conditions.

RADAR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
Extending the theory and application of radar techniques to
problems of discrimination, countermeasures and performance
in a dense-target environment.
Terminal pin spotwelder

HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS
Study of the flow-fields around re-entering bodies for various
body designs and flight conditions. Excellent computer facilities available.

RADAR PHYSICS
Theoretical and experimental studies in radar back-scattering.
Interaction of RF radiation with plasmas.

A more complete description of the Laboratory's work
will be sent to you upon request.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration
for employment without regard to race, creed,
color or notional origin.

Research

and

Development

LINCOLN
Massachusetts
BOX

of

Technology

27

LEXINGTON
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LABORATORY
Institute

73.

MASSACHUSETTS

The upper electrode (copper) of
the spotwelder is drilled along its
axis to receive the pin. The lower
electrode (
molybdenum) contacts
the bus. The welder's arm assembly is fully floating, to protect the
printed circuit from damage, and
has a deep throat so every position
can be reached. A standard stored
energy supply powers the welder.
Planning sheets may be used to
translate aproblem circuit diagram
into contact locations. Reproductions of the films used to etch the
buses in a pair of printed circuits
are marked to show components
connected to each bus. The operator also marks intersections of
buses he wants to connect and uses
the sheet as a guide to punching
of the Mylar cards.
Three punching methods have
been conceived. A guide block similar to a manual Braille punch can
be used. Or, a power punch can be
guided with ahole locator template.
Punching can be made fully automatic by a machine which duplielectronics

TEFLON
cates in a card hole positions indicated on the planning sheet.
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Control of Moisture
Improves Transistors
PRECISE CONTROL of moisture levels
in hermetically sealed power transistors improves their characteristics, reports Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
The division is using, during production, a hydrate getter which
produces ambients drier than those
conventionally used, but not as dry
as can be obtained with other getters.
The techniques are reported to
increase power gain by 3 db to 4
db and to substantially reduce lowvoltage saturation currents. More
than 250,000 transistors produced
show closely identical properties
and low failure rates, the company
said.
Investigations of semiconductor
surface sensitivity to ambient moisture show serious degradation of
performance when semiconductors
are exposed to moisture above 40
percent relative humidity at room
temperature. Performance of devices subjected to lower humidities
is generally acceptable, but not
optimum, the report said.
It was found that barium oxide
can produce partial pressures as
low as 10
atm of water at 25 C,
equivalent to 80 water molecules in
a 2-cc transistor can. Adsorptive
getters, such as molecular sieves,
glass and paper fibre filters, yield
partial pressures of about 10' atm,
or le water molecules per can.
But the use of barium oxide getters decreased power gain as much
as 3 db and increased saturation
current up to 30 microamperes.
Further investigation revealed that
an ambient control system employing BaO
CaSO 4 •ii1 20 provided
power gains 8 db to 10 db higher
than the driest system and up to 4
db higher than regular production
samples. This hydrate system, producing a partial pressure level approximately equivalent to 0.2 percent relative humidity, has been incorporated into specific production
lines, Motorola said. The research
is being extended to germanium
mesa transistors.
August 25, 196/

MEET ALL
CONDITIONS

...WITH THE
RIGHT INSULATION
To give electronic circuits real protection against all hazardous service conditions — including temperature extremes,
moisture, electric shock, mechanical shock and vibration —
CAMBION® terminals are available with five different
types of insulating materials.
These types — Ceramic, Teflon*, Phenolic, Diallyl Phthalate and Melamine — bring you the most complete line of
insulated terminals from any single source, plus the most
complete, most positive protection.
All CAMBION insulated terminal machined parts are held
to close tolerances and subjected to continuous quality control inspection... all are available in standoff and feedthrough types ... with internal or external thread mounts,
press mounts or rivet mounts ... with single turret, double
turret or split terminals in gold, silver, electro-tin or custom
plating. And like all CAMBION components they're quality
guaranteed in lots of 1to 1,000,000.
The broad CAMBION line includes plugs and
jacks, solder terminals, insulated terminals, terminal boards, capacitors, shielded coils, coil forms,
panel hardware, digital computer components. For a
catalog, for design assistance or for both, write to
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 437 Concord
Ave., Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.
CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION

Wig--3dCoDit'®

The guaranteed electronic components

*Dupont Reg. T. II
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New On The Market

this year—is predicted. Initial price
is $120 each in small quantities
from Fairchild Semiconductor, 545
Whisman Rd.,
Mountain View,
Calif.
CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Digital Relay Timer
MEASURES DELAYS
RELAY timer has applications in production testing, incoming inspection, engineering development and maintenance. Unit
consists of precision time reference
and digital counter, will measure
relay operate, release, travel and
bounce times. Handles relays with
up to 6 poles. Price is $2,295 from
DIGITAL

Page-Width Fiber-Optic CRT
CHARACTRON SHAPED BEAM TUBE
uses Charactron
shaped beam tube for character
generation, has fiber optic faceplate
inches long, half-inch wide. The
fiber optics strip simplifies and improves the optical system for lineat-a-time data printing.
Fiber
optics techniques eliminate conventional lens systems and allow direct
CATHODE RAY TUBE

contact printing of data.
Fiber optics systems additionally
will be compact, and will permit
operation with lower deflection
power and accelerating voltages.
Manufacturer is General Dynamics,
Information Technology Div., 1895
Hancock St., San Diego 12, Calif.

Leach Corp., 18435
Compton, Calif.

Susana

Rd.,
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Micrologic Elements
GATE AND REGISTER
and half-shift regvolume production,

MICR,OLOGIC GATE

ister

Magnetic Core Timer
SMALL, RELIABLE
based on magnetic core oscillation is available
from Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 600 Second St. North,
Hopkins, Minn. Weighing about an
ounce and with 12 components,
units provide time bases from hundredths of a second to 100 seconds,
to 0.1 percent error from —65 to
165 F.
Controlled saturation of a magnetic core allows oscillation from
5 to 100 cps. Timers with interval
to five seconds can be packaged in
one cubic inch.

now

in

can, when used with flip-flop introduced earlier, be used to build
complete logic and control section
of a digital computer. A 90 percent
reduction in size and 70 percent reduction in cost of logic sections

FAMILY OF TIMERS
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Tiny Power Transistors
LOW SATURATION
saturation resistance can switch up to
120 watts without using aheat sink.
Series includes 2N2033, 2N2034
and 2N2035, for collector currents
of 500 ma, 1 amp, and 1.5 amp,
respectively; 2N2033, 2N2034 are
TO-5 size, 2N2035 is TO-8. Manufacturer is Silicon Transistor Corp.,
Carle Place, N. Y.
SILICON TRANSISTORS With low
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Tunnel Diode
PEAK-TO-VALLEY OF 20:1
MS232-3-4 gallium antimonide tunnel diodes operate from —55
to 100 C, have cutoff in the 2 to 4
Gc range, noise constants 40 percent less than germanium units.
Typical peak-to-valley ratios are
TYPES

using family of six micrologic elements—three to be introduced later

electronics

VERSATILE
Multi-channel—telegraph Al or telephone A3

STABIL E
High stability (.003%) under normal operating conditions

RUGGED
Components conservatively rated. Completely tropicalized

t..e

e

•e'
tee'

Here's the ideal general-purpose high frequency trans.
mit ter !Model 446, suitable for point-to-point or groundto-air communication. Can be remotely located from
operating position. Coaxial fittings to accept frequency
shift signals.

G

This transmitter operates on 4 crystal-controlled
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequencies) in the
band 2.5-24.0 Mcs (1.6-2.5 Mes available). Operates
on one frequency at atime; channeling time 2seconds.
Carrier power 350 watts, Al or A3. Stability .003%.
Nominal 220 volt, 50/60 cycle supply. Conservatively
rated, sturdily constructed. Complete technical data
on request.

I

AER
3090
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S. W. 37th AVENUE

Now! Complete-package, 192 channel, H.F., 75 lb.
airborne communications equipment by Aer-O-Com!
Write us today for details!

-0- com
MIAMI

A-131

33, FLORIDA
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16:1 and 20:1. Diodes are immediately available in limited quantities from Micro State Electronics

Corp., 152 Floral Ave., Murray Hill,
N. J.; price range is $125 to $300.
CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Epoxy Compound
LONG WORKING LIFE
MERECO PRODUCTS DIVISION, Metachem Resins Corp., 530 Wellington

Ave., Cranston 10, R. I. Mereco
No. 43-21 is a low viscosity epoxy
impregnating and casting system
designed to withstand continuous
operation at extended periods at
temperatures up to 500 F. It exhibits a heat distortion temperature
of 148C (300 F). The system has
a working life of at least four
weeks, making it suitable for use
in vacuum impregnating operations
and laminating applications.
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fresnel Zone Antennas
FOR 70 TO 3,000 GC
used for optical frequencies, are now available
at millimeter wavelengths. Phasecorrecting plates produce focusing
and collimating effects similar to
parabolic reflectors and dielectric
lenses. Fresnel zone plate charac-

FRESNEL ZONE PLATES,

teristics include low loss, light
weight, low cost, large aperture,
frequency range 70 to 3,000 Gc.
Manufacturer is Electronic Communications, Inc., 1830 York Rd.,
Timonium. Md.
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Plug-In Amplifier
LOW-COST

Accelerometer
WINDOW TYPE
SCIENTIFIC CORP.,
4039
Transport St., Palo Alto, Calif.
Subminiature PW series force balance accelerometer is self-contained
with own amplifier in 2cu in. Servo
action delivers 0.1 percent accuracy,
8 y output without cascaded
drift typical of low-level transducer
and separate amplifier.
Narrow
PALOMAR

window gives high sensitivity for

Transient Indicator

EMBREE

ELECTRONICS

CORP.,

West

Hartford, Conn. Model C/100/M is
a low-cost octal base plug-in operational amplifier for analog computer
and instrument applications. Gain
is over 30,000 d-c open loop with an
output of 3 ma at ± 100 y d-e into
a 33,000 ohm load. Output may be
directly shorted without damage te
the unit. Provides full ± 100 y
swing to 20 Kc, with 0.6 µsec rise
time with a bandwidth over 400 Ke
as a unity inverter into a 100,000
ohm resistive load.
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TO 1 µSEC PULSES
indicator is self
contained, portable, will record
voltage pulses as short as one microsecond.
Includes indicator light
with memory feature permitting
unattended operation for as long as

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE

three weeks.
Voltage ranges are 0 to 200 and
0 to 2,000. Input impedance is 5
pf in shunt with 1megohm. Unit is
available from Vap-Air Div., 6444
West Howard St., Chicago 48, Ill.
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Transistor Sockets
TEFLON INSULATED
INC.,
Palmyra, N. Y.
Transistor sockets for JEDEC TO8 type case. Insulation material is
Teflon TFE; 3 tubular type beryl-

GARLOCK

close look over restricted g range.
Window can be accurately offset by
current command.
CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD

lium copper contacts accept nominal
0.030 diameter leads. Contact finish
is silver plate 0.0003 min and gold
flash 0.00002 min. Sockets are compression mounted in 0.390 diameter
electronics

from General Ceramics Division of
INDIANA

GENERAL CORPORATION

Completely self-contained power supply.

600-character,
capacity

18-bit

memory

unit

with integral test control module.

19-in

standard

relay racks.

Plug-in
cards

printed
with

circuit

readily

ac-

cessible test terminals.

Compact GC Memory System Helps Norden Achieve
INSTANT ELECTION RETURNS...ERROR-FREE
AGeneral Ceramics modular-built memory package was selected
by Norden Division of United Aircraft Corporation for its new
Electronic Vote Tallying System, which will speed election
returns in Los Angeles County, California.
This remarkable system can tally 10 hand-marked
paper ballots every second — providing complete
election results from an average Los Angeles precinct
in less than aminute.
According to Jerome Nishball, Norden Project
Engineer, "GC's memory system was chosen primarily because of the compactness of design which permitted us to reduce the overall size of our electronic
D.v.S.ON

equipment by 20 percent — this saving alone was
significant even without considering GC's very competitive price."
Mr. Nishball went on to say — "The GC memory
was subjected to and passed required operational
and environmental tests — and it's been performing
as expected ever since."
Let us show you how our modular design concept
using standardized circuitry and in-stock modules
can speed deliveries of custom memory systems while
improving reliability, cutting space requirements,
and simplifying maintenance. Ask for Bulletin 26.

OF

ten:DIANA

APPLIED LOGICS DEPARTMENT

GENERAL CERAMICS
Phone VAlley 6-5100 • Direct Distance Dialing Code 201
KEASBEY,

TECHNICAL
August 25,
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CERAMICS,

NEW JERSEY,

FERRITES

AND

U.S.A.

MEMORY

PRODUCTS
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hole and mounted on underside of
deck with nickel plated brass saddle.
They are designed to accommodate
the new r-f power amplifier transistors.
CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Coil Winding Head
WALTHAM

PRECISION

INSTRUMENT

Boesch Manufacturing
Div., 45 River St., Danbury, Conn.
Toroidal coil winding head for
heavy wire buildup has a two-piece
magazine which opens into halves
CO.,

INC.,

for insertion of cores.
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Ceramic Wire
METAL-SHEATHED
RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT
co.,
315 N. Aberdeen St., Chicago 7,
Ill.
Advances in manufacturing
have made possible the production
of long ceramic insulated, metalsheathed wires to close electrical
and physical tolerances. Problems
of sheath splits, damaged wires and
insulation voids are alleviated. Special assemblies, such as triaxial
and bitriaxial thermocouples are
now possible and practical.
CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ARRO

True RMS VTVM
Shell abasket of assorted Duncan potentiometers and you'll find
asimilarity that's more than skin deep. Designs have been standardized to yield higher reliability, lower production costs. It's a
garden fresh approach that's paying off at the market place. Check
over the Duncan crop yourself. They're all in season now! Send
for our new Spring Catalog.
Vine ripening above top to bottom:
1-3/4 Model 3704; 1-3/4" 1602 and
1-7/16" 1502. All feature diallyl
pthalate housingtowithstand shock

80

and protectagainst fungus or attack
by acids or alkali. Servo or bushing
mountings and operating temperatures to 150° C are available.

DUNCAN

ELECTRONICS,

2865

ROAD

FAIRVIEW

• COSTA
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MESA,

INC.

CALIFORNIA

PERCENT ACCURACY
INC., Plainview,
N. Y. Rack-mounted true rms vtvm
offers direct, instant readings of
a-c voltages with accuracy of
percent of full scale. Model 120-7
measures both complex and sine
waves with laboratory standard accuracy. Errors due to harmonics
and spikes distorting the accuracy
of peak and average-reading instruments are eliminated by use of

TRIO LABORATORIES,

electronics

a special dynamometer movement.
Unit has input impedance of 1megohm.
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HICKORY BRAND

T :FLON

HOOK-UP WIRE
Long, Continuous Lengths!

Immediate Delivery!

Resistivity Meter
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS
P. 0. Box
6027, Houston 6, Texas, introduces
an a-c semiconductor test instrument for measuring bulk and slice
resistivity. A slice adapter is available for measuring resistivity of
slices ranging in thickness from
0.007 to 0.037 in. Total error involved in measuring the parameters
of a silicon single crystal and slices
has been reduced from -± 25 percent to less than
5percent.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.,

200°C
HOOK-UP WIRE
Extruded Teflon* Insulated
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Load Cell
Burlington, N. J. Hysteresis error is less
than 0.1
percent, temperatures
range from —85 to +500 F, available in ranges from 5 to 500
pounds.

UNITED AERO PRODUCTS CORP,,
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Stranded Si lver Coated Copper
(260°

C with Nickel-Coated Copper Conductor)

TYPE E.600Y —TYPE EE.1000Y
meeting all requirements of MIL-W-1 6868D

26 AWG through 16 AWG
EVERY REEL 100% TANK TESTED
Basic color-coded insulated wire available
with braided shield or shielded and
jacketed with Nylon, PVC,
wrapped TFE.

•Reg. DuPont Trademark

Multi-conductor Cable Constructions
Designed to Meet Your Specific Requirements

Tiny Potentiometer
GANGABLE TO 8 UNITS
EQUIPMENT
DIVISION,
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp., 120
S. Main St., Janesville, Wisc. The
2490 series of single-turn Micropot pots, with a standard resistance range of from 100 ohms to
BORG

200,000 ohms, is 3 in. in diameter
August 25, 1961

For prompt quotation, call or write

HICKORY BRAND
Electronic Wires and Cables
SUPERIOR CABLE
P. 0

Box 41.30-A

CORPORATION
Hickory, N. C.
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and 1 in. long. Resistance element
is wirewound featuring certified
resistance alloys wound on thermosetting cards.
Maximum power

IN LESS THAN

4 SECONDS
FROM THIS

rating is 6 w at 40 C.
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TO THIS
OR THIS
WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY
PRODUCTION AID TOOL!

POLARIS
PROVEN
CONNECTORS

LIONEL
Series WM-20
Extra Reliability With—
• Rugged Die-Cast Housings
• Diallyl Phthalate Moldings
• Beryllium Copper Contacts
For Extended
Insertion/Withdrawal Life

"PIG-TAILOR"e

Sensitive Relay
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
INC.,
22515 Telegraph
Road, Southfield, Mich. Industrial
control relay has a sensitivity of
0.001 pm. A d-c control signal of
1 ea and 1 mv into its 1,000 ohm
control winding causes the output
relay to close thus controlling up
to 1,800 w of 60 cps power. Input
stage is a high gain toroidal magnetic amplifier. Second stage is a
transistor trigger amplifier which
ACROMAG

drives the output relay.
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Foot operated
No accessories
3 minute SO up

"PIG-TAILORING"
a revolutionary new mechanical process for
higher production at lower costs.
Fastest
PREPARATION and ASSEMBLY of Resistors,
Capacitors, Diodes and all other axial lead
components for TERMINAL BOARDS, PRINTED
CIRCUITS and MINIATURIZED ASSEMBLIES.
PIG-TAILORING

INC., 10400
Aviation Blvd., Los Angles 45,
Calif. Ultrasonic liquid-level control features solid state switch
which
eliminates
conventional
relay.

ACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES,

Five sizes, 34 to 104 contact
range • Also available for
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#16 wire terminations • Meet

eliminates:

• Diagonal

cutters

• Long nose pliers • Operator judgment • 90%
operator training time • Broken components •
Broken leads • Short circuits from clippings •
65% chassis handling • Excessive lead tautness
• Haphazard

Solid State Control

$125. 00

assembly

methods.

PIG-TAILORING provides: • Uniform component
position • Uniform marking exposure • Miniaturization spacing control • "S" leads for terminals • "U" leads for printed circuits . Individual
cut and bend lengths • Better time/rate analysis
• Closer cost control • Invaluable labor saving
. Immediate cost recovery.

Pays for itself in 2 weeks

"SPIN-PIN"®
Close-up views
- SPIN-PIN -

of

illustrate

fast assembly of
tailored-lead wire to
terminal.

applicable MIL specs
• Materials & specifications

• No Training

modified to meet your

• No
• No

special needs—

Pliers
Clippings

• Uniform
• 22

Crimps

Sizes

PAYS FOR ITSELF

• Write Dept. 28-PW for Series WM-20
Dimensional Data Sheets

THE FIRST DAY!
$500
EACH

Freq/Time Digimeter

Lionel
Electronic
Laboratories
(Formerly Anton Electronic Laboratories)

1226 Flushing Ave.
Brooklyn 37, N.Y.

84
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SOLID STATE
COUNTERS,
INC.,
155
Eileen Way, Syosset, L. I., N. Y.
Design of the model 851 megacycle
frequency-time Digimeter enables
inexpensive conversions to control
and data system applications. Two
identical 1-2-4-8 BCD counting
trains, combined with two identical
ELECTRONIC

Write

for illustrated book fo Dept.

E-8

au

(

BRUNO -NEVI YORK INDUSTRIES CORP.
DESIGNERS G MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
460 WEST 34th STREET

•

NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
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At Hitemp-Quality is not an illusion
The illustration above is a clever

of its entire work force devoted solely to inspection and

art illusion. The illusion of com-

quality control.

parable quality that different brands of wire and cable
give is also clever. To the naked eye, they seem identical.
Most brands of wire and cable may be produced with
similar materials and equipment. One brand, however, will
outlast, outperform the others — Hitemp.
The reason? Because Hitemp has the greatest store of
experience in the industry—two modern production facilities that are second to none—and more than one-fourth
August 25,
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Hitemp products are for you, the wire and cable user
who requires quality and reliability that is fact, not illusion.
Hitemp is a Division of Simplex Wire & Cable Co.

HITEIVIP WIRES CO.
1200 SHAMES DRIVE, WESTBURY, NEW YORK
1532 S. CALIFORNIA AVE., MONROVIA, CALIF.
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PACKAGED

PRECISION

input amplifier channels and a
switching unit, comprise the basic
building blocks of the counting system. Logical interconnections are
effected by d-c level control.

ompact crystal oscillators
one megacycle for
LAB REFERENCE or as
TIME BASE for counters
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New Series

Shown
Bliley CCO-72SD
Request
Bulletin er526

CCO-72S transistorized
packaged oscillators
deliver 1 mc with stability:
• 5x 10- 8 at room temperature
• 1x 10- 7 over 0° C. to 60° C. ambient
Output is 1volt into 1500 ohms

Variable Inductors

MODEL

CRYSTAL
OVEN

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

CCO-72SA
CCO-72SD

115V (AC or DC)
27V (AC or DC)

27V DC
27V DC

SUBMINIATURE

Size. 2" x 1-27/32" x3" high
Case hermetically sealed — plug-in octal base

BLILEY

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

UNION STATION BUILDING, ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

i
i

WELLS ELECTRONICS CO., 1701 S.
Main St., South Bend, Ind. Series
387 shielded variable inductors
covers an inductance range of 1.5
ith up to 3.0 millihenries. All are
4 in. by ti in. by ;. in. in size and
suitable for p-c board applications.
CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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'thinking of magnets

9

think of

PERMAG

IN N Y.

OLYMPIA 7-1818
(TWX NY 4-47981
IN LA

WEBSTER 6-6251
pa LA-2086)

• all sizes
engineering
um all shapes
precision grinding
• all grades
precision cutting
24-hour delivery
magnetizing

PERMAG CORP., 88-06 VAN WYCK EXPRESSWAY, JAMAICA 18, N. Y.
PERMAG PACIFIC CORP., 2910 S. LA CIENEGA BLVD., CULVER CITY, CALIF.
4
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Is your advertising selling
the same four key buyers your
salesmen call on? Competition demands it! Only advertising in electronics reaches
and sells the electronics man
wherever he is: in Research,

TODAY YOU MUST SELL ALL FOUR!
Design, Production, and Management. Put your advertising where it works hardest...

in
86

electronics

L-F Crystal
HIGH TURNOVER
MONITOR PRODUCTS CO., 815 Fremont Ave., South Pasadena, Calif.,
announces low frequency crystal
MC13 (frequency range 16-500 Kc)
featuring high turnover, close stability (±0.005 percent from 0 to
60 C) and high temperature operation (— 65 C to
200 CI.
CIRCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fan Driver
PALO ALTO ENGINEERING CO., 620
Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. D-c
powered driver unit permits operation of a-c fans over wide range of
power line frequencies.
CIRCLE 324 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PRODUCT BRIEFS

W. C. "BILL" PINE
Hayes Chief
Metallurgist,
reports on

TRANSISTORIZED
DIGITAL SYSTEMS

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER 1 to 100 Mc.
Teltronics Inc., 23-27 Main St.,
Nashua, N. H. (325)
BRAZING

Digital Systems—The NAVCOR
systems approach is one encompassing modular units of standard NAVCOR plug-in modules.
This permits future change or
expansion of your requirements
—minimizes the possibility of
obsolescence. Every NAVCOR
system includes indicators on all
memory elements for easy
checkout and maintenance.

0.2
milligsec
rise
time. Edgerton, Germeshausen &
Grier, Inc., Boston, Mass. (326)

r
f

STRAIN GAGE microminiature unit. Micro Systems Inc., 319
Agostina Road, San Gabriel, Calif.
(327)
WIRE-WOUND RESISTOR 1 µid distrib-

uted capacitance. Kelvin Electric
Co., 5907 Noble Ave., Van Nuys,
Calif. (328)

FXR, a division of Amphenol-Borg
Electronics Corp., 25-26 50th St.,
Woodside 77, N. Y. (329)

•••••••••

re**

stricted,
VAC-50 is an
integrated
package,
ready to be installed anywhere, simply
by hooking up
water and
power connections.
(Standard size

FREQUENCY METER high resolution.

some,

=
-•1

MICROMINIATURE RECTIFIERS
high
ampere surge. Micro Semiconductor
Corp., 11250 Playa Court, Culver
City, Calif. (330)

ej

has 8" dia. x 14" deep work area.)
RAPID CYCLING is a big production plus. Max. temps. to I200°C
and vacuums to 10 -4 ,10 -5 mm. Hg.
or lower can be developed in a
matter of minutes, and cooling is
almost as rapid. Versatile, too, the
standard unit is easily modified by
change of element, baffles, etc. for
heats to 1800°C. max. (7" dia. x
12" deep work area).
SIMPLIFIED WORK HANDLING
is built-in. Heating chamber door
and operating controls are on front
of panel. A manually operated
pedestal transfers work load from
lower cooling section to stainless
steel heating chamber.
WIDE-OPEN ACCESSIBILITY
through removable panels permits
easy servicing. Fully-jacketed coldwall furnace chamber prevents
heat-up of auxiliary equipment,
instruments, and surrounding area.
Circuit is protected by automatic
current limiting.
RESULTS GUARANTEED! The
Hayes answer to your heat treat
problem comes as acomplete package ... including free start-up
service in your
plant, and full
instruction of
your staff.
Write today
for Bulletin
6010B, to C. I.
Hayes, Inc.,
845 Wellington Ave.,
Cranston 10,
Rhode Island.

H-v MINIATURE CAPACITORS encapsulated. Dearborn Electronic Laboratories, Inc., P. 0. Box 3431,
Orlando, Fla. (331)
Creative engineering by NAVCOR has successfully developed
the
100 Series transistorized
modules for digital test equipment and prototype development, and the newer 300 Series
card modules for constructing
complete data handling systems.
Delivered complete and attractively packaged, these economical systems modules are ready
to operate with a minimum of
inter-unit wiring.

PRECISION MILLIVOLT SOURCE direct
reading. Monroe Electronic Laboratories, Inc., P. 0. Box 3431, Orlando, Fla. (332)
t é

NAVCOR
can
engineer
and
manfacture complete systems to
your requirements. Years of experience, devoted exclusively to
semiconductor digital systems
design, have produced hundreds
of thousands of operating logic
stages.

FREE

Send for complete data and
specifications on the 300 Series
systems blocks.

TRANSISTOR

MARKER

per hr.
Markem
Keene, N. H. (333)

prints 3,000
Machine Co.,

FLUSH LAMP CONTROL PANEL high
reliability wiring.
Bodner Products Corp., 238 Huguenot St., New
Rochelle 2, N. Y. (334)
SEMICONDUCTOR

COOLING

complete accessibility.
Engineering, Inc., 414
Wakefield, Mass. (335)

PACKAGE

Wakefield
Main St.,

ROTARY SOLENOID features low input

current. John Oster Mfg. Co., Racine, Wisc. (336)
P-C CARD FILE rack-mounting. Western Devices, Inc., 600 W. Florence
Ave., Inglewood 1, Calif. (337)

C. I. HAYES,

CAPACITORS high voltage.
Corson Electric Mfg. Corp., 540
39th St., Union City, N. J. (333)

SMALL
NAVIGATION COMPUTER CORP.
VALLEY FORGE INDUSTRIAL PARK
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Giendale 2-6531
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MOTOR high torque output.
Daystrom, Inc., Transicoil Division, Worcester, Pa. (339)

SERVO

• BAKE-OUT

HIGH PRODUCTION RATES for
alloying diodes, and brazing and
outgassing tube components are
assured with the new Hayes VAC50 Series Cubicle Vacu-Master® —
a compact, cold-wall vacuum furnace featuring full-size components
consolidated into an attractive,
space-saving cabinet. Also other
outgassing and bake-out applications, as well.
IDEAL FOR SMALL JOB SHOPS,
labs, and production lines where
space is re-

SILICON

NAVCOR development and production facilities can expedite
your digital system program—
offering a unique combination of
technical experience and production economy.

• ALLOYING

OUTGASSING

OSCILLOSCOPE

INC.

Established 1905

Lcrri+,Trkekl. 14127M1
It Pays To See Hayes for metallurgical
guidance, lab, facilities, furnaces, atmos.
i
generators, gas and liquid dryers, pHayesmaster (TM) power amplifier controls.

\s
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Literature
of the Week

TELEMETRY BY
TELE -DYNAMICS

NEW Low Level
Subcarrier Oscillator

HOT GAS SERVO SYSTEMS
General
Electric Co., 600 Main St., Johnson
City, N. Y. Bulletin LMEDJ 2817
describes a family of hot gas servos
for missile, drone, and space vehicle
flight control. (340)
INDICATOR
Consolidated
Airborne Systems, Inc., 900 Third
Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. Design
advances in servo/indicator airborne control and measurement instrumentation are detailed in specification sheet DST-461. (341)
SERVO

Cabtron Division of Argus Mfg. Co., 1218 So.
Western Ave., Chicago 8, Ill., introduces a catalog on standard
modular cabinets for electronics instrumentation featuring the builtin blower cabinet. (342)

MODULAR CABINETS

applications.

Keithley
Instruments, Inc., 12415 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland 6, 0. The 1961-62 catalog
details the entire line of the company's instruments, including many
new products introduced during the
past year. (343)

Designed to operate at unlimited altitudes,

TUNNEL

"BEAMED-POWER" ANTENNAS
NOW MAILING! PL88 — technical
data, pricing bulletin describing
Advanced-design commercial and
citizen-band base-station antennas
and accessories. Includes Tower,
Rotator, "Baluns," Masting and
Transmission line data, plus niceto-have-around "info." Request
your copy, today; no obligation.
WORLD RENOWNED AND RESPECTED
PERFORMANCE -6 to 1500 MC.

I

The Type 1274A Low Level Subcarrier Oscillator is an outstanding member of TeleDynamic's new line of transistorized telemetry components for today's aerospace

the 1274A can be activated by a± 5millivolt
level differential signal. The input impedance is greater than 90 K ohms. It is extremely stable, has true differential floating
input, and inherent deviation limiting which
prevents over-deviation of greater than ±
22% from center frequency. Common mode
rejection is 110 db min. for a10 volt peak
to peak AC signal up to 2100 cycles. Silicon
transistors allow operation over broad temperature ranges and latest packaging techniques reduce the volume of the 1274A to
only 4.5 Cu. in. and its weight to approximately 4ounces.
For detailed technical bulletins, call the
American Bosch Arma marketing offices in
Washington, Dayton or Los Angeles. Or
write or call Tele-Dynamics Division, American Bosch Arma Corporation, 5000 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia 31, Pa. Telephone: TRinity 8-3000.

TELE-DYNAMICS
AmemcisAf mow, "mews
COAWORATZON
Parlcside Ave., Philadelphia

POWER

31, F.

SOURCE

Transistor
Electronics Corp., 3357 Republic
Ave., St. Louis Park, Minn. Data
sheet 155 details the features, specs,
outline drawings and ordering information on the MTL series transistorized indicator lights. (345)

INDICATOR

rex__

LABORATORIES

ASBURY PARK 25, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
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SAVE TIME
and EXPENSE
on PURCHASING

RELAYS

LIGHTS

HYBRIDS
Microwave
Development Laboratories, Inc., 15
Strathmore
Rd.,
Natick,
Mass.
Twelve-page catalog describes more
than 100 sidewall short-slot hybrids, covering waveguide sizes

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Off Shelf Items
•

DELIVERY WITHIN 1 WEEK
Items requiring assembly and/or adjustment

SIDEWALL

from WR15 to WR2100. (346)
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc., Boonton,
N. J. A four-page folder illustrates
and describes model 393 high frequency transfer voltmeter. (347)

OVER
1,400,000
RELAYS

DIFFERENT TYPES
MOST MAKES

'
WE DELIVER RELAYS
NOT PROMISES
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES IN STOCK

CONVERTER

Magnetic Research Corp., 3160 W.
El
Segundo
Blvd.,
Hawthorne,
Calif. Bulletin contains performance specs and operating details of

SEND FOR CATALOG

niversa
12 WHITE ST,
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E

RELAY CORP.

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.•WAlker
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in 20,000

H-F TRANSFER VOLTMETER

SATELLITE-BORNE

DIVISION

5000

DIODE

Electronic
Research
Associates,
Inc., 67 Factory Place, Cedar Grove,
N. J., has available a technical bulletin covering the model TD6M tunnel diode power source. (344)

Communication

and TV Antennas

INSTRUMENTS

ON READER

5.9257

SERVICE CARD
electronics

a new 80 w d-c to d-c converter
designed to power satellite instrumentation. (348)
NJE Corp., 20
Boright Ave., Kenilworth, N. J. A
16-page catalog covering hundreds
of models makes possible simple
and exact specification of power
supplies to match required parameters. (349)
POWER

H. H.
Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Road,
Maynard, Mass. Short form catalog
features a complete line of sound
measuring and analyzing instruments, industrial amplifiers, speakers and f-m tuners. (350)
SONIC ELECTRONIC CATALOG

MAGNETIC

DETECTOR

TEST

SET

Kearfott Division, General Precision, Inc., Little Falls, N.J. Advance technical data sheet describes a portable, self-powered
unit for rapid, economical flux
gate field testing. (351)
Continental
Electronics Corp. of Calif., 2724
Leonis Blvd., Los Angeles 58, Calif.,
offers a revised condensed catalog
of its industrial cathode ray tubes.
It is arranged in easy-to-read reference chart style. (352)
CATHODE

RAY

TUBES

SUPPLY
BROCHURE
Electronic
Measurements
Co.,
Inc.,
Eatontown, N. J. Eleven models in
a series of constant-current d-c
power suplies are described in specification sheet 3072B. (353)
POWER

TERMINAL

BLOCK

CONNECTORS

AMP Inc., Eisenhower Blvd., Harrisburg, Pa. A 4-page folder details specifications on the TermiBlok, a modular terminal panel
wiring block. (354)
VOLTAGE-CURRENT

CALIBRATOR

Rese Engineering, Inc., A and
Courtland St., Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Bulletin 60-C describes model 1082
precision voltage-current calibrator
that features high measurement
sensitivity. (355)
Polyphase
Instrument Co., Bridgeport, Pa.
Booklet contains charts, tables,
formulas,
and
instructions
for
selecting the pulse transformer
for a particular circuit. (356)

PULSE

the complete line ...

SUPPLIES

TRANSFORMERS

MICROWAVE

TEST

INSTRUMENTS

Folarad Electronics Corp., 43-20
34th St., Long. Island City 1, N. Y.
Catalog digest lists applications and
specifications of a line of microwave test instruments. (357)
August 25, 1961

8-13 Digits • Direct Reading
Incremental • Photoelectric

DIGISYNR DIGITAL
POSITION TRANSDUCERS
(Non Contacting)
• Direct Reading Cyclic Codes: Binary;
Sine/Cosine; BCD; Special.

Programmer • Special
Encoders

• Incremental Counts per rev: 1000 thru
65,000. Many counts standard.
• Qualified to Military Specifications.
• Integral Power Supplies, many models.

Airborne Incremental
Minimum Weight

• Remote Go-No-Go test provisions.
• Output Counters and Decimal
Displays available.

Send for Engineering Data or call

14-17 Digits - Direct Reading
Incremental • Sine/Cosine

(Boston) COpley 7-8425

WAYNE-GEORGE
CORPORATION
(ADCON DIVISION)

588 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE • BOSTON 15. MASS.
CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GUDELACE
TAKES THE
SLIPS
OUT OF
LACING
Try this simple test. Tie apiece of Gudelace around apencil in ahalf hitch and pull
one end. Gudelace's flat, nonskid surface grips the pencil—no need for an extra finger
to hold Gudelace in place while the knot is tied!
Gudelace makes lacing easier and faster, with no cut insulation, or fingers—no slips
or rejects—and that's real economy. Gudelace is the original flat lacing tape. It's
engineered to stay flat, distributing stress evenly over awide area. The unique nonskid
surface eliminates the too-tight pull that causes strangulation and cold flow. Gudelace
is made of sturdy nylon mesh, combined with special microcrystalline wax, for outstanding strength, toughness, and stability.
Write for afree sample and test it yourself. See how Gudelace takes the slips—and
the problems—out of lacing.

GUDEBROD
Electronic Division
225 West 34th Street
New York 1, N.Y.

•

BROS. SILK CO., INC.
Executive Offices
•

12 South 12th Street
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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PEOPLE AND PLANTS

vanced high-speed electronic data
systems for defense and industry.
Prior to joining Monitor Systems Inc., a subsidiary of Epsco,
Inc., Cambridge, Mass., he was engineering manager of the advanced
programs department at Epsco,
where he was responsible for programs involving developmental effort.

Alto Scientific Opens Another Plant
SIX-YEAR GROWTH of a small
Palo Alto electronic components
manufacturer into a sub-contract
facility producing quality electronic
equipment is highlighted by the recent opening of Alto Scientific Co.,
Inc.'s new 12,000-sq-ft plant.
Founded early in 1955 by David
Cherry and two associates, with the
objective of pioneering in developing solid-state commercial electronic equipment, Alto started in
a 1,000-sq-ft garage employing 4
people. Progressively, an engineering staff was formed to maintain
contact with the state-of-the-art
component and design theory.
In August, 1955, the company
moved to a 4,800-sq-ft plant to
serve Stanford Research Institute,
Varian, Stanford University, Sylvania, General Electric and other
THE

local manufacturers. In 1958 Alto
expanded the plant to 8,000 sq ft
and branched into the military field
with missile ground and airborne
components. This led to Alto's design and development of checkout
systems and, to the growth of an
organization of specialists in the
military sub-contract field.
Now with the opening of the additional plant to supplement existing facilities, Alto will continue to
expand its research and development activities in applying advanced techniques and components.
The new plant also has facilities
for mechanical design, sheet metal
fabrication, spray painting, welding and riveting, transformer winding and other production.
Alto anticipates 1961 sales of $1
million.

Farnsworth Joins LFE
As Senior Staff Engineer
has joined
the advanced sciences division of
Laboratory For Electronics, Inc.,
Boston, Mass., as senior staff engineer. He will be responsible for
investigation and development of
new technical areas and products
for LFE Electronics, specializing
in advanced research in communications and radar.
As a project engineer at Raytheon's missile and space division
before coming to LFE, Farnsworth
was most recently in charge of high
speed digital data conversion and
recording systems for multi-beam
radars.

KEPCO, INC., Flushing, N. Y., manufacturer of voltage
regulated
power
supplies,
announces
the
appointment of Nathan A. Moerman as chief engineer for electronic equipment.
Moerman has served as president
of Electronic Counters, Inc. For
over ten years he was chief engineer and 2nd vice president of
Potter Instruments Corp. During
the war years he served as the civilian head of the Instrumentation
Laboratory at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds.

Announce Formation
Of New Company

EDWARD P. FARNSWORTH

90

Kepco Hires Moerrnan
As Chief Engineer

Texas, will be home base
for a newly formed electronics firm
to be known as Hunt Electronics
Co.
Management personnel will include: R. K. Davis, marketing manager; F. B. Hoff, device development manager; J. L. Hutson, materials development manager; J. W.
English, product engineering manager; and E. N. Kile, manufacturing manager.
Sample production is slated to
begin in October when the corn-

DALLAS,

Monitor Systems Names
Fernandez-Rivas
FERNANDEZ-RIVAS has been
named chief engineer and technical director of Monitor Systems,
Inc., Fort Washington, Pa., designer and manufacturer of ad-

LUIS A.

electronics

THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR AN
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS
CONSTANT-CURRENT POWER SUPPLY

what every engineer knows about constant-current
power supplies...How do you
too great or not enough; the voltage control sets the

cheek the peak inverse voltage rating of asolid state
junction? the breakdown voltage of areference diode
at aspecified current? the dynamic impedance of a
reference diode? and the many other parameters that
are so easily checked with constant-current power
supplies?
It's an easy matter to convert some voltage-regulated power supplies to current-regulated operation.
At least it's easy with an E/Me Regatron Programmable Power Supply. But for true constant-current
performance, there's no substitute for apower supply
specifically designed for constant-current operation.
Take Electronic Measurements' Model C638A
shown here. It's an easy matter to set the current control to any value desired—from afew microamperes
up to 100 ma—manually or programmably. And there's
no juggling with makeshift, extra circuity. Then you
can adjust the voltage compliance to any value from
0to 1500 V. There's no fear that the voltage may be

upper limit.
Here are some additional features of the C638A:
Output impedance is 10 4 megohms at 0.5 eato 0.5
megohms at 100 ma. Above 2.2 p.a, regulation is better
than 0.15%, line or load, Ripple is less than 0.01%+
1pa rms. A modulation input is provided.
But to get back to the point; to check the peak
inverse voltage rating of asolid state junction, simply
set the output current control of an E/M ConstantCurrent Power Supply at the specified current. Connect the output to the junction, turn the power supply
on, and measure the voltage drop across the junction. What could be easier? And other measurements
can be made almost as easily.
For acomplete discussion of constant-current power
supplies with ratings up to 1A, ask for Specification
Sheet 3072B. It lists all the models and specifications, too.

iltRegisterecl U. S. Patent Office. Patents Issued and Pending.
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pany will become actively engaged
in the manufacturing of semiconductor devices.

NEW
MINIATURIZED
•••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMUTATING
SWITCH

General Instrument
Elects Friedman
of Maurice Friedman as
a vice president of General Instrument Corp. is announced. Formerly
executive vice president of the company's semiconductor division, he
will also serve in the newly created
post of executive assistant to the
president, and will be responsible,
under president Moses Shapiro,
for "coordinating activities of General Instrument's 18 divisions and
subsidiaries and for development
of the company's long-range acquisition program."

ELECTION

• IDL "STANDARD" Performance and Flexibility in 1/
3rd the Volume
• Satisfies 98% of all PAM and PDM Telemetering System Requirements
• Clamped Speed Regulator holds Pole Speed to 2%
• Phase-Lock Concept controls speed of 4 or more independent switches

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, INC.
51 MECHANIC STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
CIRCLE 208 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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1

Primary Standards
Measurement Engineers

1961

KITS AND WIRED
STEREO
AND MONO
HIGH FIDELITY
• TEST INSTRUMENTS
HAM E.)11IPMENT
CITIZENS TRANSCEII:FK.
,
RADI ,ES

\

LABORATORY PRECI9ON AT LOWEit
rame ...re.. wed

Send for

New 1961
EICO Electronics Catalog
EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L—
.I.C717N. Y. E-88 --- —
Send free 32-page catalog & dealer's name
EJ Send new 36-page Guidebook to HI-FI for
which Ienclose 25¢ for postage & handling

Li

Name
Address
City

Zone

firatle

92

State

3300 N. Blvd.. LI.C. 1. N.Y.
...araised by the experts
as BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONICS

CIRCLE 92 ON READER SERVICE CARD

There are openings at Boeing,
now, in research, development
and maintenance of primary
measurement standards. Requirements are a B.S. degree
plus experience in precision
measurement, or an advanced
degree. These positions, offering
the opportunity to contribute toward advancement of the stateof-the-art, are in the following
areas:
Acoustics
Dimension
Direct Current
Alternating Current
Radio Frequency
Microwave

Temperature
Infrared
Pressure
Vacuum
Acceleration
Optics

Salaries will be commensurate with
your education and experience. Write
today, to: Mr. W. B. Evans, The
Boeing Company, P. O. Box 3707 ECD, Seattle 24, Washington. All
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or national origin.

LiTI7E/NG

ACF Electronics
Appoints Kirby
N. KIRBY has been named
engineering manager for the Riverdale, Md., plant of the ACF Electronics Division of ACF Industries,
Inc.
Kirby joined ACF Electronics
from the Missile and Space Division of the Raytheon Co., Bedford,
Mass., where he was a technical
director. Prior to joining Raytheon, he was associated with the
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal,
and the Electronics Division of
FRANK

electron ice

American Machine & Foundry Co.
at Boston.

Let us show

Auerbach Electronics
Names Sunshine
BERNARD
pointed

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE
IN THE
NATION

SUNSHINE
to

the

has

been

technical

ap-

staff

of

Auerbach Electronics Corp., Phila-

you how to
KEEP
COMPONENT
COSTS
DOWN!

delphia, Pa. He has been concerned
with

special

connection

error

with

programming
project,

situations

the

of

in

input-output

the

ComLogNet

a large-scale digital com-

munication system.
Previously, Sunshine was a mem-

COSMIC
AND

PAPER TUBULAR

CONDENSERS
YEARS

OF

LUdlow

NEW

DUTY

HEAVY

2 &

3

DIMENSIONAL
ENGRAVER

L.

Aircraft

BRONX,

N.

Benjamin advances
Products

George M.

neering.

with

Aviation,
Y.

to

at

vice

Leitch,

North

joins

Aeronutronic

for-

American

Ford

Motor

division

as

Co.'s

special

assistant for electronic operations.

9-3360
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MICO

Harry
United

merly

COSMIC CONDENSER CO.
WHITTIER STREET,

group

president for marketing and engi-

PROVEN

DEPENDABILITY"

853

communications

of the Philco Corp.

PEOPLE IN BRIEF

ELECTROLYTIC

"35

ber of the

Precision
Apparatus
FOR
Engraving
Nameplates
Fine Routing Work
Profiling Small
Objects
Making Small Dies
and Molds

Michael Burlingham and Michael
N. Lompart of Burton Manufacturing Co. move up to vice president,

general

president,

manager

treasurer,

and

vice

respectively.

Max P. Forrer leaves General Electric

to

become

a senior

D.

Hogan promoted

Electric

Products

to

at

William
Sylvania

manager

of

engineering services for the semi-

Robert L. Rugh

conductor division.

transfers from Acoustica to Standard Rectifier Corp.
trol

previously

as quality con-

Lawrence Sokoloff,

manager.

with

%\I

engineer

at Kane Engineering Labs.

Sylvania

e

_
/ •

ft.
" -

Electric

Products, appointed a senior technical

staff

member

Electronics Corp.

by

Auerbach

J. Penn Ruther-

ford, executive vice president of
International Resistance Co., elected

UHF COAXIAL
WAVEMETERS

to

the

firm's

board

of

directors.

John B. Chatterton leaves Moller
Instrument Co. to join PRD Electronics as senior project engineer
for the research division. Ralph
M. Tidball of IBM's general products

division

engineer.
fers
2-75
Centimeter
Range

Send for Illustrated Catalogs.

MICO INSTRUMENT CO.
77 Trowbridge St.

Cambridge 38, Mass.
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cialty

from

to

ant.

senior

Power

Spe-

Ling-Temco

Elec-

Electron

administrative

to

Christian trans-

Diamond

Corp.

tronics'

advances

Hugh

Corp.,

engineering

as

assist-

Send asample or blue print
for estimates.
Art Wire, specializes in wire forms designed for today's automatic production
lines ...manufactured with the precision and uniformity that assure the
economy of an uninterrupted work flow.
Reduced down-time, and the lower
costs made possible by Art Wire's modern production methods mean greater
savings to you, and greater profit in
your operations.

ART WIRE AND STAMPING CO.
18 Boyden Place, Newark 2, N..1
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EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

electronics
WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM
FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ATTENTION:

COMPANY

ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS
This Qualification

Form is designed to help you

advance in the elec-

tronics industry. It is unique and compact. Designed with the assistance

SEE

PAGE

KEY

THE BOEING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington

92

1

CENTRAL RESISTOR CORP.
Addison, Illinois

95

2

ERIE ELECTRONICS DIV.
Erie Resistor Corp.
Erie, Pennsylvania

95

3

ESQUIRE PERSONNEL
Chicago, Illinois

95

4

GENERAL
DYNAMICS 'ASTRONAUTICS
San Diego, California

96

5

GYRODYNE CO. OF AMERICA INC.
St. James, L. I., New York

95

6

100*

7

30

8

99'

9

95

10

100*

11

of professional personnel management, it isolates specific experience in
electronics and deals only

in essential

background

information.

The advertisers listed here are seeking professional experience.

Fill in

the Qualification Form below.

STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL

Your Qualification form will be handled as "Strictly Confidential" by
ELECTRONICS.

Our processing

system

is

such that your

form

will

be

forwarded within 24 hours to the proper executives in the companies
you select. You will be contacted at your home by the interested com-

IB M CORPORATION
Lexington, Kentucky

panies.

WHAT TO

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS
Boston, Massachusetts

DO

1.

Review the positions in the advertisements.

2.

Select those for which you qualify.

1.

Notice the key numbers.

4.

Circle the corresponding key number below the Qualincation Form.

5. Fill out the form completely.

REPUBLIC AVIATION
Farmingdale, L. I.,

TROPICAL RADIO TELEGRAPH CO
Hingham, Massachusetts

Please print clearly.

Suite 1414 (E)

6. Mail to: D. Hawksby, Classified Advertising Div., ELECTRONICS,
Box

12, New York 36, N. Y. (No charge, of course).

In MI MI IN

New York

These advertisements appeared in the 3/18/61 issue.

- 111111

IM

MI MR MI Mill

WI

NMI

all MI In

(cut here)

(cu

here)

electronics WEEKLY QUALIFICATION FORM FOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Personal

Background

Education
PROFESSIONAL

NAME
HOME

MAJOR(S)

ADDRESS

CITY
HOME

ZONE

UNIVERSITY

STATE

DATE(S)

TELEPHONE

FIELDS OF EXPERIENCE (Please Check)

n Fire Control
n Human Factors
ri Infrared
D instrumentation
D Medicine

ri Aerospace
n Antennas
ri ASW

n

Circuits

n Communications
El Components
ri Computers

ri

Ei Navigation
D Operations
D Optics
D Packaging

Tubes

El Engineering Writing

CIRCLE
1
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2

3

4

5

KEY
6

8

Please indicate number of months
experience on

10

lines.

DEVELOPMENT
(Model)

E Other

DESIGN
(Product)

Supervisory
Experience
(Months)

RESEARCH (pure,
fundamental, basic)
RESEARCH
(Applied)
SYSTEMS
(New Concepts)

MANUFACTURING
(Product)

Research

9

proper

Technica I
Experience
(Months)

D Radio—TV
D Simulators
D Solid State
El Telemetry
Ei Transformers

[11

FIELD
(Service)

E

SALES
(Proposals 8. Products)

NUMBERS OF ABOVE COMPANIES'
7

CATEGORY OF SPECIALIZATION

8251

El Radar

Microwave

ECM

D Electron

DEGREE(S)

11

12

13

14

POSITIONS THAT INTEREST YOU
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

electronics

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

TRANSFORMER ENGINEER
With experience in the design and development of Hi-Frequency and Pulse transformers for commercial and military applications.
Ideal

opportunity

for

ambitious

man

to

develop full potential of present small department.

Salary—open.

Location—Erie,

Pa. Call or send resume to Chief Engineer

Erie Electronics Division
Erie Resistor Corporation
645 West 12th Street
GL 6-8592

Erie, Pa.

RESISTOR ENGINEER
Progressive manufacturer of Metal Film
Resistors located near Chicago needs an
experienced engineer to take charge
of their precision resistor line. Must
be experienced on Mil type resistors.
Excellent opportunity for the right person to manage this division.
CENTRAL RESISTOR CORP.
507 Factory

Road

Addison,

Illinois

WHERE IS THE PILOT?

National 5-9332

SECTION

HEAD

.

. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Salary 516,000—
Broad experience in missile engineering required
Be familiar with missile hardware and be able to
determine total systems specifications and customer
needs. Vacationland area. Client assumes all employment expense
ESQUIRE PERSONNEL
202 S. State St.
Chicago 4, III.

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
College graduate interested in associating
with long established public service company serving Central America.
Position
open at Engineering Dept., Tropical Radio
Telegraph Company, P. 0. Drawer 97,
Hingham, Massachusetts (Near Boston).

EFFECTIVE
RECRUITMENT
DEPENDS ON
ENGINEERING
READERSHIP
your

recruitment

program

calls for qualified engineers in the
electronics

industry,

there

is

no

more efficient method of reaching
them than through the pages of the
publication they pay to read.

electronics
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 12
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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The Gyrodyne DSN helicopter, being unmanned, can fly in foul
weather and complete its mission without risk to a pilot's life.
The DSN helicopter is the first remotely controlled helicopter and is
considered to be the most versatile remotely controlled flying machine.
The Gyrodyne Company is responsible for development and production of the DSN helicopter including its electronic equipment, and the
electronic equipment required aboard the destroyer to control the
DSN helicopter.
The work involved in accomplishing such a task is continually creating career opportunities for qualified personnel at various levels in
the following fields.

The DSN helicopter is the
advanced engineering version
of the piloted ROTORCYCLE shown
below the vehicle which on
June 1, 1961 won the Grand Prix
for its maneuverability
in the helicopter competition
at the International Air Show.

ENGINEER

Where

He has been replaced by a flight controller located at the drone control
station of a navy destroyer. He is flying the Gyrodyne DSN Helicopter, armed with a homing torpedo, by remote control. The controller has the capability to direct the DSN over the target area, release the weapon, and command it to return and land on the flight deck
of the destroyer.

Engineering
Flight Test
Aerodynamics
Stress Analysis
Digital Data Link
Electrical Systems
Electronic Systems
Contracts
Field Service
Publications
Training

Administration
Contracts (LLB)
Facilities
Systems—Procedures
Systems—Audit
Facilities Planning
Data Processing
Personnel Recruiting
Production Planning
Material Controls

Applicants interested in becoming associated with a progressive organization
located in one of the most beautiful suburban residential areas on Long Island,
are requested to submit confidential resumes to our Personnel Director, Dept.
E, Gyrodyne Company of America, Inc.,
St. James, L.I., N. Y.

yrodyne
COMPANY OF AMER/CA, INC.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

95

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

COMPANY-SPONSORED RESEARCH:

THIN FILMS
AND

SOLID STATE
The worldwide success of Japan's
transistor radios is a tribute to their
highly efficient yet minute components,
of

which

the

Poly-vari-con

ultra-small Mitsumi IFT
is typical.

With other

superb Mitsumi parts, it is being

ex-

tensively used by leading radio manufacturers.

Senior Scientists are needed for
immediate openings in the General
Dynamics/Astronautics Electronics
Research Laboratories.
A large company-sponsored program in thin film and solid state
research for applications to Microminiaturization, Solar Energy Conversion, and Magnetic Computer
Components is in progress. Included
are: (1) studies of the kinetics and
structures of films using advanced
electron microscope techniques;
(2) epitaxy studies using pyrolytic
vapor decomposition and ultra-high
vacuum deposition of thin film crystals; (3) materials research for thin
film passive and active components
pre,pared by vacuum deposition,
sputtering, anodization and electron
beam graphics and cathodolysis;
and (4) techniques for accurately
monitoring and controlling the fabrication conditions and film characteristics for thin film microcircuit
and large area energy conversion
device fabrication.
If you are interested and have
experience in these tasks and are
trained in solid state physics, metallurgy and ceramics, physical chemistry or electronics, inquire now.
Advanced degrees preferred but not
necessary if talent and experience
in these areas are indicated.
Please write Mr. R. M. Smith,
Industrial Relations AdministratorEngineering, Dept. 130-90.

G 11111 ID
GENERAL
DYNAMICS
ASTRONAUTICS
(formerly CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTIC,S)

5684 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego, California
ALL

QUALIFIED

APPLICANTS

RECEIVE CONSIDERATION
MENT

WITHOUT

WILL

FOR EMPLOY-

REGARD

TO

RACE.

GREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.

POLY-VARI-CON
Intermediate
Frequency

Variable
Capacitor

Transformer

Mitsumi Parts
MITSUMI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
1056-1, Koadachi, Komae-cho, Kitatama-gun, Tokyo, Japan
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Tough competition and smart
selling demand that the electronics man be reached and sold
wherever you find him: Research,
Design, Production, and Management. Only electronics is edited to
interest and influence all four key
buyers. Put your advertising
where it works hardest ...
in

electronics
electronics
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Speed your specs to Dynacor
when you want square-loop tape
cores to exact requirements—fast!
Here you'll find a dependable
combination of personnel, experience and facilities—the knowhow to deliver parameters to
your very tightest tolerance requirements for switching time,
flux, and noise.
Dynacor Square-Loop Tape
Cores are manufactured with the
high permeability alloys—GrainOriented 50-50 Nickel Iron, 4-79
Molybdenum Permalloy, and
Grain-Oriented 3% Silicon Iron
...with fully guaranteed uniformity ... under rigid standards
of control and inspection.
Look to Dynacor for reliable
production and swift delivery of
your tape core requirements. For
your convenience a full line of
standard units are stocked for immediate off-the-shelf delivery—
Send for bulletins DN 2000, DN
2001, DN 2002.

19

Varian Associates

• Hayes, Inc., C. I

SQUARE-LOOP
TAPE CORES
TO MEET YOUR
TOUGHEST
SPECIFICATIONS

89

Corp

Westinghouse Electric Corp

20,

Weston Instruments
A Division of Daystrom Inc

21
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of Electronics Buyers' Guide for complete line of
products

or

services.
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Westmore
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Maryland
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ..95.
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Central Resistor Corp
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Corporation
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General Dynamics/Astronautics
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• See Advertisement in the July 20, 1961
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This index and our Reader Service Numbers are published as a service. Every precaution is taken to make
them accurate. but ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibilities for errors or omissions.

electronics

Polarad inspectors
Audit Bureau
of Circulation.

see .001" vanes

Asisoeinted Busmen.
Publication.

Audited Paid Circulation

magnified like this

JAMES T. HAUPTLI
Advertising Sales Manager

with STEREOZOOM MICROSCOPES
These are micro-grid vanes for the higher frequency microwave
electron tubes made by Polarad Electronics Corporation, Long
Island City, N. Y. Bausch & Lomb StereoZoom Microscopes
play acritical part in their inspection. Because only B&L StereoZoom Microscopes provide infinite choice of magnification, anywhere within the entire range of the instrument. Just a turn of
the Zoom knob shows their .001" vanes at the ideal magnification for checking continuity, spacing, surface finish, or contamination by foreign materials.
Work shows up vividly, in natural 3D detail. And there's unobstructed working distance (up to 7") to simplify Polarad's
precision assembly of tube parts. That's why Maurice J. Cunniffe, manager of Polarad's Microwave Tube Laboratory, says:
"The StereoZoom Microscope is an essential component of our
laboratory facility."
Why not mail the coupon and find out how StereoZoom Microscopes can help you?
BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
61420 Bausch St., Rochester 2, New York

R. S. QUINT, Assistant Publisher Buyers' Guide
and Business Manager; FRED STEWART, Promotion

Manager;

B.

ANELLO,

Marketing

Service Manager; RICHARD J. TOMLINSON,
Production Manager; GEORGE E. POMEROY,
Classified Manager; HUGH J. QUINN, Circulation Manager.

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, NEW YORK
(36) Donald H. Miller, Henry M. Shaw, George
F. Werner, 500 Fifth Avenue, OXford 5-5959;
BOSTON (16) William S. Hodgkinson, Donald
R.
Furth,
McGraw-Hill
Building,
Copley
Square, Congress 2-1160; PITTSBURGH (22)
David M. Watson, Four Gateway Center,
Express 1-1314; PHILADELPHIA (3) Warren
H. Gardner, William J. Boyle, 6 Penn Center
Plaza, LOcust 8-4330; CHICAGO (11) Harvey
W.

Warnecke,

Michigan
LAND

Martin

Avenue,

(13)

P.

T.

J.

Galley, 645

Mohawk
Fegley,

North

4-5800;

CLEVE-

55 Public

Square,

Superior 1-7000; SAN FRANCISCO (11) T. H.
Carmody, R. C. Alcorn, 255 California Street,
Douglas 2-4600; LOS ANGELES (17) Marshall
Freeman, Peter S. Carberry, 1125 W. 6th St.,
Huntley 2-5450; DENVER (2) J. W. Patten,
Tower
Building,
1700 Broadway,
Alpine
5-2981; ATLANTA (9) M. H. Miller, 1375

Made in America, to the

D Send new B&L StereoZoom Catalog D-15.

world's highest standards.

12 Schedule a demonstration at my convenience.

BAUSCH 8c LOMB

Name, Title

Frank

Company

Commerce

Address

FRANKFURT/Main,
Stanley
R.
Kimes,
85
Westendstrasse; GENEVA, Michael R. Zeynel,

V

•
653

City

Peachtree St. N.E., Trinity 5-0523; HOUSTON
(25) Joseph C. Page, Jr., Prudential Bldg.,
Holcombe Blvd., Jackson 6-1281; DALLAS (1)

WI,
Zone

State

Le

Beau,
St.,

Edward

The

Vaughn

Riverside
E.

Bldg.,

7-9721;

Schrimer,

34

1712

LONDON
Dover

St.;

2 Place du Port.
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RCA's new Recommended Economy/Performance List of 9volume-produced transistors and
rectifiers can bring you brand-new answers to industrial reliability and performance at low prices
Here's why RCA's new recommended economy/
performance list of 9 general-purpose semiconductor devices can open the way to new circuit
economies, new equipment reliability:
•

Low Price—due to advanced mass-production
techniques used at RCA's Findlay, Ohio plant
devoted exclusively to general-purpose types.

•

Excellent Uniformity—due to many years of ex- •
perience and continuing refinements in manufacturing general-purpose types.

•

Exceptional Reliability—because of rigid quality
control and proved by extensive studies of cus-

tomers' actual experience with these transistor
types from incoming inspection to actual field
use by the end user. Field failure returns of these
units in battery-portable radios since January,
1958 have been less than 0.008r, per 1,000 hours
of operation. A rigorous quality-control program
makes product improvement a continuing positive process at RCA.
Time-Proved Constructions—Alloy-Junction Construction, Graded Base Drift-Field Construction,
Silicon Diffused-Junction Construction.. techniques developed and improved by RCA's long
experience in the field of solid-state devices and
proved through widespread product application.

RCA FIELD OFFICES... USO: Newark, N. 1., 744 Broad St., Humboldt 5-3900 • (Camden, N 1. area) Erlton, N. L. 605 Marlton Pike, HAzel 8.4802 • Syracuse. N. T.,
731 lames St., Room 402, GRanite 4.5591 • Baltimore, Md.. ENterprise 9.1850 • NORTHEAST: Needham Heights 94, Mass., 64 "A" St., HIlIcrest 4.7200 • SOUTHEAST: Orlando, Fla., 1520 Edgewater Drive, Suite el, GArden 4.4768 • EAST CENTRAL: Detroit 2, Mich., 714 New Center Bldg.. 'Mindy 5.5600 • CENTRAL: Chicago,
Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, WHiteheil 4.2900 . Minneapolis, Minn., 5805 Excelsior Blvd., WEst 9-0676 • WEST: Los Angeles 54, Calif., Box 54074,
RAymorid 3-8361 • (San Francisco area) Burlingame, Calif., 1838 El Camino Real, 0010,4 7-1620 • SOUTHWEST: Dallas 7, Texas, 7905 Carpenter Freeway, Fleetwood
7.8167 •GOV'T: Dayton, Ohio, 224 N. Wilkinson St., BAldwin 6.2366 • Washington, D.C.. 1725 "K" St. N.W., Eldora' 7.8500.

AVAILABLE THROUGH
YOUR RCA DeTRIBUTOR

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

For complete information and data on
these nine general-purpose types, write
for your free copy of RCA's new booklet
"RCA's Recommended Economy Performance List" to RCA Semiconductor
and Materials Division, Commercial Engineering, Section 11.19 NN.1, Somerville,
N. J. For further sales information, contact your RCA Field Representative
today.

